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MEMORANDUM 

October 21, 1988 

MEMBERS OF THE SENATE STATE GOVERNMENT COMMIITEE 

SENATOR WYNONA M. LIPMAN, CHAIRMAN 

PUBLIC HEARING 

The Senate State Government Comm"ittee will hold a public hearing 
on legislative campaign financing on Thursday, October 27, 1988. The 
bills to be discussed are: 

S-1828 
Dorsey 

S-2211 
Lynch 

S-2486 . 
VanWagner 

Limits to $2,500 the amount that certain PAC' s can 
contribute to legislative candidates. 

Provides for public financing of campaigns for nomination 
and election to Legislature; limits contributions in ·aid 
of all such campaigns. 

Provides for public financing of campaigns for election 
to Legislature; limits contributions in aid of all such 
candidates and expenditures in aid of those candidacies 
supported by public moneys.· 

The hearing will be held in Room 410 of the State House Annex. It 
will follow the prev.iously announced hearing on the implementation of 
the "Civil Service Act" which is scheduled to start at 10:00 a.m. 

Persons wishing to testify, should contact Joseph P. Capalbo, Aide 
to the Committee, at (609) 292-9106. 
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SENATE, No. 1828 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

Introduced Pending Technical Review by Legislative CoWlSel 

PRE-FILED FOR INTRODUCTION IN THE 1988 SESSION 

By Senator DORSEY 

AN ACT concerning campaign contributions in legislative 

elections and amending and supplementing P.L. 1973, c. 83. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 

5 State of New Jersey: 

1. Sections 4 through 8 of this act shall be !mown and may be 

7 cited as the "Campaign Reform Act of 1987." 

2. Section 3 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-3) is amended to 

9 read as follows: 

3. As used in this act, unless a different meaning clearly 

11 appears from the context: 

a. The tenn "allied candidates" means candidates in any 

13 election who are (1) seeking nomination or election (A) to an 

office or offices in the same county or municipal government or 

15 school district or (B) to the Legislature representing in whole or 

part the same constituency, and who are (2) either (A) nominees 

11 of the same political party or (B) publicly declared in any 

manner, including the seeking or obtaining of any ballot position 

19 or common ballot slogan, to be aligned or mutually supportive.· 

b. The term "allied campaign organization" means any 

21 political committee, any State, county or municipal comlilittee 

of a political party or~ any camp~gn organization of a candidate 

23 which is in ·support or furtherance of the same candidate or any 

one or more of the same group of allied candidates or the same 

25 public question as any other such committee or organization. 

c. The term "candidate" means an individual seeking or 

27 having sought election to a public office of the State or of a 

county, municipality or school district at an election; except 

29 that the tenn shall not include an individual seeking party office. 

EXPLANATION-Hatter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the 
above bill is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law. 

Hatter underlined 1hY1 is new matter. 
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1 d. The tenns "contributions" and "expenditures" include all 

loans and tranfers of money or other thing of value to or by any 

3 candidate, political committee or continuing political 

committee, and all pledges or other commitments or 

5 asswnptions of liability to make any such transfer; and for 

purposes of reports required \Dlder the provisions of this act 

7 shall be deemed to have been made upon the date when such 

commitment is made or liability assumed. 

9 e. The term "election" means any election described in 

section 4 of this act. 

11 f. The term "paid personal services'' means personal, clerical, 

administrative or professional services of every kind and nature 

13 including. without limitation. public relations, research, legal. 

canvassing, telephone, speech writing or other such services, 

15 performed other than on a voluntary basis, the salary, cost or 

consideration for which is paid, home or provided by someone 

17 other than the committee, candidate organization for whom 

such services are rendered. In determining the value, for the 

19 purpose of reports required under this act, of contributions made 

in the form of paid personal services, the person contributing 

21 such services shall furnish to the treasurer through whom such 

contribution is made a statement setting forth the actual 

23 amount of compensation paid by said contributor to the 

individuals actually performing said services for the 

25 performance thereof. But if any individual or individuals 

actually performing such services also performed for the 

27 contributor other services during the same period. and the 

manner of payment was such_ that payment for the services 

29 contributed cannot readily be segregated from contemporary 

payment for the other services, the contributor shall in his -

3l _ statement to the treasurer so state and shall either (1) set forth 

his best estimate of the dollar amount of payment to each such 

33 individual which is attributable to the contribution of his paid 

personal services, and shall certify the substantial accuracy of 

35 the same, or (2) if unable to determine- such amount with 

sufficient accuracy, set forth the total compensation paid by 

37 him to each such individual for the period of time during which 

the services contributed by him were performed. If any 

39 candidate is a holder of public office to whom there is 
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1 attached or assigned, by virtue of said office, any aide or aides 

whose services are of a personal or confidential nature in 

3 assisting him to carry out the duties of said office, and whose 

salary or other compensation is paid in whole or part out of 

public funds. the services of such aide or aides which are paid 

for out of public f\Ulds shall be for public purposes only; but they 

5 

7 may con~ribute their personal services, on a voluntary basis, to 

such candidate for election campaign purposes. 

9 g. (Deleted by amendment, P.L. 1983, c. 579.) 

h. The term "political information" means any statement 

11 including, but not limited to, press releases, pamphlets. 

newsletters, advertisements, flyers, form letters, or radio or 

13 television programs or advertisements which reflects the opinion 

of the members of the organization on any candidate or 

15 candidates for public office, on any public question, or which 

contains facts on any such candidate, or public question whether 

17 . or not such facts are within the personal knowledge of members 

of the organization. 

19 i. The tenn "political committee" means any two or more 

persons acting jointly, or any corporatio~. partnership, or any 

21 other incorporated or unincorporated association which is 

organized to, or does, aid or promote the nomination, election or 

23 defeat of any candidate or candidates for public office, or which 

is organized to, or does, aid or promote the passage or defeat of 

25 a public question in any election, if the persons, corporation, 

partnership or incorporated or unincorporated ~ciation raises 

27 or expends $1,000.00 or more to so aid or promote the 

nomination, election or defeat of a candidate or candidates or 

29 the passage or def~at of a public question; provided that for the 

purposes of this act, the tenn "political committee" shall not 

31 include a "continuing political committee." as defined by 

subsection n. of this section. 

33 j. The tertn "public solicitation" means any activity by or on 

behalf of any candidate, political committee or continuing 

35 political committee whereby either (1) members of the general 

public are personally solicited for cash contributions not 

37 exceeding $20.00 from e~ch person so solicited and contributed 

on the spot by the person so solicited to a person soliciting or 



1 through a receptacle provided for the purpose of depositing 

contributions,· or (2) members of the general public are 

3 personally solicited for the purchase of items having some 

tangible value as merchandise, at a price not exceeding $20.00 

5 per item, which price is paid on the spot in cash by the person so 

solicited to the person so solidting, which the net proceeds of 

7 such solicitation are to be used by or on behalf of such candidate 

political committee or continuing political committee. 

9 k. The tenn "testimonial affair" means an affair of any kind 

or nature including, without limitation, cocktail parties. 

11 breakfasts, luncheons, dinners. dances, picnics or similar affairs 

directly or indirectly intended to raise campaign funds in behalf 

13 of a person who holds, or who is or was a candidate for 

nomination or election to a public office in this State, or 

15 directly or indirectly intended to raise funds in behalf of any 

State, county or municipal committee of a political party or in 

17 behalf of a political committee. 

1. The term "other thing of value" means any item of real or 

19 personal property, tangible or intangible, but shall not be 

deemed to include personal services other than paid personal 

21 services. 

m. The term "qualified candidate" means: 

23 (1) Any candidate for election to the office of Governor whose 

name appears on the general election ballot and who has 

25 deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P.L. 

1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

27 (2) Any candidate for election to the of-fice of Governor whose 

name does not appear on the general election ballot but who has 

29 deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P. L. 

1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

31 (3) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Govemor whose name appears on the primary election ballot and 

33 who has deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 

of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

35 (4) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Governor whose name does not appear on the primary election 

37 ballot but who has deposited and expended $50.000.00 pursuant 

to section 7 of P.L. 1974. c. 26 (C. t9:44A-32). 
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1 n. The tenn "continuing political committee'' means: 

(1) The State committee, or any coWlty or mwlicipal 

3 committee, of a political party; or 

(2) Any group of two or more persons acting jointly, or any 

5 corporation, partnership, or any other incorporated or 

unincorporated association, including a political club political 

7 action committee, civic association or other organization, which 

in any calendar year contributes or expects to contribute at 

9 least; [$2,500.00) $1,000.00 to the aid or promotion of the 

candidacy of an individual, or of the candidacies of individuals, 

11 for elective public office, or the passage or defeat of a public 

question or public questions, and which may be expected to 

13 make contributions toward such aid or promotion or passage or 

defeat during a subsequent election, provided that the group, 

15 corporation, partnership, association or other organization has 

been detennined to be a continuing political committee under 

17 subsection b. of section 8 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-8). 

3. Section 8 of P. L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A~8) is amended to 

19 read as follows: 

8. a. (1) Each political committee shall make a full 

21 cumulative report, upon a fonn prescribed by the Election Law 

Enforcement Commission, of all contributions in the fonn of 

23 moneys, loans, paid personal services, or other things of value 

made to it and all expenditures made, incurred, or authorized by 

25 it in furtherance of the nomination, election or defeat of any 

candidate. or in aid of the passage or defeat of any public 

27 question, or to provide political iilfonnation oil any candidate or 

public question, during the period ending 48 hours preceding the 

29 date of the report and beginning on the date on· which the first 

of those contributions was received or the first of those 
31 expenditures was made, whichever occurred first. The 

cumulative report, except as hereinafter provided, shall contain 

33 the name and address of each person or group from whom 

moneys, loans, paid personal services or other things of value 

35 have been contributed since 48 hours preceding the date on 

which the previous such report was made and the amount 

37 contributed by each person or group. In the case of any loan 

reported pursuant to this section, the report shall contain the 

39 name and address of each person who has cosigned such loan 
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1 since 48 hours preceding the date on which the previous such 

report was made. The cumulative report shall also contain the 

3 name and address of each person, finn, organization to whom 

expenditure$ have been paid since 48 hours preceding the date 

5 on whi~h the previous such report was made and amount and 

purpose of each such expenditure. The cumulative report shall 

7 be filed with the Election Law Enforcement Commission on the 

dates designated in section 16 hereof. 

9 The campaign treasurer of the political committee reporting 

shall certify to the correctness of each report. 

11 Each campaign treasurer of a political committee shall file 

written notice with the commission of a contribution in excess 

13 of $250.00 received d1:1ring the period between the 13th day prior 

to the election and the date of the election. the notice shall be 

15 filed in .writing or by telegram within 48 hours of the receipt of 

the contribution and shall set forth the amount and date of the 

17 contribution and the name and address of the contributor. 

(2) When a political committee or an individual seeking party 

19 office makes or authorizes an expenditure on behalf of a 

candidate, it shall provide immediate written notification to the 

21 candidate of the expenditure. 

b. (1) A group of two or more persons acting jointly. or any 

23 corporation, partnership, or any other incorporated or 

unincorporated association including a political club. political 

25 action committee, civic association or other organization, which 

in any calendar year contributes or expects to contribute at 
27 least [$2,500.00] $1,000.00 to the aid or promotion of the 

· candidacy of all individual, or of the candidacies of individuals, 

29 for elective public office or the passage or defeat of a public 

question or public questions and which expects to make 

31 ·contributions toward such aid or promotion, or toward such 

passaged or defeat, during a subsequent election, shall certify 

33 that fact to the commission, and the commission, upon receiving 

that certification and on the basis of any infonnation as it may 

35 require of the group. corporation, partnership. association or 

other organization. shall determine whether the group. 

37 corporation. partnership. association or other organization is a 
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1 continuing political committee for the purposes of this act. If 

the commission detennines that the group, corporation. 

3 partnership, association or other organization is a continuing 

political committee, it shall so notify that continuing political 

5 committee. 

(2) A continuing political' committee shall file with the 

1 Election Law Enforcement Commission, not later than April 15, 

July 15, October 15 and January 15 of each calendar year, a 

9 cumulative quarterly report of all moneys, loans, paid personal 

services or other things of value contributed "to it during the 

11 period ending on the 15th day preceding that date and 

commencing on January 1 o_f that calendar year or, in the case 

13 of the cumulative quarterly report to be filed not later than 

January 15, of the previous calendar year, and all expenditures 

15 made, incurred, or authorized by it during the period, whether or 

not such expenditures were made, incurred or authorized in 

17 furtherance of the election or defeat of any candidate, or in aid 

of the passage or defeat of any public question or to provide 

19 · infomtation on any candidate or public question. 

The cumulative quarterly report shall contain the name and 

21 address of each person or group from whom moneys, loans, and 

personal services or other things of value have been contributed 

23 and the amount contributed by each person or group. In the case 

of any loan reported pursuant to this section, the . report shall 

25 contain the name and address of each person who cosigns such 

loan. The report shall also contain the name and address of each 

21 person, finn or organization to whom expenditures have been 

paid and the amount and purpose of each such expenditure. The 

29 treasurer of the continuing political committee reporting shall . 

certify to the correctness of each cumulative quarterly report. 

31 Each continuing political committee shall provide immediate 

written notification to each candidate of all expenditures made 

33 or authorized on behalf of the candidate. 

If any continuing political committee submitting cumulative 

35 quarterly reports as provided Wtder this subsection receives a 

contribution from a single source of more than $250.00 after the 

37 final day of a quarterly reporting period and on or before a 

primary, general, municipal, school or special election which 
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1 occurs after that final day but prior to the final day of the next 

reporting period it shall. in writing or by telegram, report that 

3 contribution to the commission within 48 hours of the receipt 

thereof. 

5 A continuing political committee which at any point expects 

to cease making contributions toward the aiding or promoting of 

7 the candidacy of an individual, or of . the candidacies of 

individuals. for elective public office in this State or the passage 

9 or defeat of a public question or public questions in this State 

shall certify that fact in writing to the commission, and that 

11 certificati9n shall be accompanied by a final accounting of any 

fund relating to such aiding or promoting, including the final 

13 disposition of any balance in such fund at the time of 

dissolutio11. Until that certification has been filed, the 

15 committee shall continue to file the quarterly reports as 

provided under this subsection. 

17 c. In any report filed pursuant to the provisions fo this 

section the organization or committee reporting may exclude 

19 from the report the names and addresses of contributors whose 

contributions during the period covered by the report did not 

21 exceed $100.00, provided, however, that (1) such exclusion is 

unlawful if any person responsible for the preparation or filing 

23 of the report knew that it was made with respect to any person 

whose contributions relating to the same election or issue and 

25 made to the reporting organization or committee or to an allied 
campaign organization or organizations aggregate, in 

27 combination with the contribution in respect of which such 

exclusion is made, more than $100.00 and (2). any person who 

29 knowingly prepares. assists in preparing files or acquiesces in 

the filing of any report from which the identification of a 

31 contributor has been excluded contrary to the provisions of this 

section is subject to the provisions of section 21 of this act, but 

33 (3) nothing in this provision shall be construed as requiring any 

committee organization reporting pursuant to this act to report 

35 the amounts, dates or other circumstantial data regarding 

contributions made to any other organization or political 

37 committee. committee of a political party or campaign 

organization of a candidate. 
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1 Any report filed pursuant to the provisions of this section 

shall include an itemized accounting of all receipts and 

3 expenditures relative to any testimonial affairs held since the 

date of the most. recent report filed, which accounting shall 

5 include the names and addresses of each contributor in excess of 

$100.00 to such testimonial affair and the amount contributed 

7 by each, the expenses incurred, and the disposition of the 

proceeds of such testimonial affair. 

9 A political committee shall be exempt from any requirement 

to file reports pursuant to this section of contributions received 

11 or expenditures made in behalf of two or more joint candidates 

in any election if the committee files with the Election Law 

13 Enforcement Commission a swam statement to the effect that 

the total amount to be expended on behalf of their candidacies 

15 shall not exceed $4,000.00; provided, that if a committee which 

has filed such a swam statement receives contributions form 

17 any one source aggregating more than $100.00, it shall forthwith 

report that fact, including the identify of the source and the 

t 9 aggregate total of contributions therefrom to the commission. 

Any sworn statement wtder this subsection may be filed with the 

21 notice of designation by a political committee of a cam~aign 

treasurer and campaign depository wtder section 10 of P.L. 

23 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-10), if that committee knows or has 

reason to believe,. at the time when the notice of designation is 

25 given, that the total amount to be so expended shall not exceed 

$4,000.00. 

27 4. (New section) No continuing political committee other 

than the State committee or any CC?unty or municipal committee 

29 of a political party shall make any ·contribution to or 

expenditures in behalf of a legislative candidate. his campaign 

31 treasurer, or deputy campaign treasurer, in aid of the candidacy 

of or in behalf of a candidate for nomination for election or for 

33 election as a member of the Legislature in any primary, special 

or general election in the aggregate in excess of $2,500.00. No 

35 legislative candidate and no campaign treasurer or deputy 

campaign treasurer of a legislative candidate shall knowingly 

37 accept from any continuing political committee other than the 

State committee or any county or municipal committee of a 

39 political party any contribution or expenditure in the aggregrate 
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1 in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a legislative candidate 

in excess of $2,500.00 in any primary. special or general 

3 election. For the purpose of this section, "legislative 

candidate" means any candidate for nomination for election or 

5 for election to the Legislature in any primary. special or general 

election. 

1 5. (New section) No continuing political committee other 

than the State committee or any county or municipal committee 

9 of a political party stiall make any contribution to or 

expenditures in behalf of another continuing political committee 

11 other than the State committee or any county or municipal 

committee of a political party in the aggregate in excess of 

13 $2,500.00 during any calendar year. No continumg political 

committee other than the State committee or any county or 

15 municipal committee of a political party shall accept from 

another continuing political committee other than the State 

17 committee or any county or municipal committee of a political 

party any contribution or expenditure in the aggregate in excess 

19 of $2,500.00 during any calendar year. 

6. (New section) ln any calendar year in which members of 

21 the Legislature are elected, no continuing political committee 

other than the State committee or any county or municipal 

23 committee of a political party shall make any contribution to or 

expenditure in behalf of a candidate for nomination for or for 

25 election to the Leg~lature, any political committee promoting 

the nomination or election of that candidate, or any continuing 

27 political committee affiliated with that candidate in the 

aggregate in exceSs of $5,000.00. 

29 7. (New section) In addition to the information already 

required pursuant to section 8 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-8), 

31 continuing political committees other than the State committee 

or any county or municipal committee of a political party shall" 

33 disclose in their quarterly reports the bills for which they sought 

a legislator's support or opposition in return for a contribution 

35 to that legislator's campaign for nomination, election or 

reelection to the Legislature. 

37 8. (New section) A continuing political committee may make 

a contribution to the State committee or any county or . 

39 municipal committee of a political party in aid of the candidacy 

of or in behalf of a specific candidate for member of the 
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1 Legislat\ll'e provided the continuing political committee 

discloses the bills for which it sought the legislator's support or 

3 opposition in retum for a campaign contribution, pursuant to 

section 5 of P.L. . ........... , c ...•....... (C ••••••••••••.••••• ) (now 

5 pending before the Legislature as this bill). 

9. This act shall take effect immediately, but if a quarterly 

7 report is due within 30 days after this effective date, the act 

shall be inoperative until the day folloWing date· on which that 

9 report is due. 

11 

STATEMENT 

13 

The purpose of this bill is to limit the amowtt of money that 

15 political action committees (PACs) and other continuing 

political committees other than the State committee or any 

17 county or municipal committee of a political party may 

contribute to any candidate for nomination or election to the 

19 Legislature. 

Specifically. a PAC would be limited to contributing a total of 

21 $2,500.00 to any candidate in any election and to contributing a 

total of $2,500.00 to another PAC during any calendar year. 

23 Since this limitation would apply to continuing political 

committees other than the State committee or any coUnty or 

25 municipal committee of a political party which at present have 

a $2,500.00 reporting threshold, the bill lowers the reporting 

27 threshold to $1,000.00 so that PACs would be required to report 

their e~enditures before reaching the $2,500.00 limit. Also, in 

29 anY calendar year in which members of the Legislature are 

elected a cap of $5,000.00 is placed on amowtt of money 

31 continuing political committees other than the State committee 

or any cowtty or mwticipal committee of a political party can 

33 contribute or expend on behalf of a candidate. 

~ addition, each PAC must disclose in its quarterly report 

35 that bills for which it sought a legislator's support or opposition 

in return for a contribution to that legislator's campaign for 

37 nomination, election or reelection. A continuing political 

committee may make a contribution to the State committee or 

39 any county or municipal committee of a political party in aid of 
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1 or in behalf of a specific legislative candidate provided the PAC 

disCloses the bills for which it sought the legislator's support or 

3 opposition in retum for a campaign contribution. 

5 
ELECTIONS 

7 Ethics and Financial Disclosure 

\ 

9 Limits to $2,500 the amount that certain PACs can contribute 

to legislative candidates. 



SENATE, No. 2211 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED MARCH 21, 1988 

By Senator LYNCH 

1 AN ACT concerning the financing of campaigns for nomination 

for election and for election to the office of member of the 

3 Legislature, amending and supplementing P.L.l973, c.83. 

5 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 

State of New Jersey: 

7 1. Section 3 of P.L.1973, c.83 (C.19:44A-3) is amended to read 

as follows: 

9 3. As used in this act, unless a different meaning clearly 

appears from the context: 

11 a. The term "allied candidates" means candidates in any 

election who are (1) seeking nomination or election (A) to an 

13 office or offices in the same county or municipal government or 

school district or (B) to the Legislature representing in whole or 

15 part the same constituency, and who are .(2) either (A) nominees 

of the same political party or (B) publicly declared in any manner, 

17 including the seeking. or obtaining of any ballot position or 

common ballot slogan, to be aligned or mutually supportive. 

19 b. The term ''allied campaign organization'' means any political 

committee, any State. county or municipal committee of a 

21 political party or any campaign organization of a candidate which 

is in support or furtherance of the same candidate or any one or 

23 more of the same group of allied candidates or the same public 

question as any other such conimittee or organization. 

25 c. The tenn "candidate'' means an individual seeking or having 

sought election to a public office of the State or of a county, 

27 municipality or school district at an election: except that the 

term shall not include an individual seeking party of~ice. 

29 d. The terms "contributions'' and "expenditures" include all 

loans and transfers of money or other thing of value to or by any 

31 candidate, political committee or continuing political committee, 

EXPLANATION-Hatter enclosed in bold-faced brackets (thus] in the 
above bill h not enacted and is intended to be om'itted in the 1 aw. 

Hatter underlined 1!1J.L1 is new matter. 
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1 and all pledges or other commitments or assumptions of liability 

to make any such transfer, and for purposes of reports required 

3 Wlder the provisions of this act shall be deemed to have been 

made upon the date when such commitment is made or liability 

5 assumed. 

e. The term "election'' means any election described in section 

7 4 of this act. 

f. The term "paid personal services" means personal, clerical. 

9 administrative or professional services of every kind and nature 

including, without limitation, public relations. research, legal. 

11 canvassing, telephone. speech writing or other such services. 

performed other than on a voluntary basis, the salary, cost or 

13 consideration for which is paid, borne or provided by someone 

other than the committee, candidate or organization for whom 

15 such services are rendered. ln determining the value. for the 

purpose of reports required Wlder this act. of contributions made 

17 in the fonn of paid personal services, the person contributing 

such services shall furnish to the treasurer through whom such 

19 contribution is made a statement setting forth the ·actual amount 

of compensation paid by said contributor to the individuals 

21 actually performing said services for the performance thereof. 

But if any individual or individuals actually performing such 

23 services also performed for the contributor other services during 

the same period. and the manner of payment was such that 

25 payment for the services contributed cannot readily be 

segregated from contemporary payment for the other services. 

27 the contributor shall in his statement to the treasurer so state 

and shall either (1) set forth his best estimate of the. dollar 

29 amoWtt of payment to each such individual which is attributable 

to the contribution of his paid personal services, and shall certify 

31 the substantial accuracy of the same, or (2) if unable to 

determine such amount with suffi~ient accuracy, set forth the 

33 total compensation paid by him to each such individual for the 

period of time during which the services contributed by him were 

35 performed. If any candidate is a holder of public office to whom 

there is attached or assigned, by virtue of said office. any aide or 

37 aides whose serVices are of a personal or confidential nature in 

assisting him to carry out the duties of said office. and whose 

39 salary or other compensation is paid in whole or part out of public 
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1 funds, the services of such aide or aides which are paid for out of 

public funds shall be for ~ublic purposes only; but they may 

3 contribute their personal services, on a voluntary basis, to such 

candidate for election campaign purposes. 

5 g. (Deleted by amendment, P.L.1983, c.579.) 

h. The term ''political information" means any statement 

7 including, but not limited to, press relec:a.ses, pamphlets, 

newsletters, advertisements, flyers, form letters, or radio or 

9 television programs or advertisements which reflects the opinion 

of the members of the organization on any candidate or 

11 candidates for public office. on any public question, or which 

contains facts on any such candidate, or public question whether 

13 or not such facts are within the personal knowledge of members 

of the organization. 

15 i. The term ''political committee" means ·any two or more 

persons acting\ jointly, or any corporation. partnership, or any 

·17 other incorporated or unincorporated association which is 

organized to. or dOes. aid or promote the nomination. election or 

19 defeat of any candidate or candidates for public office. or which 

is organized to, or does. aid or promo.te the passage or defeat of a 

21 public question in any election, if the persons, corporation. 

partnership or incorporated or unincorporated association raises 

23 or expends $1,000.00 or more to so aid or promote the 

nomination, election or defeat of a candidate or candidates or the 

25 passage or defeat of a public question; provided that for the 

purposes of this act, the term "political cornmittee·· shall not 

27 include a "continuing political committee." as defined by 

subsection n. of this section. 

29 j. The tenn ··public solicitation'' means any activity by or on 

behalf of any candidate, political committee or continuing 

31 political committee whereby either (1) members of the general 

public are personally solicited for cash contributions not 

33 exceeding $20.00 from each person so solicited and contributed 

on the spot by the person so solicited to a person soliciting or 

35 through a receptacle provided for the purpose of depositing 

contributions. or (2) members of the general public are personally 

37 solicited for the purchase of items having some tangible value as 

merchandise, at a price not exceeding $20.00 per item, which 

39 price is paid on the spot in cash by the person so solicited to the 
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1 person so soliciting, when the net proceeds of such solicitation 

are to be -used by or on behalf at such candidate, political 

3 committee or continuing political committee. 

k. The term ·• testimonial affair" means an affair of any kind or 

5 nature including, without limitation. cocktail parties. breakfasts, 

luncheons, dinners, dances, picnics or similar affairs directly or 

7 indirectly intended to raise campaign funds in behalf of a person 

who holds, or who is or was a candidate for nomination or 

9 election to a public office in this State. or directly or indirectly 

intended to raise funds in behalf of any State, county or 

11 municipal committee of a political party or in behalf of a 

political committee. 

13 l. The tenn "other thing of value'' means any item of real or 

personal property, tangible or intangible, but shall not be deemed 

15 to include personal services other than paid personal services. 

m. The term "qualified candidate" means: 

17 (1) Any candidate for election to the office of Governor whose 

name appears on the general election ballot and who has 

19 deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of 

P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32); or 

21 (2) Any candidate for election to the office of Governor whose 

name does not appear on the general election ballot but who has 

23 deposited and expended $50,000.00- pursuant to section 7 of 

P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32); or 

25 (3) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Governor whose name appears on the primary election ballot and 

27 who has deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 

of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32); or 

29 (4) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Governor whose name does not appear on the primary election 

31 ballot but who has deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to 

section 7 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32)i_2! 

33 (5) Any candidate for election to the office of member of the 

Legislature whose name appears on the general or special 

35 election ballot and who has deposited and expended $5.000.00 

pursuant to section 1 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32); or 

37 (6) Anv candidate for election to the office of member of the 

Legislature whose name does not appear on the general or special 
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1 election ballot but who has deposited and expended $5,000.00 

pursuant to section 7 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.t9:44A-32); or 

3 (7) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

member of the Legislature whose name appears on the primary 

5 election ballot and who has deposited and expended $5,000.00 

pursuant to section 7 of P.L.t974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32l; or 

7 (8) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

member of the Legislature whose name does not appear on the 

9 primary election ballot but who has deposited and expended 

$5,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P.L.t974, c.26 (C.t9:44A-32). 

11 For the purposes of. paragraphs (5) through (8) of this 

subsection, only the first $200.00 of aggregate contributions from 

13 each contributor who is an individual shall be considered in 

calculating whether a candidate has deposited and expended 

15 $5,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P. L.l974. c.26 (C.19:44A-32). 

n. The term ''continuing political committee" means: 

17 (1) the State committee, or any county or municipal 

committee, of a political party: or 

19 (2) any group of two or more persons acting jointly, or any 

corporation, partnership, or any other incorporated or 

21 unincorporated association, including a political club. political 

action committee. civic association or other organization, which 

23 in any calendar year contributes or expects to contribute at least 

$2,500.00 to the aid or promotion of the candidacy of an 

25 individual, or of the candidacies of individuals, for elective public 

office, or the passage or defeat of a public question or public 

27 questions, and which may ·be expected to make contributions 

toward such aid or promotion or passage or defeat during a 

29 subsequent election. provided that the group, corporation. 

partnership. association or other organization has been 

31 determined to be a continuing political committee under 

subsection b. of section 8 of P.L.1973, c.83 (C.19:44A-8). 

33 (cf: P.L.1983, c.579, s.7) 

2. Section 19 of P.L.1980, c.74 (C.19:44A-7.1} is amended to 

35 read as follows: 

19. For the purpose of determining the continuing adequacy of 

37 the limits set by law upon contributions and expenditures in aid of 

the candidacy or in behalf of any candidate for nomination or 

39 election to the office of Governor or member of the Legislature. 
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1 the Election Law Enforcement Commission shall monitor the 

general level of prices, with particular reference to those · 

3 · directly affecting the costs of election campaigning in this 

State. In the year next preceding any year in which a primary 

5 election and general election are to be ~eld to fill for a full tenn 

the office of Governor [are to be held), and not later than 12 

7 months before the date of the primary election, the commission 

shall report to the Legislature its recommendations. if any, for 

9 altering those limits in accordance with its findings pursuant to 

this section. 

11 (cf• P.L.1980. c.74, s.19) 

3. Section 2 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-27) is amended to read 

13 as follows: 

2. It is hereby declared to be a compelling public interest ana 

15 to be the policy of this State that [primary and general election] 

campaigns for nomination for election and for election to the 

17 [office) offices of Governor and member of the Legislature shall 

be financed with public support pursuant to the provisions of this 

19 act. It is the intention of this act that such . financing be 

adequate in amount so that candidates [for election to the office 

21 of Governor) waging such campaigns may conduct [their] those 

campaigns free from improper influence and so that persons of 

23 limited financial means may seek election to [the State· s highest 

office] those State offices. 

25 (cf: P.L.1980. c.74, s.3) 

4. Section 3 of P.L.1974. c.26 (C.19:44A-28) is amended to read 

27 as follows: 

3. The provisions of this act shall apply to the general election 

29 campaign for the office of Governor to be held in November, 

1977 [and]1 to all subsequent primary and general election 

31 campaigns for nomination for election and for election to the 

office of Governor, and to all primary. general and special 

33 election campaigns to be held in June. 1989 and thereafter for 

nomination for election and for election to the office of member 

35 of the Legislature, except that the provisions of this act shall not 

apply to any primary or general election campaign for the office 

37 of Governor or to any primary, general or special election 

campaign for nomination for election or for election to the office 
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1 of member of the Legislature for which the Legislature fails to 

make an appropriation. 

3 (cf: P.L.1980. c.74, s.4) 

5. Section 4 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-29) is amended to read 

5 as follows: 

4. a. Except in the case of a candidate, as provided in 

7 subsection g. of this section, no person [or]!. political committee 

or continuing political committee. otherwise eligible to make 

9 political contributions, shall make any contribution or 

contributions to a candidate, his campaign treasurer or deputy 

11 campaign treasurer. a State committee, coWlty committee or 

municipal committee o-f any political party, or to any other 

13 _person or committee. in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a 

candidate for nomination for election or for election to the office 

15 of Governor in any primary or general election in the aggregate 

in excess of $800.00. or in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of 

17 a candidate for nomination for election or for election to the 

office of member of the Legislature in any primary, general or 

19 special election in the aggregate in excess of. $500.00. No 

candidate for nomination for election or for election to the office 

21 of Governor in any primary or general election, or for nomination 

for election or for election .to the office of member of the 

23 Legislature in any primary, general or special election, and no 

campaign treasurer. or deputy - campaign treasurer of such 

25 candidate!. shall knowingly accept from any person. candidate!. 

[or] poiitical committee, or continuing political committee any 

27 contribution or contributions in aid of the candidacy of or in 

·behalf of such candid~te in the aggregate in excess of $800.00 Q! 

29 $500.00, as appropriate. in [any] that primary [or]!. general Q! 

special election. No provision of this act shall be construed to 

31 prohibit a contribution or contributions in the aggregate not in 

excess of $800.00 or $500.00. as appropriate. in aid of the 

33 candidacy of or in behalf of any candidate for nomination for 

election to the office of Governor or member of the Legislature 

35 in a primary election and another contribution or contributions in 

the aggregate not in excess of $800.00 or $500.00. as appropriate. 

37 in the aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of any candidate for 

election to the office of Governor or member of the Legislature 

39 in a general or special election. 
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1 b. (Deleted by amendment. (P.L.1980, c.74).) 

c. The spouse of any contributor may make a contribution or 

3 contributions of up to $800.00 in the aggregate in aid of the 

candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for nomination for 

5 election or for election to the office of Governor in a primary or 

general election and a contribution or contributions of up to 

7 $500.00 in the aggregate in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of 

a candidate for nomination for election or for election to the 

9 office of member of the Legislature in a primary, general or 

special election. 

11 d. ~o State committee of any political party shall knowingly 

accept from any perSon [or]! political committee [,] or continuing 

13 political committee any contribution or contributions in the 

aggregate in excess of $800.00 in aid of the candidacy of or in 

15 behalf of a candidate for election to the office of Governor in a 

general election or any contribution or contributions in the 

17 aggregate in excess of $500.00 in aid_ of the candidacy of or in 

behalf of a candidate for election to the office of member of the 

19 Legislature in a general or special election. A State committee 

may allocate all or part of a contribution of up to $800.00, [and] 

21 2! up to $800.00 of a contribution in excess of $800.00! in aid of 

the candidacy of or in behalf of [such] ~ candidate for election to 

23 the office of Governor in a general election and may likewise 

allocate all or part of a contribution of· up to $500.00, or up to 

25 $500.00 of a contribution in excess of $500.00 in aid of the 

candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for election to the office 

27 of member of the Legislature in a general or special election. A 

State committee shall create an account in. a National or State 

29 bank in behalf of any candidate the committee intends to or does 

assist for election to the office of Governor or member of the 

31 Legislature in a general or special election. shall deposit in such 

account and report to the Election Law Enforcement Commission 

33 the name of the contributor of all moneys accepted or allocated 

in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate. and may 

35 make a contribution or contributions from such account in any 

amount in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate. 

37 No State committee may make any contribution or contributions 

in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate of 

39 moneys not deposited in a bank account pursuant to this 
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1 subsection, and no State committee may make a contribution or 

contributions in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of such 

3 candidate of moneys or other thing of value pledged or received 

in a calendar-year in which no [gubernatorial] election was held 

5 for the office to which that candidate seeks election. 

e. The county committees and municipal committees of any 

7 political party may make an expenditure or expenditures in the 

aggregate of $100,000.00 in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf 

9 of any candidate for election to the· office of Governor in a 

general election; except that the county committee and 

11 municipal committees in the same county may not make an 

expenditure or expenditures in the aggregate in excess of 

13 $10,000.00 in aid of the candidacy or in behalf of any such 

candidate. No county committee or municipal committee may 

15 transfer or contribute any funds to any such candidate or to such 

candidate's campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, or 

17 to any political committee supporting such candidate. A 

candidate or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer 

19 shall detennine the exact amount that individual county 

committees or municipal committees may contribute in aid of the 

21 candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate, and shall fite a report 

of such detennination with the Election Law Enforcement 

23 Commission no later than the seventh day prior to the general 

election being funded. 

25 f. Communications on any subject by a corporation to its 

stockholders and their families. or by a labor organization to its 

27 members and their families. and nonpartisan registration and 

get-out-the-vote camp-aigns. ·by a corporation aimed at its 

29 stockholders artd their families, or by a labor organization aimed 

at its members and their families. shall not be construed to be in 

31 aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for nomination 

for election or for election to the [office] offices of Governor Q! 

33 member of the Legislature in any primary [or1. general or special 

election. 

35 g. No candidate [receiving] for nomination for election or for 

election to the office of Governor who receives public funds may 

3 7 make expenditures from his own funds, including any 

contributions from his own funds. in aid of his candidacy for 
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1 nomination or election to [the] that office [of Governor] in excess 

of $25,000.00 for the primary electi~m and $25,000.00 for the 

3 - general election. No candidate for nomination for election or for 

election to .. the office of member of the Legislature who receives 

5 public funds may make expenditures from his own funds, including 

any contributions from his own funds, in aid of his candidacy for 

7 nomination or election to that office in excess of $10,000.00. 

As used in this su~ec tion ··own funds" means funds to which 

9 the candidate is legally and beneficially entitled, but shall not 

include funds as to which he is a trustee, or funds given or 

11 otherwise transferred to the candidate by any person other than 

the spouse of the candidate for use in aid of his candidacy. 

13 (cf: P.L.t980, c.74, s.5) 

7. Section 5 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.l9:44A-30) is amended to read 

15 as follows: 

5. !:. The Legislature shall appropriate to the New Jersey 

17 Election Law Enforcement Comrilission out of the Gubernatorial 

Elections Fund established pursuant to N. J .S.54A:9-:!5.1 and 

19 available for appropriation from the fund, and. if necessary. out 

of the General Treasury of the State such· sums as are necessary 

21 to carry out the [purposes of this act] provisions of subsections a. 

and b. of section 8 of P.L.t974, c.26 (C.t9:44A-33), which sums 

23 shall constitute a fund for campaign exp_enses for the primary 

election and the general election to fill the office of Governor. in 

25 such amounts or proportions as the Legislature shall direct [the] 

~ appropriation to be distributed between each of the two 

27 elections, to be regulated and distributed by the commission 

-pursuant to this act. · Upon notice by the commission. the 

29 Legislature shall appropriate to the commission out of the 

General Treasury such additional sums as may be required to 

31 carry out the purposes of those subsections if the sums first 

appropriated become inadequate. 

33 b. The Legislature shall appropriate to the New Jersey Election 

Law Enforcement Commission out of the General Treasury of the 

35 State such sum.s as are necessary to carry out the provisions of 

subsection c. of section 8 of P.L.l974. c.26 (C.19:44A-33), which 

37 sums shall constitute a fund for campaign expenses for any 

primary, general or special election to fill the office of member. 

39 of the Legislature, to be regulated and distributed 
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1 by the commission pursuant to this act. Upon notice by the 

commission, the Legislature shall appropriate to the commission 

3 out of the General Treasury such additional sums as may be 

required to carry out the purposes of that subsection if the sums 

5 first appropriated become inadequate. 

(cf: P.L.1980, c.74, s.6) 

7 8. Section 7 ofP.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32) is amended to read 

as follows: 

9 7. a. Each candidate in the primary election for nomination for 

election to the [office] offices of Governor or member of. the 

11 Legislature, shall. with the approval of the Election Law 

Enforcement Commission, create a bank account in a National or 

13 · State bank. The candidate, his campaign treasurer or deputy 

campaign treasurer shall deposit promptly into the account all 

15 moneys received pursuant to section 4 of P.L.1974, c.26 

(C.t9:44A-29) and sections 11 and 12 of P.L.1973. c.83 

17 (C.19:44A-11 and 19:44A-12). 

b. Each candidate in the general election for election to the 

19 office of Governor and each candidate in a general or special 

election for election to the office of member of the Legislature 

21 shall, with the approval of the Election Law Enforcement 

Commission, create an account in a National -or State bank. The 

23 candidate, his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer 

shall deposit promptly into the account all moneys received for 

25 the purpose of the election, provided that the moneys are 

received pursuant to section 4 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-29) 

27 and sections 11 and 12 of P.L.1973, c.83 {C.19:44A-11 and 

. 19:44A-12). 

29 c. Immediately after deposit in the bank account the candidate 

or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer may 

31 transfer or expend the moneys, except that no moneys deposited 

in a candidate· s bank account for the primary election may be 

33 expended for any candidate· s general election expenses. and 

except that no moneys deposited in a candidate· s bank account 

35 for the general election may be transferred or eXpended Until the 

day folloWing the primary election or may be expended for 

37 primary election expenses. 

d. No State or National bank which acts as a depository for 

39 election funds as provided in this act shall be held accountable 
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1 for the proper application of funds withdrawn, transferred or 

expended from such accoWtts by the person or persons in whose 

3 name or names the accounts are opened or maintained, nor shall 

the State or National bank be Wlder any duty to detennine 

5 whether the fWlds deposited in the account are withdrawn, 

transferred or expended for the purposes and at the time or times 

7 prescribed by law, or are received from sources and in amounts 

prescribed or limited by law. 

9 (cf: P.L.1980. c.74, s.7) 

9. Section 8 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-33) is amended to read 

11 as follows: 

8. a. The campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of 

13 any qualified candidate for nomination for election to the office 

of Governor in a primary election upon application to the 

15 commission shall promptly receive in behalf of the qualified 

candidate from the fWld for election campaign expenses. but not 

17 prior to January .1 of the year of the election, moneys in an 

amount equal to twice the amount of no more than $800.00 of 

19 each contribution deposited in the qualified candidate· s primary 

election bank account described in section 7 of P. L.1974. c.26 

21 (C.19:44A-32), except that no payment shall be made from the 

fund to any candidate for the first $50,000.00 deposited in the 

23 qualified candidate· s bank account. Th~ maximum amount which 

any qualified candidate for nomination for election to the office 

25 of Governor in a primary election may receive from the fund for 

election campaign expenses shall not exceed $0.20 for each voter 

27 who voted in_ New Jersey in the last preceding general election in 

a presidential year. 

29 b. The campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of any 

qualified candidate for election to the office of Governor in a 

31 general election upon application to the commission shall 

promptly receive in behalf of such qualified candidate from the 

33 fund for election campaign expenses, but not prior to the primary 

election, moneys in an amount equal to twice the amount of no 

35 more than $800.00 [forl of each contribution deposited in such 

qualified candidate· s bank account described in section 7 of 

37 P.L.l974, c.26 (C.19:44A-32), except that no payment shall be 

made from the fund to any candidate for the first $50.000.00 

39 deposited in such qualified candidate· s bank account. 
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1 The maximum amount which any qualified candidate for 

election to the office of Governor in a general election may 

3 receive from the fund for election campaign expens.es shall not 

exceed $0.40 for each voter who voted in New Jersey in the last 

5 preceding general election in a presidential year. 

c. The campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of any 

7 qualified candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

member of the Legislature in a primary election upon application 

9 to the commission shall promptly receive in behalf of such 

qualified candidate from the fund for election campaign 

11 expenses. but not prior to I armary 1 of the year of the election, 

moneys in an amount equal to the amount of no more than 

13 $200.00 of a contribution or of the aggregate contributions from 

an individual deposited in such qualified candidate· s bank account 

15 described in section 7 of. P.L.1974, c.26 (C.t9:44A-32), except 

that no payment sha!l be made from the fund to any candidate 

17 with respect to any contribution. all or a portion of which was 

considered under subsection m. of section 3 of P.L.1973. c.83 

19 (C.19:44A~3l in calculating wheth~r the candidate was a qualified 

candidate,. and no such payment shall be made to a candidate 

21 upon whose behalf no such application shall have been received bv 

the commission on or. before April 25 prece_ding that primary 

23 election. The maximum amount which any qualified .candidate 

for nomination for election to the office of member of the 

25 Legislature in a primary election may receive from the fund for 

election campaign expenses shall not exceed $10.000.00. 

27 d. The campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of any 

29 

31 

qualified candidate for election to the. office of member of the 

Le-gislature in a general or special election upon application to 

the commission_shall promptly receive in behalf of such qualified 

candidate from the fund for election campaign expenses. but not 

prior to the primary election or meeting at which the qualified 

33 candidate is nominated for election to such office. moneys in an 

amoWlt . equal to the amount of no more than $200.00 of a 

35 contribution or of the aggregate contributions from an individual 

deposited in such qualified candidate· s bank account described in 

37 section 7 of P.L.l974. c.26 (C.19:44A-32). except that no 

payment shall be made from the fund to any candidate with 

39 respect to any contribution, all or a portion of which was 

considered under subsection m. of section 3 of P.L. 1973, 

\ 
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1 c. 83 (C. 19:44A-3) in calculating whether the candidate was a 

qualified candidate, and no such payment shall be made to a 

3 candidate upon whose behalf no such application shall have been 

received by the commission on or before (1) in the case of a 

5 candidate in a general election, August 1 preceding that election, 

and (2) in the case of a candidate in a special election. the 30th 

7 day preceding that election. The maximum amount which any 

qualified candidate for election to the office of member of the 

9 Legislature in a general or special election may receive from ttie 

fund for election campaign expenses shall not exceed $10,000.00. 

11 (cf: P.L.1980, c.74. s.8) 

10. Section 11 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.t9:-14A-36) is amended to 

i3 read as follows: 

11. Moneys received by any qualified candidate from the fund 

15 for election campaign expenses are to be considered "spent in aid 

of the candidacy of any candidate'' for nomination for election or 

17 for election to the [office] offices of Governor or member of the 

Legislature for the purpose of section 7 of P.L.1973. c.83 

19 (C.l9:44A-1). ihe Election Law Enforcement Commission shall 

not withdraw from the fund for election campaign expenses any 

21 sum[,] which results in a candidate· s exceeding the limitations of 

that section. 

23 (cf: P.L.1980, c.74. s.11) 

11. Section 14 of P.L.1974, c.26 -(C.l9:44A-39) is amended to 

25 read as follows: 

14. The New Jersey Public Broadcasting Authority established 

27 under P.L.1968, c.405 (C.48:23-1 et seq.) shall promote full 

discussions of public is5ues by the candidates for nomination for 

29 · election or election to the [office] offices of Governor or member 

of the Legislature on the ballot in any primacy [or]!. general or 

31 special election, in accordance with Federal law and free of 

charge to the candidate. The authority may promulgate such 

33 rules and regulations as may be nece5$ary to effectuate the 

purpose of this section. 

35 (cf: P.L.1981, c.t07, s.l) 

12. Section 19 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-44) is amended to 

37 read as follows: 

19. Notwithstanding any provision of this act any candidate in a 

39 primary election for the office of Governor(,] or his campaign 
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1 treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, [or) any candidate in a 

general election for th~ office of Govemod,] or his campaign 

·3 treasurer or deputy treasurer, and any candidate in a primary, 

general or special election for the office. of member of the 

5 Legislature or his campaign treasurer or deputy treasurer may 

borrow funds from any National or State bank. No person or 

7 political committee. other than the candidate himself or the 

State committee of any political party in a general election, may 

9 in any way endorse or guarantee such loan in an amount in the 

aggregate in excess of $800.00 in the case of a candidate for 

11 nomination for election or for election to the office of .Governor, 

or $500.00 in the case of a candidate for nomination for election 

13 or for election to the office of member of the Legislature. The 

endorsement shall constitute a contribution for so long as the 

15 loan is ·outstanding. The amount borrowed. by any such candidate 

or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer shall in 

17 the aggregate not exceed $50,000.00 in the case of a candidate 

for nomination for election or for election to the office of 

19 Govemer and $10.000.00 in the .:;ase of a candidate for election 

to the office of member of the Legislature and must be repaid in 

21 full by such candidate or his campaign treasurer or deputy 

campaign treasurer from moneys accepted or allocated pursuant 

23 to section 4 of P.L.1974, c.26 (C.19:44A-29) 20 days prior to the 

date of the primary [or]1 general or special election for which the 

25 loan was made. and certification of such repayment shall be made 

by the borrower to the Election Law Enforcement Commission in 

27 accordance with commission regulations. 

Upon the failure of the borrower to repay the full amount 

29 borrowed. on or before the twentieth day prior to the date of the 

primary or general election for the office of Governor or the 

31 general or special election for the office of member of the 

Legislature, or to certify such repayment to the Election Law 

33 Enforcement Commission as required herein. all payments of 

moneys to such candidate from the fund for election campaign 

35 expenses pursuant to section 8 of P.L.l974, c.26 (C.l9:44A-33) 

shall promptly cease; and the Election Law Enforcement 

37 Commission shall forthwith seek and may obtain in a summary 

action in the Superior Court an injunction prohibiting the 

39 expenditure by any such candidate of any moneys received by him 

at any time from the fund for election campaign 
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1 expenses pursuant to said section a of P.L.1974, c. 26 (C. 

19:44A:..33), and any other moneys received by him in ·aid of or in 

3 behalf of his candidacy in said election. 

(cf: P.L.1980, c.74. s.15) 

5 13. (New section) No county committee or committees of a 

political party in a legislative district and no municipal 

7 committee or committees in the same legislative district shall 

pay or make any contribution of money or other thing of value to 

9 any candidate for the office of member of the Legislature who is 

seeking to represent that legislative district, or the campaign 

11 treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of such a candidate or a 

political committee or continuing political committee serving as 

13 the campaign committee of such a candidate, which in the 

aggregate exceeds $20,000 per election. No candidate for 

15 election to the office of member of the Legislature. or the 

campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of such a 

17 candidate or a political committee or continuing political 

committee serving as the campaign committee of such a 

19 candidate shall knowingly accept from the county .committee or 

committees of a political party in the Legislative district that the 

21 candidate is seeking to represent and from the municipal 

committees of a political party in the legislative district that the 

23 candidate is seeking to represent any contribution of money or 

thing of value which in the aggregate exceeds $20,000 per 

25 election. 

14. This act shall take effect January 1. 1989. 

27 

29 STATEMENT 

31 This bill establishes a program providing partial public 

financing for primary, general and special election campaigns of 

33 candidates for election to the Legislature. The structure of the 

program is broadly similar to that of the existing program for 

35 public support of gubernatorial primary and general election 

campaigns. To qualify for public financing, a candidate must 

37 first raise at least $5.000 in contributions from individuals; 

aggregate contributions from a single contributor in excess of 

39 $200 are not to be counted toward the attainment of this $5.000 
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1 threshold Once the threshold is attained, up to $200 of the 

amount of each contribution thereafter received from an 

3 individual is to be matched on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The 

maximum amount of public funding for which a candidate may 

5 qualify under the bill is $10,000. For those candidates choosing 

to participate in the public financing program contemplated by 

7 this bill, there is a limit of $10,000 from the candidate's personal 

resources that may be contributed to the election campaign. 

9 In addition, the bill limits to $500 the amount which may be 

contributed in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate 

11 for nomination or election in a primary, general or special 

election for the office of member of the Legislature, except that 

13 political party committees are allowed to contribute, in the 

aggregate, up to $20,000 to a campaign. 

15 

17 

19 

ELECTIONS 

Legislature 

Provides for public financing of campaigns for nomination and 

21 election to Legislature; limits contributions in aid of such 

campaigns. 





SENATE, No. 2486 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED MAY 2, 1988 

By Senator VAN WAGNER 

1 AN ACT conceming the financing of campaigns for election to 

the office of member of the Legislature and amending P.L. 

3 1973, c. 83, P.L. 1974, c. 26, and P.L. 1980, c. 74. 

5 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 

State of New Jersey: 

7 1. Section 3 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-'-3) is amended to 

read as follows: 

9 3. As used in this act, unless a different meaning clearly 

appears from the context: 

11 a. The term "allied candidates" means candidates in any 

election who are (1) seeking nomination or election (A) to an 

13 office or offices in the same co\Dlty or municipal government or 

school district or (B) to the Legislature representing in whole or 

15 part the same constituency, and who are (2) either (A) nominees 

of the same political party or (B) publicly declared in any manner, 

17 including the seeking or obtaining of any ballot position or 

common ballot slogan, to be aligned or mutually supportive. 

19 b. The tenn "allied campaign organization" means any 

political committee, any State, co\Dlty or municipal committee of 

21 a political party or any campaign organization of a candidate 

which is in support or furtherance of the same candidat_e or any 

23 one or·more of the same group of allied candidates or the same 

public question as any other such committee or orgaruzation. 

25 c. The tenn "candidate" means an individual seeking or having 

sought election to a public office of the State or of a co\Dlty, 

27 municipality or school district at an election; except that the 

tenn sball not include an individual seeking party office. 

29 d. The terms "contributions" and "expenditures" include all 

loans and transfers of money or other thing of value to or by any 

31 candidate, political committee or continuing political committee, 

and all pledges or other commitments or assumptions of liability 

33 to make any such transfer; and for purposes of reports required 

EXPLANAIION-Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the 
above bill is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law. 

Matter underlined ~ is new matter. 
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1 · lUlder the provisions of this act shall be deemed to have been 

made upon the date when such commitment is made or liability 

3 assumed. 

e. The tenn "election" means any election described in section 

5 4 of this act. 

f. The tenn "paid personal services" means personal, clerical, 

7 administrative or professional services of every kind and· nature 

including, without limitation, public relations, research, legal, 

9 canvassing, telephone, Speech writing or other such services, 

perfonned other than on a voluntary basis, the salary, cost or 

11 consideration for which is paid, borne or provided by someone 

other than the committee, candidate or organization for whom 

13 such services are rendered. In detennining the value, for the 

purpose of reports required under this act, of contributions made 

15 in the fonn of paid personal services, the person contributing 

such services shall furnish to the treasurer through whom such 

17 contribution is made a statement setting forth the actual amount 

of compensation paid by said contributor to the individuals 

19 actually performing said services for the performance thereof. 

But if any individual or individuals actually performing such 

21 services also performed for the contributor other services during 

the same period, and the manner of payment was such that 

23 payment for the servic~ contributed cannot readily be 

segregated from contemporary payment for the other services, 

25 the contributor shall in his statement to the treasurer so state 

and shall either (1) set forth his best estimate of the dollar 

27 amount of payment to each such individ!Jal which is attributable 

to the contribution of his paid personal s~rvices, and shall certify 

29 the substantial accuracy of the same, or (2) if unable to 

determine such amO\mt with sufficient accuracy, set forth the 

31 total compensation paid by hin:1 to each such individual for the 

period of time during which the services contributed by him were 

33 perfonned. If any candidate is a holder of public office to whom 

there is attached or assigned, by virtue of said office, any aide or 

35 aides whose services are of a personal or confidential nature in 

assisting him to carry out the duties of said office, and whose 

37 salary or other compensation is paid in whole or part out of public 

funds, the services of such aide or aides which are paid for out of 

39 public funds shall be for public purposes only; but they may 
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1 contribute their personal services, on a voluntary basis, to such 

candidate for election campaign purposes. 

3 g. (Deleted by amendment, P.L. 1983, c. 579.) 

h. The tenn "political infonnation" means any statement 

5 including, but not limited to, press releases, . pamphlets, 

newsletters, advertisements, flyers, fonn letters, or radio or 

7 television programs or advertisements which reflects the opinion 

of the members of the organization on any candidate or 

9 candidates for public office, on any public question, ol' which 

contains facts on any such candidate, or public question whether 

11 or not such facts are within the personal knowledge of members 

of the organization. 

13 i. The te~ "political committee" means any two or more 

persons acting jointly, or any corporation, partnership, or any 

15 other incorporated or unincorporated association which is 

organized to, or does, aid or promote the nomination, election or 

11 defeat of any candidate or candidates for public office, or which 

is organized to, or does, aid or promote the passage or defeat of a 

19 public question in any election, if the persons, corporation, 

partn8l'Ship or incorporated or unincorporated association raises 

21 or expends $1,000.00 or more to so aid or promote the 

nomination, election or defeat of a candidate or candidates or the 

23 passage or defeat of a public question; provided that for the 

purposes of this act, the tenn "political committee" shall not 

25 include a "continuing political committee,". as defined by 

subsection n. of this section~ 

27 j. The tenn "public solicitation" means any activity by or on 

behalf of any candidate, - political committee or continuing 

29 political committee whereby either (1) members of the general 

public e~.re personally solicited for cash contributions not 
31 exceeding $20.00 from each person so solicited and contributed 

on the spot by the person so solicited to a person soliciting or 
33 through a receptacle provided for the purpose of depositing 

contributions, or (2) members of the general public are personally 

35 solicited for the purchase of items having some tangible value as 

merchandise, at a price not exceeding $20.00 per item, which 

37 price is paid on the spot in cash by the person so solicited to the 

person so soliciting, when the net proceeds of such solicitation 

39 are to be used by or on behalf of such candidate, political 
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1 committee or continuing political co~mittee. 

k. The term "testimonial affair" means an affair of any kind or 

_ 3 nature including, without limitation, cocktail parties, breakfasts, 

bmcheons. dinners. dances, picnics or similar affairs directly or 

5 indirectly intended to raise campaignfWlds in behalf of a person 

who holds, or who is or was a candidate for nomination or 

7 election to a public office in this State, or directly or indirectly 

intended to raise funds in behalf of. any State, county or 

9 municipal committee of a political party or in behalf of a 

political committee. 

11 l. The term "other thing of value" means any item of real or 

personal property, tangible or intangible, but shall not be deemed 

13 to include personal services other than paid personal services. 

m. The term "qualified candidate" means: 

15 (l) Any candidate for election to the office of Governor whose 

name appears on the general election ballot and who has 

17 deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P.L. 

1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

19 (2) Any candidate for election to the office of Governor whose 

name does not appear on the gener~ election ballot but who has 

21 deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 of P.L. 

1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

23 (3) Any candidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Governor whose name ·appears on the primary election ballot and 

25 who has deposi_ted and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to section 7 

of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. t9:44A-32); or 

27 (4) Any ~andidate for nomination for election to the office of 

Governor whose name does not appear on the· primary election 

29 ballot but who has deposited and expended $50,000.00 pursuant to 

section 7 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. t9:44A-32);_m: 

31 (5) Any candidate for election to the office of member of the 

Lesislature whose name appears on the general or special 

33 election ballot and who has deposited and expended $37,500.00 

pursuant to section 7 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32); or 

35 (6) Any candidate for election to . the office of member of the 

Legislature whose name does not appear on the general or special 

37 election ballot but who has deposited and expended $37,500.00 

pursuant to section 7 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32). 
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1 n_. The tenn "continuing political committee" means: 

(1) the State committee, or any county or municipal 

3 committee, of a political party; or 

(2) any group of two or more persons acting jointly, or any 

5 corporation, partnership, or any other incorporated or 

unincorporated association, including a political club, political 

7 action committee, civic association or other organization, which 

in any calendar year contributes or expects to contribute at least 

9 $2,500.00 to the aid or promotion of the candidacy of an 
individual, or of the candidacies of individuals, for elective public 

11 office, or the passage or defeat of a public question or public 

questions, and which may be expected to make contributions 

· 13 toward such aid or promotion or passage or· defeat during a 

subsequent election, provided that the group, corporation, 

15 partnership, association or other organization has been 

determined to be a _ continuing political committee under 

17 subsection b. of section 8 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-8). 

(cf: P.L. 1983, c. 579, s. 7) 

19 2. Section 7 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-7) is amended to 

read as follows: 

21 7. The amount which may be spent in aid of the candidacy of 

any qualified candidate for Governor at· any electio~ shall not 

23 exceed in a primary election $0.35, and in a general election 

$0.70, for each voter who voted in the last preceding general 

25 election in a presidential year in New Jersey[; but such . sums]!. 

The amount which may be spent in aid of the candidacy of any 

27 qualified candidate for election to the office of member of the 

Legislature shall not ·exceed in a general or special election 

29 $100,000.00. Such amounts shall not include the traveling 
expenses of the candidate or of any person other than the 

31 candidate if such traveling expenses are voluntarily paid by such 

person without any \Dlderstanding or agreement with .the 

33 candidate that they shall be, directly or indirectly, repaid to him 

by the candidate. 
35 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 2) 

3. Section 19 of P.L. 1980, c. 74 (C. 19:44A-7.1) is amended to 

37 read as follows: 

19. For the purpose of detennining the continuing adequacy of 

39 the limits set by law upon contributions and expenditures in aid of 
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1 the candidacy or in behalf of any candidate for nomination or 

election to the office of Governor or member of the Legislature, 

3 the Election Law Enforcement Commission shall monitor the 

general level of prices, with particular reference to those 

5 directly affecting the costs of election campaigning in this 

State. In the year next . preceding any year in which ·a primary 

1 election and general election are to be held to fill for a fullterm 

the office of Governor [are to be held], and not later than 12 · 

9 months before the date of the primary election, the commission 

shall report to the Legislature its recommendations, if any, for 

11 altering those limits in accordance with its findings pursuant to 

this section. 

13 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 19) 

4. Section 2 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. t9:44A-27) is amended to 

15 read as follows: 

2. It is hereby declared to be a compelling public interest and 

17 to be the policy of this State that [primary and general election] 

campaigns for nomination for election and for election to the 

19 office of Governor and campaigns for election to the office of 

member of the Legislature shall be financed with public support 

21 pursuant to the provisions of this act .. It is the intention of this 

act that such financing be adequate in amomt so that candidates 

23 [for election to the office of Governor] waging such campaigns 

may conduct [their] those campaigns free from improper 

25 influence and so that persons Qf limited financial means may seek 
election to [the State's highest office] those State offices. 

27 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 3) 

5. Section 3 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-28) is amended to 

29 read as follows: 
3. The provisions of this act shall apply to the general election 

31 campaign for the office of Governor to be held in November, 

1977 [and]1 to all subsequent primary and general election 

33 campaigns for nomination for election and for election to the 

office of Governor, and to all general and special election 

35 campaigns to be held in November, 1989 and thereafter for 

election to the office of member of the Legislature, except that 

37 the provisions of this act shall not apply to any primary or 

general election campaign for the office of Governor or to any 

39 general or special election campaign for election to the office of 
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1 member of the Legislature for which the Legislature fails to 

make an appropriation. 
3 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 4) 

6. Section 4 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-29) is amended to 

5 read as follows: 
4. a. ill Except in the case of a candidate, as provided in 

7 subsection g. of this section, no person or political coptmittee, 

otherwise eligible to make political contributions, shall make any 

9 contribution or contributions to a candidate, his campaign 

treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, a State committee, 

11 county committee or municipal committee of any political party, 

or to any other person or committee, in aid of the candidacy of or 

13 in behalf of a candidate for nomination for election or for 

election to the office of Governor in any primaryor general 

15 election in the aggregate in excess of $800.00. No ·candidate for 

nomination for election or for election to the office of Governor 

17 in any primary or general election and no campaign treasurer or 
deputy campaign treasurer of such candidate shall knoWingly 

19 accept from any person, candidate or political _committee any 

contribution or contributions in aid of the candidacy of or in · 

21 behalf of such candidate in the aggregate in excess of $800.00 in 
any primary or general election. No provision of this act shall be 

23 construed to prohibit a contribution or contributions in the 

aggregate not in e~cess of $800.00 in aid of the candidacy of or in 

25 behalf of any candidate for nomination for· election to the office 
of Governor in a primary election and another contribution or 

27 contributions in the aggregate not in excess of $800.00 in the aid 
of the candidacy of or in behalf of arty candidate for election to 

29 the office of Governor in a general erection. 

(2) Except in the case of a candidate, as provided in subsection 
31 g. of this section, no person or political committee, otherwise 

eligible to make political contributions. shall make any 
33 contribution or contributions to a can~date, his campaign 

treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, a State committee, 
35 county committee or municipal committee of any political party, 

or to any other person or committee, in aid of the candidacy of or 

37 in behalf of a candidate for nomination for election or for 

election to the office of member of the Legislature in any 

39 primm, general or special election in the aggregate in excess of 
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1 $500.00. No candidate for nomination for election or for election 

to the office of member of the Legislature in any primary, 

3 general or special election and no campaisn treasurer or deputy 

campaign treasurer of such candidate shall knowingly accept 

5 from any person. candidate or political committee any 

contribution or contributions. in aid of the candidacy of ot in 

7 behalf of such candidate in the aggregate in excess of $500.00 in 

any primacy, general or special election. No provision of this act 

9 shall be construed to prohibit a contribution or contributions in 

the aggregate not in excess of $500.00 in aid of the candidacy of 

11 or in behalf of any candidate for nomination for election to the 

office of member of the Legislature in a primacy election and 

13 another contribution or contributions in the aggregate not in 

excess of $500.00 in the aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of 

15 any candidate for ·election to the office of member of the 

Legislature in a general election. 

17 b. (Deleted by amendment. (P.L. 1980, c. 74).) 

c. The spouse of any contributor may make a contribution or 

19 contributions of up to . $800.00 in the aggregate in aid of the 

candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for election to the office 

21 of Governor in a general election and a contribution or 

contributions of up to $500.00 in the aggregate in aid of the 

23 candidacy of or on behalf of a candidate for election to the office 

of member of the Legislature in a general or special.election. 

25 d. No State committee of any political party shall knowingly 
accept from any person or political committee, any contribution 

27 or contributions in the aggregate in excess of $800.00 in aid of 

the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for election to ·the 

29 office of Governor in a general election or any contribution or 

contributions in the aggregate in excess of $500.00 in aid of the 

31 candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for election to the office 

of member of the Legislature in a general or special. election. A 

33 State committee may allocate a contribution of up to $800.00, 

and up to $800.00 of a contribution in excess of $800.00 in aid of 

35 the candidacy of or in behalf of [such] ! candidate for election to 

the office of Governor and may allocate. a contribution of up. to 

37 $500.00, and up _to $500.00 of a contribution in excess of $500~00 

in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for election 

39 to the office of member of the Legislature. A State committee 
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1 shall create an account in a National or State bank in behalf of 
any candidate the committee intends to or does assist for 

3 election to the office of Govemor or member of the Legislature 

in a general or special election, shall deposit in such account and 

5 report to the Election Law Enforcement Commission the name of 

the contributor of all moneys accepted or allocated in aid of the 

1 candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate, and may make a 

contribution or contributions from such account in any amount in 

9 aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate. No State 

committee may make any contribution or contributions in aid of 
11 the candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate of moneys not 

deposited in a bank account pursuant to this subsection, and no 

13 State committee may make a contribution or contributions in aid 

of the candidacy of orin behalf of such candidate of moneys or 

15 other thing of value pledged or received in a calendar year in 

which no [gubernatorial] election was held for the office to which 

17 that candidate seeks election. 

e. The county committees and mlmicipal committees of any 

19 political party may make an expenditure or expenditures in the 

aggregate of $100,000.00 in. aid of the candidacy of or in behalf 

21 of any candidate for election to the office of Go~emor in a 
general election; except that the county committee and· 

23 municipal ·committees in the same county may not make an 

expenditure or expenditures in the aggregate in excess of 

25 $10,000.00 in aid of the candidacy or in behalf of any such 
candidate. No county committee or municipal committee may 

21 transfer or contribute any funds to. any such candidate or to such 

candidate· s campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, or 

29 to ~Y political committee supporting such candidate. A· 

candidate or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer 
31 shall detennine the exact amount that iJ:ldividual county 

committees or municipal committees may contribute in aid of the 
33 candidacy of or in behalf of such candidate, and shall file a report 

of such detennination with the Election Law Enforcement 
35 Commissio~;~ no later than the seventh day prior to the general 

election being funded. 

37 f. Communications on any subject by a corporation to its 

stockholders and their families, or by a labor organization to its 

39 members and their families, and nonpartisan registration and 
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1 get-out-the-vote campaigns by a corporation aimed at its 

stockholders and their families, or by a labor organization aimed 

3 at its members and their families, shall not be construed to be in 

aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate for nomination 

5 for election or for election to the office of Govemor or member 

of the Legislature in any primary [or]1 general or special election. 

1 g. No candidate [receiving) for nomination for election or for 

election to the office of Govemor who receives public funds may 

9 ~ake expenditures from his own funds, including any 

contributions from his own funds, in aid. of his candidacy for 

11 nomination or election to [the] that office [of Governor] in excess 

of $25,000.00 for the primary election and $25,000.00 for the 

13 general election. No candidate for election to the office of 

member of the Legislature who receives public funds may make 

15 expenditures from his own funds, including any contributions from 

his own funds, in aid of his candidacy for election to that office 

17 in excess of $5,000.00. 

As used in this subsection "own funds" means funds to which 

19 the candida.te is legally and beneficially entitled, but shall. not 

include funds as to which he is a trustee, or funds given or 

21 otherwise transferred to the candida:te by any person other than 

the spouse of the candidate for use in aid of his candidacy. 

23 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 5) 

7. Section 5 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-30) is amended to 

25 read as follows: 

5. !:. The Legislature shall appropriate to the New Jersey 

27 Election Law Enforcement Commission out of the Gubernatorial 

Elections Fund established pursuant to N. J .S. 54A:9-25.1 and 

29 available for appropriation from the fund, and, if necessary, out 

of the General Treasury of the State such sums as are necessary 
31 to carry out the [purposes of this act] provisions of subsections a. 

and b. of section 8 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-33), which sums 

33 shall constitute a fwtd for campaign expenses for the primary 

election and the general election to fill the office of Governor, in 

35 such amounts or proportions as the Legislature shall direct [the] 

2Y appropriation to be distributed between each of the two 

37 elections, to be regulated and distributed by the commission 

pursuant to this act. Upon notice by the commission, the 

39 Legislature shall appropriate to the commission out of the 
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1 General Treasury such additional sums as may be required to 

carry out the purposes of those subsections if the sums first 

3 appropriated become inadequate. 

b. The Legislature shall appropriate to the New I ersey 

5 Election Law Enforcement Commission out of the General 

Treasury of the State such sums as are necessary to carry out the 

1 provisions of subsection c. of section 8 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 

19:44A-33), which sums shall constitute a fund for campaign 

9 expenses for any general or special election to fill the office of 

member of the Legislature, to be regulated and distributed by the 

11 commission pursuant to this act. Upon notice by the commission, 

the Legislature shall appropriate to the commission out of the 

13 General Treasury such additional sums as may be required to 

cam out the purposes of· that subsection if the sums first 

15 appropriated become inadeg_uate. 
(cf: P.L. 1980, ·c. 74, s. 6) 

17 8. Section 1 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32) is amended to 

read as follows: 

19 7. a. Each candidate in the. primary election for nomination 

for election to the office of Governor, shall, with the appro~al of 

21 the Election Law Enforcement Commission, create a bank 

account in a National or State bank. The candidate, his campaign 

23 treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer shall deposit promptly 

into the account all moneys received pursuant to section 4 of P.L. 

25 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-29) and sections 11 and 12 of P.L. 1973, c. 

83 (C. 19:44A-11 and 19:44A-12). 

27 b. Each candidate in the general el~tion for election to the 

office of Governor and each candidate in a general or special 

29 election for election to the office o( member of the Legislature 

shall, with the approval of the Election Law Enforcement 
31 Commission, create an account in a National or State bank. The 

candidate, his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer 

33 shall deposit promptly into the account all moneys received for 

the purpose of the election, provided that the moneys are 

35 received pursuant to section 4 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-29) 

and sections 11 and 12 of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-11 and 

37 19:44A-12). 

c. Immediately after deposit in the bank account the candidate 

39 or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer may 
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1 traDSfer or expend the moneys, except that no moneys deposited 

in a candidate Is bank account for the primary election may be 

3 expended. for any candidate Is general election expenses, and 

except that no moneys deposited in a candidate's bank account 

5 for the general election may be transferred or expended until the 

day following the primary election or may be expended for 

7 primary election expenses. 

d. No State or National bank which acts as a depository for 

9 election funds as provided in this act shall be held accountable 

for the proper application of funds withdrawn, transferred or 

11 expended from such accounts by the person· or persons in whose 

name or names the accounts are opened or maintained, nor shall 

13 the State or National bank be under any duty to detennine 

whether the funds deposited in the account are withdrawn, 

15 transferred or expended for the purposes and at the time or times 

prescribed by law, or are received from sources and in amounts 

17 prescribed or limited by law. 

(cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 7) 

19 9. Section 8 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. t9:44A-33) is amended to 

read as follows: 

21 8. a. The. campaign treasurer or dep1,1ty campaign treasurer of 

any qualified candidate for nomination for election to the office 

23 of Governor in a primary election upon application to the 

commission shall promptly receive in behalf of the qualified 

25 candidate from the fund for election campaign expenses, but not 

prior to January 1 of the year of the election, moneys in an 

27 amo\Ult equal to twic~ the amount of no more than $800.00 of 

each contribution deposited in the qualified candidate· s primary 

29 election bank account described in section 7 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 

(C. 19:44A-32), except that no payment shall be made from the 

31 fmd to any candidate for the first $50,000.00 deposited in the 

qualified candidate's bank account. The maximum amount which 

33 any qualified candidate for nomination for election to the office 

of Govemor in a primary election may receive from the fund for 

35 election campaign expenses shall not exceed $0.20 for each voter 

who voted in New Jersey in the last preceding general election in 

37 a presidential year. 

b. The campaign treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer of 

39 any qualified candidate for election to the office of Govemor in a 
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1 general election upon application to the commission shall 
promptly receive in behalf of such qualified candidate from the 

3 fund for election campaign expenses, but not prior to the primary 

election, moneys in an amount equal to twice the amount of no 
5 more than $800.00 [for] of each contribution deposited in such 

qualified candidate's ba:nk accolDlt described in section 7 of P. L. 

7 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-32), except that no payment shall be made 

from the fund to any candidate for the flrSt $50,000.00 deposited 

9 in such qualified candidate's bank account. 

The maximum amount which any qualified candidate for 

11 election to the office of Governor in a general election may 

receive from the fund for election campaign expenses shall not 

13 exceed $0.40 for each voter who voted in New Jersey in the last 

preceding general election in a presidential year. 

15 c. The campaign treasurer or · deputy campaign treasurer of 

any qualified candidate for election to the office of member of 

17 the Legislature in a general or special election upon application 

to the commission shall. promptly receive in behalf of such 

19 qualified candidate from the fund for election campaign 

expenses, but not prior to the primarv election or meeting at 

21 which the qualified candidate is nominated for election to such 

office, moneys in an amount equal to one-third of the amount of 

23 no more than $500.00 of each contribution . deposited in such 

qualified candidate's bank account described in section 7 of P.L. 
25 1974, c. 26 . (C. 19:44A-32). to the nearest whole cent. The 

maximum amount which any qualified candidate for election to 
27 the office of member of the Legislature in a general or special 

election may . receive from the fund for election campaign 

29 expenses shall not exceed $25,000.00. 
(cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 8) 

31 10. Section 11 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-36) is amended to 
read as follows: 

33 11. Moneys received by any qualified candidate from the fund 
for election campaign expenses are to be considered "spent in aid 

35 of the candidacy of any candidate" for nomination for election or 
for election to the office of Governor or for election to the 

37 office of member of the Legislature for the purpose of section 1 

of P.L. 1973, c. 83 (C. 19:44A-7). The Election Law Enforcement 

39 CommiSsion shall not withdraw · from the fund for election 
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1 campaign expenses any sum(,] which. results in a candidate· s 

e~ceeding the limitations of that section. 

3 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 11) 

11. Section 19 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-44) is amended to 

5 read as follows: 

19. Notwithstanding any provision of this act any candidate in 

7 a primary election for the office of Governod,] or his campaign 

treasurer or deputy campaign treasurer, [or) any candidate in a 

9 general election for the office of Governor[,] or his campaign 

treasurer or deputy treasurer, and any candidate in a general or 

11 special election for the office of member of the Legislature or 

~ campaign treasurer or deputy treasurer may borrow funds 

13 from any National or State bank. No person or political 

committee, other than the candidate himself or the State 

15 committee·of any political party in a general election, may in any 

way endorse or guarantee such loan in an amount in the aggregate 

17 in excess of $800.00 in the case of a candidate for nomination for 

election or for election to the office of Governor or $500.00 in 

19 the case of a candidate for ele.ction to the office of member of 

the Legislature. The endorsement shall constitute a contribution 

21 for so long as the loan is outstanding. The amount borrowed by 

anysuch candidate or his campaign treasurer or deputy campaign 

23 treasurer shall in the aggregate not exceed $50,000.00 in the case 

of a· candidate for nomination for election or for election to the 

25 office of Govemer and $10.000.00 in the case of a candidate for 

election to the office of .member of the Legislature and must be 

2 7 repaid in full by such candidate or his campaign treasurer or 

deputy· campaign treasurer from mQneys accepted or allocated 

29 pursuant to section 4 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-29) 20 days 

prior to the date of the primary [or11 general or special election 

31 for which the loan was made, and certification of such repayment 

shall be made by the borrower to the Election Law Enforcement 

33 Commission in accordance with commission regulations. 

Upon the failure of · the borrower to repay the full amount 

35 borrowed on or before the twentieth day prior to the date of the 

primary or general election for the office of Governor or the 

37 general or special election for the office .of member of the 

Legislature, or to certify such repayment to the Election Law 

39 Enforcement Commission as required herein, all payments of 
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1 moneys to such candidate from the fund for election campaign 

expenses pursuant to section 8 of P.L. 1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-33) 

3 shall promptly cease; and the Election Law Enforcement 

Commission shall forthwith seek and may obtain in a summary 

5 action in the Superior Court an injunction prohibiting the 

expenditure by .any such candidate of any moneys received by him 

7 at any time from the fund for election campaign expenses 

pursuant to said section 8 of P.L.1974, c. 26 (C. 19:44A-33), and 

9 any other moneys received by him in aid· of or in behalf of his 

candidacy in said election. 

11 (cf: P.L. 1980, c. 74, s. 15) 

12. This act shall take effect January 1, 1989. 

13 

15 STATEMENT 

17 This bill limits to $500.00 the amount which may be 

contributed in aid of the candidacy of or in behalf of a candidate 

19 for nomination or election in a primary, general or special 

election for the office of member of the Legislature. The bill 

21 establishes a public financing program, broadly similar to the 

existing program for public support of gubematori~ primary and 

23 general election campaigns, for general and special election 

campaigns of candidates for election to the Legislature; it also 
25 imposes upon any such candidate who receives money under the 

program a limit on the amount of campaign expenditures which 

27 may be made in aid of his candidacy and a limit on the amount of 

his own funds which he may spend in aid of that candidacy. 

29 

31 

33 

ELECTIONS 

Legislature 

Provides for public financing of campaigns for election to 

35 Legislature; limits contributions in aid of all such candidates and 

expenditures in aid of those candidacies supported by public 

37 moneys. 
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SENATOR WYNONA M. LIPMAN (Chairwoman): We're now 

going to open this discussion hearing on legislative campaign 

financing. We just lost the first witness. Where is Senator 

Van Wagner? 

STEVE DE M I C C 0: He's outside. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Tell him we just called him~ 

Assemblyman Schluter was here. 

response) Oh, you're right here. 

seat. And Steve, you're going 

John Lynch? 

Is he still here? (affirmative 

I can't see you in the front 

to speak on behalf of Senator 

MR. DEMICCO: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. Is . he 

what? (referring to Senator Van Wagner) 

MR. DE MICCO: He will be right back. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Oh, he's not outside. 

coming in, or 

MR. DE MICCO: He's indisposed. (laughter) 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Oh, I'm sorry. Boy, this is a bad 

afternoon. Assemblyman, you have presented us with written 

testimony. Why don't you begin our hearing? 

A S S E M B L Y M A N W I L L I A M E. S C H L U T E R: 

Thank you, Senator. I will be short. The bill before you 

which is sponsored by Senator Lynch is the same as the bill 

which I am sponsoring· on public financing of legislative 

elections in the Assembly. The bill number for the Assembly.is 

2531. 

There are a few differences between Senator Lynch Is 

bill and Senator Van ·Wagner's bill. There Is a difference in 

the total amount of funds that an individual candidate can 

spend from his or her own resources. My bill and Senator 

Lynch's bill calls for $10,000 as a limit. Senator Van 

Wagner's is $5000. There is a difference in the total amount 

of public funds which can be contributed under both. Under the 

Senator Lynch proposal it is a $10,000 limit of public funds. 

In the Van Wagner approach it is $25,000. 

I would like to leave with you the thought that these 
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are reasonable differences which can be worked out by 

reasonable people. I don· t think they are major or that they 

cannot be overcome by a Committee which is committed to 

releasing something to improve the campaign finance abuses 

which do exist in the State. I would like to mention a few 

concepts generically to leave with you, which you should, I 

think, consider in the total fabric of campaign finance reform. 

First of all, for campaigns other than Governor, it. 

seems to me that the most important thing to do to bring the 

campaigns under control and to remove the abuses of excessive 

money, is to put in contribution limits on those campaigns 

contribution limits from individuals and contribution limits 

from PACs. Both of these bills -- both the Lynch bill and the 

Van Wagner bill -- do that. They set it at $500 which is the 

same as mine.· But it's only, of course, for legislatiye race~. 

I think the Legislature must consider contribution 

limits generically for all elections where there are no limits 

now, which means all· except the Governor. The Elect ion Law 

Enforcement Commission -- ELEC -- in their "White Paper" which 

has just been published, agrees. They say there should be 

limits. 

Another very important concern is the matter of 

contributions di.rectly from corporations and labor unions. I 

think, history has proven that such contributions can. very much 

be special interest contributions. And in other legfslation, 

by Senator Lynch and by myself, those contributions would be 

prohibited. The Election Law Enforcement Commission also made 

a recommendation that contributions from corporations be 

prohibited. Both of these principles are the same as applied 

to Federal elections at the present time, so this is asking no 

more of New Jersey than is asked of candidates who run for 

Federal office. 

A third i tern, which is very important-- If you • re 

going to have a comprehensive bill, if you· re going to close 

the loopholes, it • s important in my judgment to regulate PACs 
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more than they are regulated now -- to regulate them in very 

much the same manner as they are regulated under Federal law. 
Otherwise, PACs can proliferate. You can have a PAC for a 

special interest in each county. You can have PACs without 

names that actually reflect what their basic mission is. You 

can have PACs which one person controls and their basic 

membership has no say in it, and all these other things which I 

think are harmful to the system unless you have passed laws to 

regulate PACs. If you do have contribution limits as in the 

leg~slative public financing bills or any other bills, one of 

the loopholes that can be used to avoid those limits is having 

a proliferation of PACS. 

In the same manners, the recent report by the grand 

jury, which talked about the bundling of contributions in the 

Gubernatorial Financing Law where there is a contribution 

limit, as you know, of $800 and where a concerted effort was 

made by members of one firm and their wives and their relatives 

through corporate loans. I presume it was a corporation; they 

did not say. They increased the magnitude of a single giver up 

to somewhere in excess of $35 ~ 000. These things have to be 

controlled. So it • s not just passing legislation on partial 

public-financing for legislative races; it•s all of these other 

things put together. 

Finally, a very important prov1s1on, which 

incidentally the voters of California in June have approved; 

and that provision would not be in these two bills, but in the 

other Lynch bill -- I think that•s 2212 -- would restrict the 

amount of contribution transfers from o_ne candidate to the 

other. We have seen where some individuals who are running for 

legislative office through a multiplicity of committees, raised 

over a million dollars and those are spread out among 

competitive races. The people who make contributions to that 

particular candidate really would have no interest in 
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supporting the other candidates for whom those monies are 

used. It also has to be examined from the standpoint of an 

abuse and is there a possibility of undue influence exerted not 

only on the one candidate, but on several? So this, I think, 

should be reformed. The California law prohibits any transfers 

between candidates on a totally outright basis. Having said 

all of these things, I did leave with you, a position statement 

on the level of campaign contribution limits. 

In my judgment, the $500 limit in both of the bille 

before you is reasonable when you consider the $800 limit which 

applies to gubernatorial and the $1000 which applies to the 

Federal elections. I have a very strong disagreement with some 

of the other positions that have been expressed for a $2000 or 

$2500 contribution limit, because I think, particularly in 

relation to the $800, I think the arguments proposed to 

rationalize those levels are fallacious and I've tried to 

explain it in that position paper. I won • t repeat the various 

reasons. 

I think we have an opportunity now to try to bri,ng the 

contributions arms race under control, and I commend you for 

having this hearing. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. I think your 

position paper is very clear. I don't have a problem with it. 
Is there something that you want to ask? (negative response) 

I think you gave a good analysis as to what all the 

bills are like. And yours is most like Senator Lynch's. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SCHLUTER: Senator Lynch agreed to sponsor 

the same one in the Senate. Can I ask one thing, Senator, 

which escaped my mind? You, of course, are taking this up in 

the order that you and t-he sponsors deem appropriate, but it 

seems in the Assembly, some of the basic generic questions are 

being addressed first, such as contribution limits, transfers 

between candidates, corporate union giving, and PAC regulation 
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before we get to the partial public financing of legislative 

races. 

The thought on . strategy is that if those pass, then 

there is· going to be one basic inequity or two basic 

inequities, and those two basic inequities are that they would 

not restrict and limit contributions from a candidate himself 

or herself; the only way you can do that is with public 

financing. The other is that they will not place limits on the 

amount of expenditures. So, the thought was if we get the 

others passed first, then there will be a greater pressure for 

those other two limits which have come in through the public 

financing. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. Assemblyman (sic) Van Wagner, 

you're back with us, so; you can present your views. 

S E N A T 0 R R I C H A R D V A .N W A G N .E R: Thank 

you, Senator. I appreciate the fact that the Conuni ttee has 

been in session on th~ previous public hearing regarding civil 

service reform, so I ' 11 try to ·be as brief as I can. S--24 86, 

which is a bill that also provides for partial public financing 

of legislative elections is, again -- at least on my part, and 

I'm sure the other sponsors feel similarly-~ an attempt to try 

to reduce the constant escalation of fund-raising that takes 

place from each. legislative campaign to the next. 

!.can recall my first .legislative campaign in 1973 for 

the Assembly, having raised somewhere in the vicinity of $7000 

and having money left over at the end of the campaign. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Is this seven or 70? 

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: Seven thousand. I might add that 

in 1979, just reviewing my records recently, my total 

expenditure was somewhere in the vicinity of $26,000. I think 

my running mate in the Assembly that year raised and spent 

approximately half of that. So, the actual cost of the total 

Assembly race for us in 1979, which is just a little less than 
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10 years ago, was about $40,000. In 1987 by my last 

calculation based on the reports filed by my office or by my 

treasurer· s office, we had spent in the Senate race in 1987 

somewhere in the· vicinity of $226,000 and we we.re. not in the 

top five. 

I find it to be almost appalling that we've reached a 

point where a Senate race for the New Jersey State Senate, 

assuming both candidates spend in excess of $200,000, could on 

a combined basis reach a half a million dollar expenditure. 

And I would suspect that within a short period of time, we • re 

going to see legislative races routinely costing a million 

dollars. 

This can only, I believe, lead to one conclusion. 

When candidates. have to raise that kind of money just to be 

competitive: 

1) It does harm to the system by making it 

increasingly difficult for candidates who are not incumbents, 

to compete effectively. 

2) It makes t_he candidates themselves almost slaves to 

the fund-raising effort and· gives them very little time to do 

what I think candidates should be doing in campaigns -- and 

that's meeting the public and discussing the issues. 

3) It raises, whether real or imagined, the specter of 

special interest money playing a bigger and bigger role in the 

outcome of elections. 

So, S-2486, although in some cases similar to the 

versions you previously discussed, is somewhat different. To 

qualify the candidate, you must first raise $37,500 to qualify 

for public funds. Individual contributions as well as party 

committees are limited to $500. The limit that can be spent in 

each election per candidate is $100, ooo, and for every three 

dollars of private money raised, the public match would be one 

dollar with a maximum of a $25, ooo cap of public funds for 

each candidate. 
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In addition to that, the candidate would be limited to 

using $10,000 of his or her personal funds. That basically is 

what 2486 calls for. All of us as, I think you may recall, at 

the end of our 1981 session, did attempt to pass a stronger 

Lobbyist Disclosure Act. That 1 however I was amended and 

ultimately did not pass in the form that it was proposed. 

There very well may be a need to regulate PACs and to 

provide some of the things that were suggested to you and other 

legislators -~ the so-called control mechanisms. But I think 

that notwithstanding whether that creates the pressure for a 

public financing vehicle or expenditure limitations, I still 

believe that it is in keeping with anyone's attempt to try to 

bring about some reform to. our process and to try to bring · 

about some reasonableness to the amount of money that is being 

spent; that we must begin to consider now a partial public 

financing mechanism for legislative elections. I thank you for 

your time and I thank you for taking up what I consider a very 

important governmental issue. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Jerry? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I really have no questions at ~his 

time. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. 

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: Thank you, Senator. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator, I have just one question. 

To what do you attribute the increase in financing costs for 

our legislative campaigns? You started with $7000 and most 

recently you spent a half a million -- $250,000. 

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: I believe that in the race that I 

had in 1987 upwards of-- Between both the Republican and 

Democratic Senate candidates I not counting what was spent on 

the Assembly races, I believe upwards of half a million dollars 

was spent. I would say that in terms of the candidacies of 

both the Senate and Assembly candidates and the races on both 
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sides, we are probably moving towards the $800,000 mark. Why 

do I think that this has occurred? 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Proliferation of PACs? 

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: No. I think PACs sometimes get 

the blame for a lot of things that are occurring· in the 

political process that really have as much to do with why PACs 

grow and why they get organized as anything else. At the risk 

of-- I was interviewed recently by a newspaper in the area 

about the type of political campaigning that's taking place, 

and I perhaps made some unkind remarks which I didn't mean that 

way-- But at the risk of offending anybody, I think what's 

happened is campaigns have become big business in this 

country. And we now have political consultants. 

I find it interesting. I spoke to a Kiwanis Club 

recently who asked me to come and make a speech that was not so 

much political as it was designed to give some insights as to 

what politics is really all about. I explained to them that 

politics has changed dramatically from what it once was. At 

one time, the nam~ of the game was for the candidate to get out 

and meet as many people as possible, to shepherd whatever 

resources he or she had, and try to develop some type of 

descriptive piece of literature that would accurately and as 

concisely as possible, outline his or her posit~ons on the 

issues. And perhaps if money were left over, there might even 

be a few newspaper ads and flyers that were normally handed out 

by volunteer workers. We seem to have come full ·circle from 

that point. 

And now we have a political pollster, sometimes 

several of them if it's a high level race at the Federal level, 

who takes polls and determines what voter attitudes are. They 

also determine what the negatives and positives are of the 

respective candidates at a cost of somewhere around $10, ooo, 
perhaps more -- $15,000 depending on how large the sample. The 

candidate or the candidate's political consultant decides what 
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should be taken. Then of course you have the political 

consultant, who's also .Paid perhaps $20,000 or $25,000. Then 

next you have another series of individuals who may be doing 

graphics or media work. 

So in essence, a campaign, even at the legislative 

level, could cost as much as $50,000 or $75,000 before one sign 

is produced, before one piece of literature is prepared, and 

before one radio station runs one ad on one day of a week. 

The cost, of course, for advertising on radio or on 

television for those who use it; even in newspapers it has gone 

up. But, when one considers if one really analyzed the 

expenditures in an election and began to look at the so-called 

soft costs that are now incurred that have become almost 

mandatory, because God knows, where would you be without a poll? 

Take today's election for President. I find it 

amusing that the media, particularly the electronic media, 

finds so much pleasure in identifying Democratic and Republican 

spin doctors, which is new nomenclature -- and I suppose in the 

next election we'll have paid spin doctors. Spin doctors, for 

those of you who may not know what it is or for the people in 

the audience, are someone who tells the news media how well 

their candidate did after . the news media has watched an hour 

long debate. Why someone has to explain to the media who just 

watched the debate, how well _one candidate did or didn't do, is 

beyond me. But anyway that's what they do. 

What I find interesting is that with the advent of 

polling, the real spin doctors in essence become the media 

themselves. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: · What did you say a spin doctor is? 

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: A spin doctor is a person. who 

after a particular-- For ~xample, if you were debating an 

opponent, and I know, Senator, you probably don't have to be 

concerned about too many debates with your opponents since 

you've done so well representing your district and very few 
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opponents come forward. And I don't blame them. (laughter) 

But when you finish debating yo~r \Opponent, afterwards the 

media usually mills around and starts· talking to people about 

what went on. 

I' 11 use the Bush/Dukakis debate as an example. We . 

don't need spin doctors. We do our own spin doctoring. We've 

become adept at that. And what they do is that they usually 

make statements about how well their own candidate did. 

Naturally the Democratic people who are designated spin doctors 

will go on about how well Governor Dukakis presented his 

arguments, and the Republican spin doctors will go on about how 

well their candidate did, and it provides a sort of a backdrop. 

But I think all of this circus-like atmosphere, if you 

will "Entertainment Today," is what politics have become. It's 

become a 45-second clip on a television program. Candidates 

are almost controlled by the agenda that's set forth for them. 

I see very little gut level campaigning today where a candidate 

comes face-to-face with an audience of questioners in which he 

or she does not really know what questions are going to be 

asked. Very little time is spent on spontaneous kinds of 

events. Everything is a planned event -- even the movement. 

through a crowd. I think all of this has added to the cost, 

because you -have to have people who are specialists in doing 

this; specialized advance people, specialized schedulers, etc. 

I don I t fault that so much. ·I don I t think there ' s · anything 

wrong. It· s great employment practice. A lot more people go 

to work during election campaigns probably than under normal 

conditions, and I don't have any problem with that. I think 

that Is fine. I think there probably is a necessity for paid. 

people in a campaign, and today with the complexities of the 

issues, it's probably good to have professional advisors. 

But it's gotten to a point where 

candidates packaged, and as long as packaging 

we are seeing 

is going to be 

what's spelled suc.cess in political campaigns, it's going to 

continue to cost more and more money. And it's really up to us 

in the election process, including· myself, to stop; to point 
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the finger at why all of this is taking place, and sit down and 
realistically design a campaign expenditure limit that gives 
the opportunity for candidates to get their messages out, but 
at the same time does not require the candidate to spend so or 
more percent of his or her time raising money to run a 
campaign, and finding out that they have less and less time to 
be in front of the voters, which is where you want to be. 

You know, I think eventually and ultimately something 
will really go astray. The voters will get the wrong 
impression. We see today we·re one of the few democracies that 
I know of in the free world that less than 50%, or only a 
li tt1e more than 50% actually participate in selecting the 
highest office in the United States. And I think that•s a very 
dangerous and sad commentary on what•s happening. 

Now, I don't know who·s at fault for that. I don•t 
have the wisdom. But I do believe that if we begin to take 
some steps to make the project more realistic in terms of what 
has to be raised, and in a sort of, I guess, in an inverse way, 
invite more of the public to participate by checking off. their 
dollars to participating in camp~igns. 

You know, the public has to take some responsibility 
for it too, because if they simply turn us off because we· re 
not producing neat campaign ads, then I think they•re not 
meeting their responsibilities. 

But I think we in government in whatever 1 imi ted role 
we have in trying to develop more realistic campaign 
expenditure limits, should take on the responsibility of 
getting that work done before it gets to the point where 
candidates will be decided not on their ability to address the 
issues, not on their ability to relate to the voters that they 
wish to represent, but on their abilities to develop a slick 
advertising and public relations campaign, and the money that•s 
needed to sell them to the people that are. going to. elect them. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I see. Any questions? That•s right, 

Jim. Jim has a question. 
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MR. CARROLL (Minority Staff Aide): Through you Madam 

Chair. Senator, you don't fund public funds for primary 

elections. One bill you have up--

SENATOR VAN WAGNER: I want to take one step at a 

time. I know some years a_go former Assemblyman Burstein and 

others had put together a rather comprehensive package to do 

primary elections for legislative campaigns. I I d like to get 

to that. I think that's important. I think that probably the 

most important aspect of any election reform is in the primary 

process, but I I m trying to work from what I know- is riow a 

growing problem and try t.o address it in a realistic way, which 

would allow even a newcomer to a campaign to raise enough money 

to qualify for some portion of public money. 

For example, comparing my ability to raise $7000 or 

$8000 in 1973 to someonels ability to raise $30~000 in 1989 is 

not unrealistic. I also should point out that I am not married 

to these numbers in any manner I shape I or form. These are--

Whenever you're picking them out, you have to make some 

arbitrary· judgments. So, if the threshold amount for 

qualifying were lowered, I would have no objection to that, as 

long as there was a proportionate adjustment along the way. 

My original sense was I was going to eliminate the 

expenditures to $75,000 per candidate, which would mean that in 

a race where there was Senate . and Assembly candidates running

on each side, each side ·would spend a maximum of $225,000 

combined. The limit I have is $100,000 per candidate, so, that 

would be a $300 I ooo expenditure. But, I don· t think it's 

unrealistic to think that even a new persQn coming into 

campaigning would not be able to raise $37,500. 

I think a person, particularly one who runs for 

legislative office, is usually aware of the realities of the 

money they have to raise. This at least gives them a better 

opportunity to compete than they have right now, where we see 

non incumbents, for example, in some of the congressional 
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races, spending $14, ooo while their counterpart in the 
incumbency is spending $360,000. I don It know of any 
legislative races where that much of an imbalance took place, 
but I I m sure that proportionately speaking· there were some. 
This at least evens the playing field a little bit, if we· get 
our foot in the door, I think then we can sit down and 
realistically talk about financing primary elections. 

MR. CARROLL: Just interested. 
SENATOR VAN WAGNER: That was the only reason. I took 

the course of least resistance. 
MR. CARROLL: Thank you. 
SENATOR LIPMAN: Senator, just a general comment. The 

cost of campaigns now has grown so rapidly, that some people 
are commenting that only the wealthy can run. But, I think the 
good part of these bills is that they limit personal 
contributions as well as the public part. That's -the part that 
really is to be appreciated by youngeJ;, poorer candidates if . 
they are not incumbents· so that they have the opportunity. All 
right, okay, Senator Lynch-- Mr. DeMicco. 

MR. DE MICCO: Thank you, Senator. Senator Lynch 
asked me to provide a few of his thoughts about the bill that 
he Is sponsoring. And since Assemblyman Schluter has already 
testified on a bill which is identical, I just thought I would 
add for the reco-rd a· few of the things that Senator Lynch 
wanted the Committee to know about. 

First, as with Senator Van Wagner, he is not wedded to 
every detail, every provision of the bill you have before you. 
As you know, there are some major differences, not the least of 
which is that Senator Lynch's bill has no expenditure limit- and 
Senator Van Wagner's has a limit of $100,000. 

Senator Lynch wanted you to know that he understands 
that there would probably be a lot of support · for an 
expenditure limit, but at the same time we are dealing with the 
reality that if you are going to impose an expenditure 1 imi t, 
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we're then talking about at the same time creating a public 

financing program, because that's the only way we can do that. 

He also wants the Committee to know with respect to 

the contribution limit which is identical in both bills, $500, 

he concedes that in this day and age it's probably a low 

number. It does not go against, however, the findings of 

Election Law Enforcement Commission in the "White Paper" I 

think they provided you with today, which showed averages -in 

1985 of about $425 in the primary, $769 in the general, and in 

the 1987 primary of $531. 

So, bringing that figure up, and I think Election Law 

recommended $2000 to $2500 as a reasonable contribution level 

is certainly within- the bounds of reason as far .as Senator 

Lynch was concerned. And finally, the whole issue of trying 

to.;_- If the goal here is trying to limit the influence of 

contributors, we realize of the four ways you can do that as 

pointed out by Election Law: disclosure, contribution limits, 

expenditure limits, and·public financing, that these bills only 

deal with three of those in any comprehensive way; that 

disclosure is really dealt with in other legislation, including 

the gubernatorial financing bills-- That if you're going to 

make a judgment about to what extent you are influencing a 

single contributor who is influencing an election, obviously 

_it's a question of not only the size of the contribution limit, 

but a spending limit as well, and what your judgment is as to 

what the relationship should be. 

Lastly, he just wanted the Committee to know that he's 

concerned that the trend, especially in the last three or four 

years has been that the pace of fund-raising has become so 

great, that the PAC corporate and union contributions are 

themselves dominant issues in campaigns now; that candidates 

are campaigning on what the others are getting in contributions 

and what some people might consider the real issues in 

campaigns are more and more falling to the wayside as the issue 

of contributors gets discussed more and more in highly financed 

campaigns. 
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· So, he wanted the Committee to know that he feels that 

there's a window of opportunity that's not very wide open right

now -- to come to some kind of consensus with respect to 

legislative financing before the 1989 Assembly elections. And 

in the interest to trying to come to that consensus, he said 

he's flexible about trying to reach. an accommodation between 

his and Senator Van Wagner's bill. Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. Thanks very much. I 

think we've had the three bills, it's four actually. Senator 

Lynch and Assemblyman Schluter have the same bill and Senator 

Van Wagner's bill is a little different, but they all address 

similar problems. Dr. Herrmann, you're going to_ give us some 

testimony now.-

D R. F R E D E R I C K M. H E R R M A N N: Thank you, 

Senator. I'm Fred Herrmann, the Executive Director of the 

Election Law Enforcement Commission. I'd like to thank the 

Committee for the opportunity to testify on these three very 

1mportant bills which advocate reform in the way we finance our 

legislative elections. 

The ELEC data shows between 1983 and 1987 a doubling 

of spending in legislative races. In 1987 we spent over $11 

million in financing our legislative races. PAC contributions 

between just 1985 and 1987 doubled to over $4 million. And the 

Commission feels that thi.s jump in the data point~ to th~ need 

fat critically reexamining the entire ·campaign financing 

process in New Jersey. 

ELEC is convinced that the public is alarmed that the 

large amounts of money used to finance our elections is 

creating an appearance of impropriety. The Commission feels 

that contribution limits are necessary to remove the appearance 

of impropriety from our legislative elections. The Commission 

is interested in the concept of legislative public financing, 

but it feels that we must . first make sure that the 

gubernatorial program is not destroyed because of inflation. 
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As a matter of fact, I was happy to hear that there's another 

gubernatorial public financing bill being considered by the 

Assembly today -- and we· ve had a number of them considered. 

senator Van Wagner, his· bill, as you recall, didn't get through 

the Committee, and we'd just like to see something happen with 

that because we do have a time frame concern there. It • s 

getting awfully close to January 1 and we will have to start 

passing out our money. So, that, of course, has got to be a 

priority. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That bill has not gone through a 

committee in the Assembly? 

DR. HERRMANN: The current-- I believe it· s Assembly 

Bill 3886 and I believe it was given no reference and will 

probably be voted on today in the Assembly. 

Moreover, the Commission believes it must receive an 

adequate appropriation. I did hand out some testimony earlier 

today, and attached to that we did some charting out of what 

these bills do simply, and we also put in fiscal ·information 

about what we think it would cost to administer the program. 

The ball park figure is a little over a half a million dollars 

to administer a ·legislative public financing program along the 

lines that Senator Van Wagner and Assemblyman Schluter are 

talking about which is in the same ball park, Senator, as the 

current gubernatorial financing program. So, it is feasible to 

do. 

But, I did want to emphasize that it· s important to 

keep in mind that there has to be money to administer these 

programs. The Conunission ·currently-- I think, will be all 
. . 

right for the next couple of years with the budget that we 

have. We're very concerned perhaps by 1991 that our level of 

funding has got to increase if we· re going to do the job, 

because the same data that I started my testimony with, the 

doub~ing of expenditures for legislative races, the doubling of 

PAC money, the increase of lobbying activity by over $2 million 

in a one-year period, means that we just have to have more 

staff to keep up with the flow of transactions. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: So, your bottom line for handling the 

financing of a campaign is half a million dollars? 

DR. HERRMANN: Yes, Senator. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thatls what you would ask for. 

Presently, how much are you spending now? 

DR. HERRMANN: Well, to administer the gubernatorial 

primary we have an appropriation, Senator, of about $362,000. 

To do the gubernatorial general, it Is about a half million for 

the next fiscal year. We also pointed out that we need another 

$200, ooo as a start-up cost for legislative public financing. 

That's mostly computer. That would be just the first year. 

But after that, it would be only half a million a year. 

·SENATOR LIPMAN: You mean -- I lm trying to straighten 

it out --you mean you have $360,000 for the gubernatorial? 

DR. HERRMANN-: Right. We would need this money on top 

of that because--

SENATOR LlPMAN: I know you need start-up expenses for 

computers and stuff for all campaigns. 

DR. HERRMANN: Well, the breakdown we have for the 

one-time cost, and this is on the last sheet in the packet that 

I gave the Committee was for. software-- w~ predicted we'd need 

$54, ooo just to get new software. It Is the last sheet and it 

says at the top, .. S-2211 and S-2486 - Administrative Costs." 

We did a breakdown of all of our different accounts, salary 

costs. But the start--up costs are mostly in the area of data 

processing software--- the computer costs. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. I see. 

DR. HERRMANN: And that's a one-shot deal. Once you 

have the software, you get to use it over ·and over again. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You have some other titles here that 

you need, right? 

DR. HERRMANN: Yes. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Analyst? 
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DR. HERRMANN: Well, a public financing analyst. What 

we would need is that if we are going to have a contribution 

1 imi t, we are going to have to make sure that people are not 

getting public money when they haven· t actually raised the 

money. We have to really check all the contributions that are 

coming in. 

So, with the gubernatorial fl.nancing program, we've 

had a terrific -record over the ten years in terms of auditing 

these things properly and making sure that a corporation, for 

example, wasn't giving more than $800. And we'd need another 

report -- field investigator -- because we're going to have 

more investigations to do and that sort of thing, and another 

compliance officer to answer the telephone calls. Currently, 

our situation is, for the entire State of New Jersey we have 

one field investigator, which is a terrible situation in terms 

of trying to get enforcement-of the law, because it's one thing 

to get the reports into the Commission, but you've got to make 

sure that they are t~~re on time, you've got to make .sure they 

are accurate, and you can't do that unless you have adequate 

staffing. 

As I said, at the current time we're holding our own, 

but we're really concerned for the future-- if the law doesn't 

change at all. 

program. 

And here we are contemplating a major new 

Another concern ·that we have that we just want to 

mention to the Committee is that The Star-Ledger/Eagleton Poll, 

which was done about six months ago at this point, polled the 

people of New Jersey, asked them certain questions about 

campaign financing. Fewer than half of the respondents said 

that they would favor public financing for legislative 

elections. So, I think if we· re going to go this route, we 

have a selling job to do with the public to convince them that 

it is necessary to do. 

We also feel in general terms again that the 

contribution limit of the public financing cap, and the 

expenditure limit must be set high eriough to allow candidates 
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to run viable campaigns. Setting the limits too low will 

encourage improper financial activity and aid incumbents and 

wealthy candidates. That's the point I think you were making a 

little bit earlier, Senator. 

Candidates must be able to raise enough from public 

and private resources and spend enough to communicate their 

message. A reductio ad absurdum in this area would be the 

State of Hawaii, where they have public financing and if you're 

running for the State Senate, they give you $50. That is 

absurd, but their even level is a little higher than that. It 

just wouldn't be enough to have a program that would be 

meaningful. And of course, if you multiply the Hawaiian 

program which covers all levels of government, they are 

spending considerable amounts of money, but they are· spreading 

it so thin, it just doesn't make any sense. 

Turning specifically to the diffe;rent bills, I just 

want to make some general comments again, because this is for 

discussion purposes onl~. Senate Bill l828, sponsored by 

Senator Dorsey, we find to be an acceptable variation of 

contribution limit reform. It's the same bill, as a matter of 

fact, that Assemblywoman Randall has sponsored in the lower 

house which is being considered by the Assembly State 

Government Committee. We believe that that bill need·s some 

·amending to eliminate potential loopholes and . technical 

problems that we found in it, but there are othe;r competing 

bills that also have some loopholes and technical problems, and 

we commend Senator Dorsey. We think it· s certainly moving in 

the right direction, but if we are to become law, we'd want to 

work on it a little bit to plug up some of the loopholes with 

him. 

One thing, again, that I want to mention-- A big 

problem that we have with it is that it doesn't contain an 

appropriation. And again, we've got problems in the near 

future if we don • t get some more money at the Commission. 
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During the decade of the I 80s, the law was changed three 

times. In 1981, we got responsibility for lobbying. In 1981, 

we also got responsibility for the personal financial 

disclosure statements that you have to file while you're 

running. In 1984, we got the responsibility for a PAC 

program. The one thing that all three of those bills had in 

common was you didn It appropriate us any money to do it . So, 

we really started out in the hole because of that. So, the 

Commission wants to be very careful in the future that if we 

are going to get more responsibilities -- and we think that 

it's absolutely necessary that we tighten up some of these 

loopholes in the law -- we've got to just have the money to do 

it. 

Speaking nationally, I'm the Chairpe~son this year for 

the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws, which is a 

Canadian/American organization of governmental ethics groups. 

Nationally in this country, one of· the problems is a. lot of 

states have tough laws, but there's nobody there to enforce 

them. Wiscons~n has a tough ethics law and a staff of 1. 5 

people. I don't know if it's a head, legs, or what the point 

five was; but the point being, you've got to have enough people 

there to enforce the law. If we lower the speed limit on the 

Turnpike to 25 miles an hour and lower the State .trooper patro 1 

to one trooper a tricycle, we're not going to be able to 

enforce the law. And the same thing happens in campaign 

financing as well. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You're comparing the Conunission to a 

trooper riding a tricycle? (laugher) 

DR. HERRMANN: ·Well, that was an exaggeration. I 

think it would probably be a 10-speed. But I think right now 

as you said, Senator, we • re okay; we're holding our own; and 

we've got a great record. But a couple of years down the road 

with our current funding levels and with the increase in 

business in this field, as I said, the Legislature· s spending 

doubled. That means we've got twice as many transactions that 
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we're trying to deal with, more reports coming in, more 

telephones, more prosecutions, more Xeroxing--

SENATOR LIPMAN: Mr. Herrmann, how much do you monitor 

local government candidates? 

DR. HERRMANN: Well, that's a good question, Senator. 

We have responsibility, as you know, for that. How much do we 

monitor it? We have to prioritize it. Our resources since 

I 've been there-- I 've taken what I consider the IRS 

approach. We spend our time with .the larger campaigns, 

spending larger amounts of money . 

. We don't want to spend too much time with local 

committees that can't account for $50. I think there was a 

tendency in the past-- The Commission had been criticized for 

calling up local political clubs and saying, "You're having a 

donut sale, where • s the $15?" We don • t spend our time there. 

We don • t want to discourage people from participating in the 

political process. It • s also just simply a resource problem. 

It would be irresponsible to spend time with local committees 

in any great length and not be spending time with statewide 

campaigns that can't account for--

SENATOR LIPMAN: I understand your limitations· of 

staff and so forth. But I think if you look at the graph of 

local candidates, you would find out that some candidates, as 

for example, in the City of Newark, jumped past legislative 

campaigns in their finances. 
DR. HERRMANN: I understand that, Senator. The way we 

target it, it's really not on the same level as what you're 

spending. So, if we have a local candidate that's spending 

hundreds of thousands of dollars, we're looking. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Yeah, we do. 

DR. HERRMANN: Oh, yeah. We're looking. There's no 

doubt about that. And we have probably-- I think it may well 

be the best enforcement record in the country at this time. We 
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have 550 final decisions and do 100 investigations a year. 

We've been written up in national publications for having one 

of the best enforcement records in ·the nation. And I'm just 

concerned that we • 11 slip · if we don • t continue to be budgeted 

adequately. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I understand your concern. Senator, 

did you want to speak? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Just give me a little insight, 

Fred, into what's happening nationally on this? Let's stick to 

legislative campaigns. Do you know who was the first state 

that got into public finance of legislative campaigns? 

DR. HERRMANN: Well, we were the first_, as you know, 

to do gubernatorial. I'm proud of that. Legislatively, 

Senator, maybe five states are into that. There are about 20 

states that have public financing of some sort. The big ones 

for legislative financing I believe are Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: And how long have they've been out 

there? 

DR. HERRMANN: They've been doing it for five or six 

years, perhaps. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Do they have a track record in the 

sense that it's working or that it's not working? 

DR. HERRMANN: The programs are vastly different than 

what we'd be contemplating ~ere. We are planning to do another 

"White Paper" early next year on legislative public financing. 

We have some preliminary data from those states. We've talked 

to the people there. The accountability there, I think, is 

what we want to hear. Their emphasis is basically on getting 

out the money, but they are not being as careful as we • d 1 ike 

to be in terms of making sure that you • re not. giving people 

public money for maybe money they didn't raise. So, the 

programs are quite different. It was somewhat amazing. 

Even a state like Wisconsin, they're not spending the 

kind of money that we're spending in New Jersey. I mean, we're 
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a little state in terms of geographic area, but we Ire one of 

the most important states politically in the country in terms 

of what it costs to run for office here, and you know, the 

population of the State -- we•re ninth. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: In terms of per capita spending on 

campaigns, welre up near the top? 

DR. HERRMANN: My sense is, and again, I haven It done 

anything statistically, but my sense would be that that would 

be correct, and again because the New York and Philadelphia 

media markets are the same thing that generate the expenses of 

a gubernatorial campaign, 

that New York is the 

Philadelphia is fourth. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: 

welte in a very unique situation, in 

most expensive media market and 

Well, is a fair amount of money now 

spent, I guess, up north by candidates on television? 

DR. HERRMANN: In North Jersey? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Yeah. 

DR. HERRMANN: I think welre seeing more and more of 

that. We did an analysis of the gubernatorial election which 

we gave to the Legislature a _few months ago. This legislation 

contemplates we extend to the legislative races, but 

speculatively speaking on my hard data, my sense is that you 

see more and more of the use of cable television because it can 

be targeted, and a lot of use of radio -- a great use of 

radio. We have seen some use of television even in legislative 

races in Philadelphia and New York television. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: And the number of people that are 

coming out to vote as we spend more money is getting to be 

less. Is it not? 
DR. HERRMANN: Yeah. And I donlt know if therels a 

direct correlation, but one of the oddities of the current 

puplic financing program is that the dollars that we Ire going 

to give the candidates in 1 89 is tied to the number of people 

that vote. In picking up on what Senator Stockman just said, 
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the projection for the vote this year is going down, which 
means if. welre even just talking about real dollars, our 
candidates in 1 89 will get fewer dollars, because welre getting 
so many cents per voter in the last presidential election. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Okay. 
DR. HERRMANN: I just want to make a few brief 

comments about Senate Bill 2211, Senator Lynchls bill which is 
also Assemblyman Schluterls bill, and Senate Bill 2486, Senator 
Van Wagner Is bill. Again, the Commission feels that these are 
both good ways of conducting a legislative public funding 
program. I was happy to hear from both Senator Van Wagner and 
Senator Lynch that therels flexibility there, because the 
programs are somewhat different and I want to make a few 
general comments about them. 

First of all, we feel that it would be preferable if 
we Ire going to do it, to also include the primary as well. I 
was happy to hear that Senator Van Wagner was interested in 
that, too: We also would like to see an inflation adjuster put 
into the bill.· Welve recommended_that and most of the public 
financing bills for the gubernatorial races have that built 
in. And the Commission in its report a few months ago came up 
with the only index for campaign costs that I know of in the 
nation. 1 1 m very happy that we can do that. 

We can do something similar for legislative races. 
The idea there was that if you use the Consumer Price Index, 
that is not a true index of whatls going on in campaigns. We 
find that carnpaigns are inflating at almost twice the rate of 
regular inflation. We came up with a formula for doing that. 
We I d like to see that incorporated in this kind of legislation 
so that every two years we wouldn It have to come back and 
change the numbers. It would occur automatically based on what 
it really costs to run. 

We also -- and I mentioned this but just to repeat 
again -- that the various limits and caps should not be set too 
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low, because we don't want to hurt candidates from being able 

to communicate. And that· s the last thing we want to do. 

Senator Van Wagner pointed out very well· that we don't want a 

situation where candidates have to spend most of. their time 

raising money and very little time debating the issues. 

The final problem that I want to call to your 

attention--

SENATOR LIPMAN: Wait just a minute. 

DR. HERRMANN: Sure. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We have a question here about you 

wanting us to build in an inflation factor into this 

legislation. Tell why you don't tie that inf.lation rate to the 

Consumer Index, rather than to another inflation rate which is 

going to carry it higher and higher and higher? It seems like, 

to me, that if it was tied to a lower rate, then they would. 

spend less money, or be allowed to spend it. I think some 

candidates would kill me if they heard me asking that question. 

DR. HERRMANN: I'm not a candidate, so you're safe. I 

think the answer to that is, do .we want to reflect reality? If 

we just tie it to the Consumer Price Index, that's not 

reality. We pointed out, and you asked the question earlier, 

Senator and Senator Van Wagner gave a very good answer-

What· s going on here? Why are we spending so much money? And 

in our analysis we found that the answer is that we • r·e using 

television, as the Senator said. 
SENATOR LIPMAN: And specialists, consultants, and so 

forth. 

DR. HERRMANN: Consultants, computers, direct mailing, 

and various high tech, and· that costs money. The campaigns 

today are really money intensive affairs instead of being labor 

intensive affairs. I don't think we can turn back the clock. 

I think the approach is that we have to deal with what we have 

today. The solutions we • re going to come up with will have 
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to be based on high technology. Some of these bills talk about 

more air time for the candidates. The Commission didn't 

directly deal with that in the "White Paper,'' but that ·sort of 

solution seems to me to be the kind of solution that we should. 

be looking for. It's sort of like the Maginot line in World 

War II. You can't fight World War II using a World War I 

defensive system. I don't think we can run our campaigns today 

based on models from the • 50s or the '60s or maybe even the 

'70s. So, I think we have to address the reality--

SENATOR LIPMAN: And half of the '80s, too. 

DR. HERRMANN: And half of the ·80s, too. Yes, I 

think we're finding that as well. Another issue that will come 
. . 

up if we go with legislative p~lic financing and even with 

contribution limits, is dual office holding. The concern that 

we will have here -- and I know Senator Weiss has . put in 

legislation to deal with this recently and it's not 

appropriate for the Commission to comment on anything going 

beyond our jurisdiction--

SENATOR LIPMAN: But you're going to comment anyway. 

DR. HERRMANN: No, I'm not. Actually I'm not. I'~ 

going to comment on it within the interests of the Commission 

which is that if we have dual office, which we have, if 

somebody is running say for the Senate and the Mayor-- Let's 

say Senator, you were running for the Senate seat and you're 

also running for Mayor of Newark, we have contribution limits, 

people will be limited in what they can give Senator Lipman, 

but Mayor Lipman can get as much in contributions as she could 

collect. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: But· they can't cross lines. I mean, 

the Mayor's election cannot contribute--

DR." HERRMANN: No. But let me continue a little bit. 

The expenditure .issue would. also be another issue. Senator 

Lipman could only spend say $100,000, but Mayor Lipman could 
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spend $500,000. Now you're running for Mayor of Newark in this 

hypothetical--

SENATOR LIPMAN: I wouldn't even like you to consider 

that as an example. It's too expensive a race for me to--

DR. HERRMANN: Okay. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Go ahead. That's all right. You can 

use it. 

DR. HERRMANN: Okay, thank you, Senator. So, you 

decide, "Well, okay. I can only spend $100,000 for my Senate 

race." So, you go to New York City because you've got the ~ew 

York media. And you a start $500,000/$1,000, ooo campaign for 

Mayor Lipman. It • s running on New York television. As a 

matter of fact,. your district is only part of ·the City of 

Newark. So, it· s even a better example. It becomes a 

travesty, because you've got the two offices and you've evaded 

the limit by putting money into the other office. 

A similar situation I believe at the Federal level 

right now is Senator Bentsen who's running for u.s. Senate and 

for Vice President. So, a concern is if we do continue dual 

office holding, it's going to make it difficult from the 

perspective of having contribution limits and expenditure 

limits. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I see. You think it has a direct 

bearing. 

DR. HERRMANN: It's a concern: Of course we can 

extend contributions to the other offices.. That might handle 

that problem, then you'd only get double. But with . the 

expenditure limit--

SENATOR LIPMAN: The persons in the Legislature now 

who have dual offices, have they been a problem? 

DR. HERRMANN: We-ll, they haven· t been a problem at 

all. But. we don't have contribution and expenditure limits. 

They are ·all doing a fine job. We don· t have contribution and 

expenditure limits now, so it doesn't become an issue. But if 
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you impose those kinds of 1 imi ts, then the problem would be 

there. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Interesting. 

DR. HERRMANN: Well, it is interesting and it gets 

quite technical. That's one of the reasons, I know, you' re 

having a hearing, because there are a lot of things to think 

about. Well, the bottom line is that the Commission is very 

pleased that the Committee is addressing these bills and it 

wants to commend the sponsors of the bills and wants to commend 

the Committee for addressing this vital ethical issue. 

I wanted to note three things: 1) As I mentioned, we 

are planning to do another .. White Paper .. -- .. White Paper No. 3 .. 

next year, and we're going .to study this in-depth. We want to 

look at the states that I mentioned, and we're also going to be 

looking at New York City, which has just adopted a similar 

program for the mayor, borough president, and members of the 

council. The council seats are roughly equivalent to the 

legislative seats in New Jersey in terms of constituency and 

even some of the media problems. So we want to see how that's 

going to function. 

At the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws which I 

also mentioned earlier, we're working on model laws, and we 

having a conference in Florida at the end of the year. One of 

the model statutes will be campaign financing, and I'm going to 

be ·very interested and I'm sure the rest -of New- Jersey will be, 

just to see what the Council does with that and what kind of 

recommendation grows out of that. 

Finally, I'd like to thank the Committee staff, who 

was very helpful in letting me know when to testify and 

suggesting some things to bring. So, that was nice. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Is that right? You did your job. I 

forgot our transcribers are .here. I want to thank you for 

coming and bringing us all this information. And in your 

Council meeting, you know the meeting of the country on 
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this issue, we wish you would really bring us more information 

from Wisconsin and Minnesota and those states which has had 

some experience wit~ this kind if law. Jerry? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I have nothing further to say. 

DR. HERRMANN: I'll add too, that we've just published 

what we call our ''Blue Book" which is sort of a mini book of 

the states which covers just the area of ethics laws. Perhaps 

the Committee could pick one up. It's three dollars. Cheap. 

I think we advertised it with the ''Book of the States •• this 

year. That would have the tables in there that deal with 

legislative public financing and I think that would be useful 

for research as well. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you. 

DR. HERRMANN: You're welcome. My pleasure. Thank 

you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay. Now we have some other groups 

who have come · t9day to talk about this subject. Since Joe 

(referring to aide) does n:ot have you registered here, do" you 

want to tell me who you are and informally come forward? Do 

you want to testify? (positive response) All right. Mr. 

McCool, Common Cause. We have quite a few. 

E D W A R D A. M c C 0 0 L: Thank you Senator Lipman, 

Senator Stockman. I'll be brief considering the length o£ the 

day and the number of people after me who also want to speak. 

First I'd like to thank you for bringing up this very 

important subject before this Committee, even though it's just 

for a public hearing. I presume that· that's just the first 

step for active consideration by this Committee of some type of 

campaign finance reform for legislative races. 

difficult job. 

It's a very 

One of the things I was trying to think of is what you 

might need to know in order to be convinced that it's 

absolutely necessary, not just you two Senators, but the entire 

membership of the Committee. And I think it's really .just 

relating-- If each Senator relates to their own personal 
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experiences, because I view you as individuals·as being victims 

of this system, which is forcing each of you, as Senator Van 

Wagner pointed out, to spending increasing amounts of. time 

ra1s1ng campaign monies in a system that has no parameters 

around it. And so you live and occupy the elected office that 

you're in always with the possibility that you could be singled 

out by a particularly well--financed interest group and be made 

to raise and spend money like you've never had to spend before, 

in order to simply retain your office. If the voters want to 

decide whether or not to return an elected official based on 

the merits of their performance, that's one thing; but, if it's 

going to be based on a spending war, that's an entirely 

different thing. 

And I believe every legislator and every challenger is 

benefited by putting parameters around that kind of a system so 

at the very least, there ·are contribution limits. Right now 

that outside interest could come in and write a check for 

$100, ooo to an opponent and suddenly escalate all the terms of 

running for office. So, we need contribution limits and we 

need spending 1 imi ts -- responsible ones, and of course the 

only way to do that is through partial public financing. ·I 

don't believe full public financing is necessary. 

There are lots of good proposals. There's no one way 

to do this. There • s no one single figure for a contribution 

limit, and certainly to work out a public financing system is 

complicated to do; how to set a spending limit so that it· s not 

an incumbency protection act where it's so low that the 

challenger doesn't stand any chance at all, yet not so high as 

to· be meaningless. They are difficult decisions. I would just 

like to suggest that certainly our approach is, it is not 

locked into any one set of figures and that we recognize that 

what comes out of efforts like this is a result of a lot of 

hard work, and it reflects what· s possible; not necessarily 

what's ideal. 
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I I ve brought for the Committee for the record a copy 

of the preliminary report on spending in the 1 87 general 

election that we did and released back in April when Archibald 

Cox and Millicent Fenwick. joined us in a press conference 

calling for this. Basically it Is a study of two things. The 

first part of it is a listing of what we call PACs. As you 

know, you don It need to form a PAC in this State in order to 

contribute. Only corporations and interest groups are allowed 

to contribute directly to candidates as well as form their own 

P~Cs. We took the list of what we call PACs as they appeared 

in the 1 85 election and we asked for their spending for the '87 

election. I I d just like to read some of .the aspects that we 

came up with in the summary. 

In 1 87 they started the year with $3.1 million already 

in their accounts. They then went out and raised another $5.7 

million and spent a total of over $6 million for the I 87 

election. Just two years before, the same group only spent 

$1.1 million. So, that's a sixfold increase, and it was $1.3 

million in 1 83. 

The top five PACs in 1 87 spent more than all the PACs 

in 1 85. PACs reported spending $1.3 million for operating 

costs and still finished with a balance with $2.6 million in 

their treasuries. And there are no laws governing the use of 

this leftover money. The amount of money left over by these _ 

PAC accounts in 1 87 is higher than what they spent in the last 

three legislative elections. So, there's no question that the 

trend is upward. What's surprising is the leap in spending in 

just a two-year period from $1.1 million to $6 million. And 

there' s no question in my mind that it would go over $1 o 
million for the 1989 legislative races unless we put some 

contribution limits in place. 

At your leisure when you look through that report, 

you' 11 see that these groups are ranked by who spent the most 

-- who spent the most directly on a candidate, who spent the 
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most indirectly, who has the highest operating costs, and the 

like. The second part of the report has to do with the ranking 

of the present members of the Assembly and Senate in terms of 

their expenditures. That just needs . to be noted with some 

modification, that we were not able to get the individual 

accounts. Many times candidates ran as part of a three-person 

account. 

And if the total amount spent by three people was say, 

$300,000, we divided by three and said each person spent 

$100, ooo. That may not be technically correct in some cases 

it's been pointed out to us. That's why this was a preliminary 

report. Individuals who were partied to a three-person account 

actually spent less than; in some cases, more than one-third. 

In any case, it ' s quite evident t:t:tat the spending has 

gotten out of hand. 1987 was an excellent example of the need 

for some type of controls. I'd like to suggest that the 

Committee seriously consider the $500 contribution limit. I do 

not believe that the $2500 contribution is in any way 

warranted. _It ·is so high as to be virtually meaningless·. It 

will include just about 95% to 97% of all the contributions 

that are already occurring. What that • s saying is . that when 

this $6 million was spent, it wasn't spent in $2500 

contributions. It was spent in contributions. well under that, 

and in fact, closer to the neighborhood of $500. So, that 

rarely is it singled out in one huge chunk. Five hundred 

dollars is more than adequate. 

Another thing that I enter as evidence for that, is in 

1985 --that's the only time we have figures for -- the average 

contribution was only $769 in 1985. Now remember, averaging 

includes a contribution -- the lowest contribution was six 

cents and the highest contribution was $42,000. So, when you 

add the six cents, the $42,000, and all those in-between, and 

divide by that number, you get an average of $769. So, average 

contributions don't mean anything. 
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What we really want to find out is, what is the median 

contribution? What was the most frequent contribution amount? 

That Is always different than what the average is, and I think 

when we find that, welre going to find that itls closer to the 

$500 figure. (Committee examines the report) I lm glad you find 

the report so interesting. Thatls great. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: We Ire looking at who spent what. 

(laughter) 

MR. McCOOL: Yeah, I figured that. Well, I 1 Ve had 

requests from numerous PACs for this to find out what other 

PACs are giving out. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Really? 

MR. McCOOL: Sure. I know of at least five different 

major PACs wholve asked for copies of this report. No problem. 

I I d also ask the Conuni ttee to consider establishing a 

one-candidate--one-account rule when it works-up its Conuni ttee 

substitute. One of the trends ·that has occurred is the 

proliferation of campaign accounts. Therels not only a 

.. Scmidlup for Senate.. or a .. Scmidlup for Assembly.. account, 

therels .. Friends of, .. therels .. Booster, .. therels .. Victory for, .. 

and let me tell you what the impact of that is. It makes it 

impossible to find out the source of contributions because all 

you need to do is have your contributions come into one of 

those. multiple accounts. and it .gets transferred down the line 

and when it gets transferred from the .. Victory for.. to the 

.. Booster .. to the "Friends of, .. all that shows up is the name of 

the account that it came from. 

And for those groups that wish to keep before the 

public this type of information, it becomes impossible in terms 

of labor intensity to plow through all . the reports that . you 

would have· to plow thro':lgh. The logic of it is that there is 

no logic for it. I mean, we have to really basically go down 

to the ground question of, why do you need more than one 
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account if you're running for elective office? You should, by 
law, be restricted to simply the account that is funding your 
campaign, and that's it. 

We would also ask that tbe Committee consider what we 
call a PAC consumer protection package, which is that we 
recognize that PACs have a legitimate role to play in political 
campaigns. There's certainly nothing nefarious about them. 
All we're talking about is putting parameters on the role that 
each of the interests in an election might play. 

But right now, for people who do use PACs there's no, 
what we call, consumer protection. So we would ask the 
Committee to also consider the following points. One of them 
is that on the job solicitations be prohibited. PACs obviously 
need to raise money from their members. Most PACs are formed 
around a work situation. There's absolutely no excuse for 
soliciting for PAC contributions on the work site. 

It has been pointed out that some PACs in the case of 
like, NJEA, they do solicitation of their members o.n the work 
site, because it's difficult to get them at other times and in 
almost all cases .it · s done from equal to equal . And so, we'd 
be willing to accept a modification that there be no on th~ job 
solicitations from superior to subordinate. Okay? I would 
1 ike to· see none 1 whatsoever I but if the only way we can begin 
to address this problem of basically being maced on the job is 
to eliminate superior to subordinate, that's fine. 

We would also ask that the PAC money that· s raised be 
limited to election and campaign related expenses. Right now, 
PAC --- continuing political committee --- can go out and raise 
hundreds of thousands of dollars and spend it on anything. 
There's no law governing the use of that money. If we went and 
formed our own PAC and wanted to conduct training sessions on 
how to· get out to .vote in Maui, we could all fly out to Maui, 
we could have our training session, and come back and it • s all 
totally legal. We may not be able to raise that money again 
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from our members once they find out, but the point is, there's 

no limitations on what it can be spent for. 

We also would like that as part of a registry when you 

register as a PAC or as a continuing political committee, that 

you be required to indicate what percentage of the contribution 

goes for operating costs. Again, like with charities, people 

like to know how much of the dollar that they give to this 

charity is going for the cause for which it's being collected. 

There's no guarantee that the dollar that you give to a PAC 

goes to the election. As you see in these operating costs, 60 

cents or 40 cents of it could go for operating costs, which 

basically could be the salary of the administr~tors of a l?AC. 

People need to know that when they give the money, and then 

decide whether or not that's where they want to give it. 

We would also ask that PACs develop a method whereby 

the contributor can play a role in deciding who gets the 

money. Like with the United Way, you can indicate which of the 

United Way agencies you would like to have receive your 

contribution, there's no reason why contributors to a PAC 

couldn't at least be offered the option of letting the PAC 

decide, or, "Please make sure my money goes to this particular 

candidate in the name of the PAC." 

And the last one is one that is included -- the truth 

in labeling; that PACs be required to register in such a \Yay 

that the membership and the purpose of the PAC is clear, rather 

than these vague generic "do nice things for nice people" type 

of labels that come up. 

That's essentially it.· And in the end-

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay, go ahead. 

MR. McCOOL: Just one more point. I'd just like to 

suggest this Committee consider working as a joint Committee 

with the Assembly State Government Committee. They are in the 

process of reviewing very much of the same proposal. In fact, 

they' 11 be going into a work committee in the next couple of 
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weeks after they get done their regular business. They hope to 
meet as working committee to discuss a Committee substitute, 
and then in December hopefully report that Committee substitute 
out. 

Recognizing the complexity of this and how both the 
chambers des ire to address it, I · d 1 ike to suggest that you 
might like to consider forming a joint Committee to work on the 
whole thing. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: That's not a bad idea. 
MR. McCOOL: Okay. Thank you very much. 
SENATOR LIP.MAN: Those persons who want to testify, 

let· s see your hands again, because he (referring to Senator 
Stockman) has a problem with time. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I've got to leave by 3:30. 
SENATOR LIPMAN: No one represents the same group, do 

they? (positive response) All right. Over here in the front 
seat is the League of Women Voters. So, there • s just really 
four groups represented here -- the League of Women Voters, New 
Jersey Envir-onmental Lobby, LEGAL, and the Realtors. 

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: We're planning to 
submit written testimony. We're New Jersey PIRG. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay, PIRG. I didn't see your hand. 
All right. Let· s start with the League of Women Voters. I 
have to explain to you-- Well, you can do your own explaining 
--you're here. You said that you have to get-a haircut? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No. I didn • t say I had to get a 
haircut. (laughter) If I had said that and you revealed it, 
I • d be distressed. But I didn't .say it. 'I did say that I have 
to leave at 3:30, so I've got 15 minutes. 
of my friends--

SENATOR LIPMAN: That • s what it 
haircut. 

Saying that in front 

sounded like a 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I said a Harris case -- a little 
bit different. (laughter) My client wouldn't want to be mixed 
up with my hair. 
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MARl E A. CURT I S: I won't take up much of those 15 
minutes, Senator. On behalf of the League, I would like t.o 

commend the Committee for looking into this area and I would 

like to apologize on behalf of the League that we do not, as is 

our usua 1 norr.n, have written testimony for you prepared. I 'm 

sure that this will not be the only hearing, ·and you will get 

it in writing in the future and if you'd like, we have several 

instances where we have given it in writing to the Assembly 

Committee. You can have copies of that, believe me. 

But the bottom line here is that we do, indeed, 

endorse the concept of public financing of campaigns at 

virtually all levels. We would like to see-- We think this 

move into the legislative area is a good one, primarily because 

we have seen, · through newspaper reports showing the tremendous 

increase in the PAC contributions as Common Cause has already 

pointed out, we have seen through our telephone· hot line, we 

have heard from the publi~, and w~ 've seen a public perception 

that indeed there is undue influence being purchased through 

campaign contributions. Now, this is not necessarily the case, · 

but the public's perception seems to be there. 

And since the League ' s concern is to encourage the 

informed and active participation of all citizens in 

government, and since the integrity of the .entire election 

process is fundamental to our government as a whole, we believe 

that anything that undermines that process is something that 
will undermine government in general, and this, of course, is 

of great concern to us. 

So, we would support public financing of legislative 

elections. we· believe that realistic limits on campaign 

financing have to be imposed realistic limits on . the 

contributions. The Van Wagner bill, with the $500 limitation, 

may appear to be low·, but at the same time it would seem to 

meet the need, if you put it in contrast with the contribution 

limitations that we have on the gubernatorial race at the 

present time. 
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We think that the limit should not be so high as to 
allow undue influence or the perception of undue influence, as 
I said before. But it shouldn't·be so low either to prohibit a 
challenger or a virtual unknown from jumping into the political 
mainstream and getting himself elected. 

We're trying to even the playing field. We've all 
used that analogy in the past. It's very difficult to know how 
to do that. That was a concern of ours. It's interesting that 
Senator Van Wagner, when he was here earlier, mentioned that he 
first raised only $7000 in 1973. I'd like to point out that it 
was in 1973 that the League of Women Voters first did an 
in-depth study and came to its position on these p~lic 

financing questions. So even though it was only $7000 then and 
we're well over $2000 today, our concern today, of course, is 
all the greater, but our position stems from. 1973. . Even then 
we saw the need; even then we had a concern. 

We strongly advocate also -- and I believe this is in 
the Van Wagner bi 1'1 but I don· t think it • s in the Lynch bi 11 

limits on the overall campaign spending. There, we th~nk, is 
where the problem lies. And of course, the courts have said· 
that if you are going to 1 imi t campaign spending, it must be 
public financing. So, it all does tie together in our minds. 

·We further, of course, advocate -- and this is not in 
these bills, it· s in other bills that are also going to come 
before you -- full disclosure on the contribution and the 
spending. These are virtually the points that we are primarily 
concerned with. Like both Senator Van Wagner and Senator 
Lynch, we are not tied to any specific numbers in this 
particular area. We believe that there should be flexibility 
built into the program. I understand that ELEC does have a 
formula which would address the inflation in our nature and the 
increase in expenditures . over the years, and it would seem 
logical to look at that. I • m not sure that that • s the answer, 
but it certainly seems like a logical starting place to look at 
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flexibility in the limitations that we build in, whatever the 

starting place might be. But basically, the concepts, yes~ we 

endorse very strongly. 

At this point we would just like to point out that it 

does seem to us that what we're hearing from the public is that 

they are concerned with the fact that there's more emphasis on 

packaging the candidates than on the substance involved. The 

consumers in the State of New Jersey have not been fooled by 

fancy or deceptive packaging in the past, and I don't think the 

electorate of New Jersey is going to be fooled by packaging and 

lack of image in the campaign area. 

We have a. pretty discriminating .and sophisticated 

electorate here in New Jersey. They do pick and choose very 

carefully on public questions and issues, as well as 

candidates, and I think that if we level the playing field, we 

may give them, perhaps, the opportunity for even more 

worthwhile candidates from which they can select. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Very good. Any questions? (negative 

response) Thank you very much, and we will get the Assembly 

testimony that you sent to them? 

MS. CURTIS: Yes~ 

SENATOR LIPMAN: And now we go to LEGAL, then 

Environmental, and then to the Realtors. 

K A R E N K 0 T V A S: Thank you Chairman -Lipman, and thank 

you for allowing LEGAL to testify. I'm Karen Kotvas, and LEGAL 

as a lawyers' lobby, is a PAC. We do support the Committee 

looking at this area, and we support the bills that are here 

today. We commend the Senators who have submitted the 

legislation, and we • re hopeful that something will come out of 

the Committee. 

What I would like. to do is just give you, perhaps a 

few creative suggestions that may be synergistic and may start 

other people to thinking. When we were talking earlier about 
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the cost of campaigns, they are definitely escalating. What 

we • re doing is providing partial public funding. _But perhaps 

what we might also like to do to help the candic;iate keep the 

costs down -- because as Senator Van Wagner said, "It • s out of 

control at this point," -- what we can do to keep the costs 

down is perhaps a few little creative things like this to help 

in addition with the partial public financing. Because by 

contributing to the campaign with even partial public funding, 

we're still not keeping the cost of that campaign down, which 

is growing. 

Perhaps a thing that we might do is, it" a candidate 

gets contributions of "X" number of people in the $50 to $75 

range, ~aybe we can give that candidate 30 seconds on New 

Jersey Nightly News, which is funded, you know, in part by the 

Legislature. If somebody gets "X" number of contributions from 

$75 to $100, perhaps we can give that candidate a free mailing 

for "X" ·number of people in his district or whatever. Things 

like that that may help contain ·the costs. It's an idea. It's 

just an idea. 

We agree with Common Cause that we would like to have 

one campaign fund per candidate, because you can't keep track 

of where the money has come from, and it's blatantly unfair -to 

have that many duplicate campaign funds which can be given to. 

The third thing that I 'd 1 ike to bring up -- and it 
- -

may not be a function of the Campaign Financing Law, but 

Senator Van Wagner did touch on it, and it may be better 

addressed in a lobbying law -- but there is money that changes 

hands between special interest groups and the candi~ates, 

whether they fly i?eople to Florida to play golf or take -them to 

the Meadowlands, or whatever. Somehow this never does get 

reported, becaus~ specific legislation doesn't get addressed. 

It may be something that may get addressed in the future. 

And the last point that we • d like to mention and that 

we feel is the most important point of all is that ELEC has to 
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have money to monitor this, because we can do wondrous things 

here and make wondrous reforms and have the best system in the 

entire world, but, if ELEC doesn't have the money to monitor, 

to police, and to do what it has to do, it's really 

meaningless. I thank you for the attention that you've given 

us. I know the hour is late and I'm not going elaborate, but 

those four things, I think, might be addressed by you when you 

do deliberate. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Thank you very much. Do you have a 

question? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: No. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: 

innovative ideas. 

Okay. Thanks very much for your 

MS. KOTVAS: You're welcome. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: I'm 

·parties would appreciate it. 

Elston. 

not so sure that political 

The Environmental Lobby, Ms. 

PH Y L L-I S ~. E L S T 0 N: Thank you, Senator. I'll be 

super brief. I'm "Phyllis Elston from the New Jersey 

Environmental Lobby. We would like to go on record, having 

only learned of the nearing today, as supporting the testimony 

that you heard from Ed McCool with whom we are working in 

coalition on this issue. We also have appeared before the 

Assembly: Cormnittee on this topic and my testimony, on behalf of 

the Lobby, I will get to you after the fact: 

I just want to reiterate those points that we 

especially want to target at. You heard from Mr. McCool the 

one-candidate-one-campaign fund, the truth in labeling, the no 

soliciting on the job. As he said, we hope that we can have no 

soliciting on the job, period; end of report without any 

qualification. 

And as you heard from Karen Kotvas, the ELEC 

appropriation, we think, is super 

same old happening where programs 
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funds to carry them out. And ELEC will need the enforcement 

people, if we· re lucky enough to see reform in our campaign 

laws. 

From the environmental standpoint, I probably don • t 

have to tell you, but we· 11 go on record anyway as saying that 

_the biggest disadvantage that we work with as we try to work 

towards solutions for the many environmental crises that our 

State has -today, is that as representatives of the public 

interest, we are constantly faced with hordes of dollars from 

the private interests on any given issue, whatever that may 

be. There is no hope given to what environmental groups are as 

such that we could ever equal industry dollars. We have our 

people; we have our dedication; we don't have the dollars . 

. So, in bringing about meaningful campaign funding on 

the State legislative level, it really equalizes the 

competition· between the ·public and th~ private interests. And 

so, if I want to leave you with just one main point on behalf 

of the environmen.tal conununi ty, that would be it.. We need that 

equalization. .Thank you. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Good point. A very good point. 

Thank you, Ms. Elston. 

MS. ELSTON: You'rewelcome. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Okay, the Realtors. 

SUSAN C 0 VA IS: Thank you, Senator. My name is.Sue 
-

Covais. I represent the New Jersey Association of Realtors. 

I· 11 also be very brief. We oppose the bills before you and 

some of them are for different various reasons. 

Basically, the Lynch bill and the Van Wagner bill we 

oppose. We feel the $500 limit is too unrealistic. It's too 

low. ·It· s been already been brought out by a previous speaker, 

Fred Herrmann. You have to have a reasonable limit set so you 

don't have the factor that you might have an incumbency 

protection bill and not a bill that will help challengers 

which is one of our main concerns. 
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Also, we have a concern about public financing. I 

think-- The Real tors Association doesn • t support tQ.is. We 

feel that it's an inappropriate use of public dollars. Before, 

it was mentioned how we can help challengers by giving them 

free air time or mailings. Well, there • s no such thing as a 

free lunch in this situation. I mean, someone's got to pay for 

that mailing; someone· s got to pay for that 30 minutes on 

public TV or whatever TV it· s on. So, this public financing is 

going to be very, very expensive if you're going to be covering 

every legislative race. 

And the issue was brought up before about double 

races, that you can limit this race, and if you're running for 

mayor at the same time, that there has to be some kinO. of 

provision for that. Again, we· re looking at· more and more 

money, because the ELEC will have to have more and more 

enforcement staff. So this is going to happen anyway. ELEC is 

going to have to be funded better if there are going to be any 

changes, namely better disclosure laws. 

I think ·even the public is not all that convinced that 

public financing is the answer either, according to that 

Eagleton/Star-Ledger Poll. The other bill, S-1828, there may 

be some unconstitutional language in there regarding 

independent expenditures. I'm not sure what the exact Supreme 

Court case was, but it was ruled by the Supreme Court of the 

United States that you cannot limit a group's expression of the 

right of free speech the First Amendment. So, the 

independent expenditures type of idea came in -- where you 

would not have any communication with the campaign committee of 

the candidate and you could express your right of free will. 

There was some language in Dorsey· s bill and also in 

Randall's bill which may limit that. I don· t know if that's 

intentional or whether they did not realize what that said, but 

that would be one of the reasons that we would oppose that 

bill; because that language would have to be cleared up, 
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because that is a Supreme Court decision, and would be 

unconstitutional. 

Basically, that • s our main problem with the bills. I 

think if they are trying to try to stop undue influence and 

things like that, you· re going to have to ·do better ELEC 

reporting to see if there's any correlation between large 

amounts of expenditures and what the Legislature does. 1 think 

that putting,the limits too low, you're going to create a lot 

more problems than you are going to solve. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: You've made some very interesting 

suggestions. Senator Stockman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Just one question. Would the 

Realtors be supportive of a Lynch-like bill if the figures were 

higher? In other words; if that $500 were $750 or $1000? 

MS. COVAIS: Well, I think they really haven't come up 

with a figure, but what we are facing is that we have to comply 

with Federal-- We are a Federal PAC so we have to comply with 

Federal limits which is a two-tier system -- individuals and 

PAC.s. PA~s -are allowed more money than an individual, because 

if you • re worried about undue influence, you'd be more worried 

about the individual contribution than the PAC contribution. 

·It's $1000 and $5000 -- $5000 for the PAC and $1000 for the 

individual. We think if you're going to put limits on them, 

why don • t we just parallel the Federal law? If that· s deemed 

too high, then they can bring that down or whatever,· but· they 

really haven't decided on a certain limit. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. Thank you. I think we 

have reached the-- I don't have questions for you, but you're 

going to give your name to our transcribers and we would like 

to see in writing for the rest of the Committee, your reasons 

for opposing the bills. All right? Can you do that? 

MS. COVAIS: Okay. Sure. 
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SENATOR LIPMAN: We I ve got the transcript but they 

couldnlt come today, so welre a little worried about it. Ms. 

Elston? 

MS. ELSTON: No, I I m sorry. I have something that I 

want to say to Senator Stockman. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: Oh, I see. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Move that we adjourn. 

SENATOR LIPMAN: All right. If therels no more 

testimony, I second the motion. Thank you all for coming 

today. Itls been very interesting. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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October 20, 1988 

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION LIMITS 

Position Statement by Assemblyman Bill Schluter 

In the continuing effort to achieve campaign finance reform 

for New Jersey, a consensus seems to have been reached that there 

must be limits to campaign contributions: The debate has now 

shifted to the dollar ~moOnts bf these limits. "owever~ all the 

good work that has been done on campaign fin~nce reform in 1988 

will be lost if these limits are set too high. 

The Election Law Enforcement Commission (ELEC) at its June 

21st meeting stated that it was not the practice of the Commis

sion to make recommendations with respect to major policy issues. 

This position was asserted nothwithstanding the fact the the 

Commission had been on record for a long time in favor of removing 
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limits to campaign expenditures under the gubernatorial finance 

laws and in favor of closing up a gaping loophole in the reporting 

requirements of expenditures by lobbyists. 

It is heartening to see that ELEC has decided to speak out on 

certain campaign finance abuses as it did in the publication of its 

first White Paper in August of this year~ This White Paper 

recommended that contribution limits be imposed for those 

candidates running in New Jersey where no limits now exist, and 

that corporations and labor unions be prohibited from contributing 

directly to political candidates and campaigns. Although no 

specific dollar amount was recommended by the Commi.ss ion· as 

appropriate for contribution limits, various statements have been 

made that a range of $2,00~ to $2,500 would be reasonable. This 

same range was stated by ELEC at the Assembly State Government 

Committee hearing on Ottober 17, and was picked up extensively in 

subsequent news stories. 

It would be extremely·h~rmful to the cause of campaign 

finance reform if contribution limits are set at the very _high 

level of $2~~00 to $2,500. Such a level would still allow special 

interests and "fat cats" to domina.te in the financing of political 

campaigns in New Jersey. ELEC claims that a contribution limit 

which is not "too low" is essential to avoid several side effects: 

efforts by candidates to seek and use loopholes; a proliferation 

of PACs; encouragement of "independent expenditures"; and 

possible infringement upon First Amendment tight~. 
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These arguments, as used by advocates of higher contribution 

limits, are baseless. In fact, they are sending out contradictory 

signals to the New Jersey public as to the true intent of the 

Legislature in reforming political finance~ 

At the heart of this issue is the corrupting influence of 

money in the political process~ The practice of making large 

political contributions has convinced many observers that undue 

influence is exerted by the contributor over the elected official 

who receives the contribution. If such undue influence is real, 

there is actual corruption; if the influence is perceived, the 

entire system.still suffers because of a breakdown of public 

confidence. 

The various assertions made by proponents of ·high 

contribution limits can be addressed as follows: 

I. I~fringement ~f Fitst Amendment rights 

A recommended contribution limit of $500 from an individual 

and from a PAC is part of the comprehensive provisions of my bill, 

A-2529. This limit would apply to all candidates in New Jersey not 

covered by other laws, and would include legislators, freeholders, 

mayors and local officials. The figure of $500 is appropriate 

considering the current contribution limit under New Jersey law of 

$800 for gubernatorial candidates and, under federal law, $1,000 

for candidates for Congress and United States Senate. In fact, the 
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Executive Director of ELEC admitted in testimony on October 17 that 

the $500 is not too low in view of other existing limitationso If 

a limit of $500 infringes on First Amendment rights, clearly _the 

figure of $800 and $1,000 would represent an even greater 

infringement on the higher offices to which they apply. 

Assuming the level of contribution limits for the 

gubernatorial campaign increases to $1,200; it would be entirely 

reasonable to increase the contribution level applying to 

legislative and other offices to $800 or even $1,000. But at 

present, we are operating under a system where the limit on 

gubernatorial contributions is $800~ 

II. Encou~a~ement of Candidates to_Use Loopholes 

For one to say that low contribution limits will force 

candidates and political committees into developing a multitude of 

loopholes -is a false premise. Any law reforming campaign 

contributions must be carefully crafted to prevent such loopholes. 

This has generally been the case with other laws where there is a 

limit, such as the gubernatorial campaign finance law. The $800 

limit in races for governor in New Jersey has worked well without 

significant loopholes. (The practice of "bundling" of 

contributions from a single firm or interest for a gubernatorial 

candidate has been addressed in the October 7 presentment of the 

State Grand Jury with specific recommendations for ·amending the 

law.) 
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An analogy can be made with drug enforcement laws. Is one to 

conclude that we must accept lax standards of drug enforcement on 

the mere premise that drug traffickers will find loopholes? If the 

evil of the large contribution and the influence which it buys is 

serious, then we should make the commitment to attack the evil and 

provide comprehensive enforcement. To do otherwise is to let the 

present conditions continue and refuse to respond to the public 

outcry against present campaign funding abuses. 

It is claimed that low contribution li~its might cause a 

loophole with the proliferation of PACs~ Such a conclusion does 

not have to be accepted if the PAC regulation provisions of A-ZSZ9 

are adopted - - - and strengthened where appropriaie. 

III. Challengers are at a Disadvantage 

The notion that low contribution limits puts challengers at a 

severe disadvantage does not have substance when examining the 

patterns of special interest giving in New Jersey. 

Many observers of the New Jersey legislative scene claim that 

about 30 of the 40 districts are "safe" for the incumbent. 

Challengers in these districts currently do not receive large 

contributions from individuals or from special interests because of 

the simple political "facts of life"~ Conversely, large 
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contributions to incumbents in "safe" districts are not needed to 

run efficient campaigns. But incumbents iil "safe" districts 

receive substantial contributions, and they are given because they 

are asked for. Consider the Senate race in the second legislative 

district in 1987: the "safe" incumbent Senator raised over 
I 

$400,000, while the challenger raised $12,000. Is not the 

challenger under the present system at a severe disadvantage? 

In the competitive districts for legislative seats, both 

sides have been able to raise substantial funds for waging 

competitive contests. Because of the "arms race" mentality we have 

in New Jersey on campaign contributions, competit~ve candidates . 
have never been at a loss for raising sufficient funds. Also, 

these candidates receive considerable financial support from the 

-campaign committees of other candidates~ When contribution limits 

are imposed on these races, th~ level o£ spe~ding on both sides 

will decline - - - and the contest will still be competitive. And 

i£ less money is being spent, the general public (both cynics and 

realists) will have the more comfortable feeling that considerably 

less money is being used to "influence" their legislators' votes in 

Trenton. 

IV. Average Contributions are High Under Present Conditions 

It is true that average contributions are higher than most 

people imagine. The most recent ELEC analysis of legislative races 

(1985 - Assembly) discloses that the average "value" of 
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every contribution ~as $769 and the mean average was $250. 

However, the ELEC analysis neglects to point out that the average 

number of contributors per Assembly campaign in 1985 was a dismal 

55. In my view, this condition has come about because of the 

accepted premise that only the special interest "heavy hitters" 

make a difference in campaign financing~ The small contributor has 

been effectively frozen out of the system. Basic political science 

tells us that it is desirable to have many small contributors. But 

the result of the present system with unlimited contribution 

amounts is that special interest giving dominates campaign 

financing for the Legislature. This set of circumstances argues 

strongly for low contribution limits: 

V. Encouragement of "Independent Expenditures" 

The United States· Constitution guarantees the right of purely 

independent expenditures in support of a candidacy or public 

questibn. The pr~sumpti~n that lo~ contribution limits will 

encourage independent expenditures is part of the "loophole" 

theory" described above in section II. 

Accordingly, comprehensive laws are necessary to insure that 

independent expenditures are truly independent, and do not result 

from collusive action. Also, it must be remembered that 

contribution limits and disclosure requirements still apply to an 

"independent" fund raising effort: 
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VI. Advantage for Wealthy Candidates 

There is no question that wealthy candidates would have an 

advantage in providing campaign funds if contribution limits are 

low~ Nevertheless, there are methods available to mitigate this 

advantage. The principal method is under a system of partial 

public financing which, although not proposed in any of the bills 

currently before the State Government Committee of the Assembly, is 

included in legislation_which has been introduced and is currently 

being reviewed by the Senate ... 

Another suggestion was put forth.by LEGAL in its testimony on 

October 17 whereby candidates receiving a substantial number of 

contributions under a certain dollar threshold would be eligible 

for "bonus" time through State media efforts such as Public 

Broadcasting. 

Of course, the question has t.o be askedi'ls the e.vil of the 

present system of excessive contributions and the attendant 

corrupting influences worse than any inbalances caused by a 

candidate with large personal resources!lu 

The issue of campaign contri~ution limits must be considered 

iA t~e.eeatext ef the tetal eampaigB fiftaReiRg sekeme which is 

eeiag 
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in the context of the total campaign financing scheme which is 

being adopted. The law must be comprehensive in orde~ to eliminate 

unfair advantages and loopholes~ 

A reasonable and fair system will not- be achieved unless the 

following concerns are addressed: 

a. A limit on aggregate gifts from an individual 

or a PAC must apply - as they now do at 

the federal level. For example, a single indi

vidual can only give a maximum of $ZS,OOO to 

federal contests, including political committees, 

during a single election cycle. This provision 

has been held constitutional: 

Assembly Bill ZSZ9 establishes an aggregate for 

individual giving to a candidate in one election 

cycle of $ZS,OOO. The aggregate proposed from a 

PAC is $100,000. 

Obviously, the aggregate concept is important 

in diminishing the impact of a single contri

butor, and it "plugs up" some of the possible 

loopholes described earlier. 

b. The prohibition against corporate and labor 

·union contributions to political campaigns 
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at the federal level should be extended to 

el~ctions held under state law in New Jersey. 

ELEC has endorsed this concept in its August 

White Paper. Such a prohibition will reduce the 

opportunities for uneYen and heavy campaign 

financing from special interests. 

c. PACs should be regulated more tightly under 

New Jersey law in the same manner as they 

are regulated under federal statutes. Cor

porations and labor tinions would still be 

allowed to raise money from their member

ships on a voluntary basis -~hrough a PAC 

which is operated in accordance with basic 

standards· of disclosure and accountability._ ·The 

corporation or union would only be allowed 

to contribute its funds to the administrative 

costs of the PAC. 

d. The law should limit transfers between candi-

dates and candidate committees. At present, 

there are 17 states which allow only one 

fund raising committee to operate for each 

candidate. In June of 1988, California by 

popular referendum ·enna~ a prohibition 

against any transfers between candidates. * 

*'!his same referendum imposed a maxirtrum limit on contributions of 
$1000. 
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Assembly Bill 2529 would limit the transfer 

from one candidate to another to $2,500 with 

an aggregate limit of $100,000. 

e. Controls must be established to prevent contri

butors from exceeding their limits by making 

additional contributions to PACs and political 

committees which would then channel that money 

to a desired candidate or candidates. The prac

tice of "earmarking".funds contributed to a PAC 

or committee should be allowed, but it also should 

apply against the contributor's personal limits. 

Or, in the case of political party committees, the 

contribution and expenditure scheme should-be 

balanced so that no individual contributor has 

undue influeric~ while the political committee is 

in a position to exercise its traditional role 

in financing election campaigns. 

~---~----------------------------------------~--------------------~~~ 

In the context of campaign financing which currently takes 

place in New Jersey! it is clear that a contribution limit of 

$2,000 or $2,500 is excessive. The $800 limit which applies to 

1/x_ 
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gubernatorial campaigns has been effective in providing a level 

playing field~~or candidates for the highest office in the State~ 

In my judgment the limit for legislators, county and local office 

should be below the limit for the office of Governor. 

ft.?rete.&q,YIS ~ 
Statistics have shown thatAspec1al interest money has been 

attracted to legislative races in recent years. If it is our 

intent to reduce the unfavorable influences of special interest 

money, the level of the campaign contribution must be restricted to 

reasonable amounts. ~ 

In 1973 when the Legislature was considering the· present law 

(New Jersey Campaign Contribution and Expenditure Reporting Act), 

opponents and naysayers were ~!aiming that thts law requiring 

disclosure would never work because there would be too many 

loopholes. History has proven them wrong; the law has worked and 

has served New Jersey well in the intervening 15 years. 

For those who are serious about campaign finance reform, the 

time has come to stop looking for excuses not to pass a meaningful 

program. The actual as well as the perceived evil of special 

interests dominating the State's electoral process is bound to get 

worse if no action is taken. 

As an indication of the strong support for reasonable 

c~ntribution limits and for a comprehensive approach to all issues 

involved in basic campaign finance reform, it is important to note 

/cJ.x 
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that the following objective and public-spirited organizations-are 

among those supporting Assembly Bill 2529: 

N.J. Common Cause 

N.J. Environmental Lobby 

.N.J. League of Women Voters 

LEGAL (Lawyers Encouraging Government & Law) 

N.J. PIRG 

N.J. Conservation Foundation 

Assemblyman Bill Schluter 

2 North Main Street 

Flemington, N.J. 08822 

Tel. I! 201-788-3800 
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MEMORANDUM 

MEMBERS OF THE SENATE STAtE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE 

FREDERICK M. HERRMANN, PH.D.vrrrr

OCTOBER 27, 1988 
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COMMISSION REMARKS ON S•l828 (DORSEY), S-2211 (LYNCH}, AND 
S-2486 <VAN WAGNER> 

On behalf of the Election Law Enforcement Commission (ELEC}, I 

would like to.express our appreciation to this committee and its chairperson 

for this opportunity to testify on these three very important bills 

advocating reform in the way we finance our legislative elections. 

The data that ELEC has compiled for legislative elections during 

the period from 1983 to 1987 shows a doubling of. campaign spending to over 

$11 million and a doubling of PAC contributions between 1985 and 1987 to 

over $4 million. These statistics point to the need for critically 

reexamining the entire campaign financing process in New Jersey. 

The Commission is convinced that the public is alarmed that the 

large sums of money used to finance our elections are creating an appearance 

of impropriety. Further, the Commission believes that contribution limits 

are necessary to remove the appearance of impropriety in our legislative 

elections. 
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ELEC is, of course, very interested in the concept of legislative 

public financing. However, we feel that we must first make sure that the 

gubernatorial program, which has not been amended since 1980, receives 

immediate legislative attention so it is not destroyed by the effects of 

inflation. It would be most unfortunate if the gubernat~rial public 

financing program, which has been a model for the nation since its 

inception, is allowed to become obsolete. 

Returning to public financing of legislative elections, the 

Commission believes it must receive an-adequate appropriation to administer 

such a public financing program and is concerned more broadly about public 

support to commit State resources for it. If legislative public financing 

is enacted, the contribution limit, the public financing cap, and the 

expenditure limit must be set high enough to permit candidates to run viable 

campaigns. Setting these limits too low may also encourage improper 

activity and unduly aid incumbents and personally wealthy candidates. 

In regard to the two legislative public financing bills, S-2211 

(Lynch) and S-2486 (Van Wagner) are acceptable variations of a legislative 

public funding program. However, ELEC would suggest that the primary 

election as well as the general election be eligible for public financing in 

Senator Van Wagner's bill. Not providing-public financing in primary 

elections while imposing a $500 contribution limit may be unduly restrictive 

especially to challengers and lesser-known candidates. Also, an inflation 

adjuster should be included so that the various thresholds and limits can be 

adjusted automatically without the necessity of seeking-new legislation. 
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Finally, the various limits and caps included in these two bills may be set 

too low, and ELEC is concerned that Legislators who are dual officeholders 

may be able to evade the contribution and expenditure limits by moving 

campaign activity to their non-legislative races. 

In regard to the bill limiting contributions to legislative 

candidates, S-1828 (Dorsey) is an acceptable approach. ELEC believes that 

amendments are necessary to eliminate potential loopholes and technical 

problems. More specifically, it contains no appropriation for enforcing the 

contribution limits and appears to ban unconstitutionally independent 

expenditures by PACs. 

ELEC is delighted that the Senate State Government Committee is 

addressing these bills and commends their sponsors for promoting these 

vital, ethical issues. Concluding, permit me to note that the Commission is 

planning in its "White Paper No. 3" to study the issue of legislative public 

financing in depth. Also, New York City, which has a population similar in 

size to that of New Jersey, has recently adopted public financing of its 

municipal races including council seats .. ELECwill be studying this program 

so we can benefit from its experiences. The Commission is also waiting to 

review the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws' (COGEL) model campaign 

financing statute for a further sense of direction. That statute should be 

drafted by early next year. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. 

Attachment 
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FROM 

A continuing 
political committee 
other than a 
political party 
committee (i.e. PAC) 

Person ( include·s 
associations, 
corporations, etc.) 
or 11 political 
committee .. as 
defined in N.J.S.A. 
19:44A-3(i) 

S-1828 (Dorsey) - Contribution Limits on CPCs 

TO A LEGISlATIVE 
CANDIDATE, PER 
ELECTION 

$2,500 

No Limit 

TO A LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATE, 
TO A POLITICAL COMMITTEE 
11 PROMOTING 11 THAT CANDIDATE, 
OR TO A CONTINUING POLITICAL 
COMMITTEE 11 PROMOTING" THAT 
CANDIDATE I ·PER CALENDAR YEAR 
IN WHICH LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES 
ARE ELECTED 

$5,000 

No Limit 

TO ANOTHER CONTINUING 
POLITICAL COMMITTEE, 
PER CALENDAR YEAR 

$2,500 

No Limit 



Elections (PF) 

Contribution Limit 

' Qualification threshold 

~ 

PROPOSED LEGISlATIVE PUBLIC FINANCING BILLS 

Lynch 
(S-2211) 

P, G, & S 

$500 
A. ap·plies to primary, 

general and special 

$5,000 
A. funds must be deposited 

and spent from 
individuals 

B. contributions in 
excess of $200 
(aggregate) are not 
to be counted toward 
the qualification 
threshold 

C. these funds are not 
matched. 

Van Wagner 
(S-2486) 

G & S 

$500 
A. applies to primary, 

general and special 

$37,500 
A. funds must be deposited 

and spent 

B. the funds raised to 
meet the qualification 
threshold are matched 
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Number of maximwn 
contributions needed to qualify 

Matching o~ grant program 

Matching ratio 

Public funds per 
maximum contribution 

Expenditure limit 

Public fund cap 

Inflation adjustment 

Lynch 
(S-2211) 

25 ·(from only individuals) 

matching 

1:1 
A. contributions up to $200 

from individuals can be matched 

$200 

none 

$10,000 

none 

-2-

Van Wagner 
(S-2486) 

75 

matching 

1:3 

$167 

$100,000 

$25,000 

none 
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Estimated maximum funds to 
candidates when both 
houses running 

Financing method 

Other Provisions 

Personal funds limit 

Lynch 
(S-2211) 

$6,000,000 (primary & general) 

Legislature appropriates 
from general treasury 

A. New Jersey broadcasting 
to give free air time 

B. the cost analy'sis report 
done for gubernatoria~ 
public financing would 
apply to the legislative 
program 

$10,000 
A. applies only to 

candidates receiving 
public funds 

-3-

Van Wagner 
(S-2486) 

$6,250,000 (general only) 

Legislature appropriates 
from general treasury 

A. the cost analysis report 
done for gubernatorial 
public financing would 
apply to the legislative 
program 

$5,000 
A. applies only to 

candidates receiv~ng 
public funds 



Political party provisions 
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Loans 

Lynch 
(S-2211) 

A. State committees can only 
accept up to $500 
contributions (aggregate) 
for a legislative 
candidate 

B. A State committee can 
only allocate'$500 of 
a contribution in aid of 
or on behalf of a · 
legislative candidate 

c. county committees that are 
part of a legislative district 
and municipal committees that 
are part of a legislative 
district can only give in the 
aggregate up to $20,000 per 
candidate 

limited to $10,000 
in the aggregate 

-4-

Van Wagner 
(S-2486) 

A. State committees can only 
accept up to $500 
contributions (aggregate) 
for a legislative ' 
candidate 

B. A State committee can 
only allocate $500 of 
a contribution in aid of 
or on behalf of a 
le.gisla.tive candidate 

limited to $10,000 
in the aggregate 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

JEFFREY M. BRIND~ 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR~ 

OCTOBER 20, 1988 

Fiscal Note S-1828 

The Act concerning campaign contributions in legislative elections 
(S-1828) by Senator Dorsey is estimated to cost $340,000. This figure includes 
personnel costs, computer costs and administrative support costs. 

It is estimated that current staff would have to increase by nine to 
fulfill the requirements of the proposed law. A total of four professionals 
would have to be added along with five non-professional staff. The professional 
staff would include: 1 Assistant Counsel, 1 Report Examiner, 1 Investigator, 
and 1 Compliance Officer. The non-professional staff would include: 2 Clerks, 
and 3 Data Entry Operators. The salary appropriation would be $192,000. 

Computer costs would amount to $65,000. These costs would be incurred 
due to the necessity of creating new software to accommodate the changes 
envisioned by the legislation as well as the addition of hardware to support the 
addition of more data processing staff. 

Administrative support costs would total $83,000. This category 
includes printing, postage, telephone, and travel. It also includes costs for 
office space, office equipment and a vehicle. 

In the Legal Section added staff would be necessary to process 
complaints generated by the legislation. The added enforcement activity will 
derive from anticipated violations of the contribution limit and the increased 
reporting obligation ·due to the lower threshold. 

The Review and Investigation Section would require additional staff to 
review the anticipated increase in the number of reports generated by ~~~ lower 
threshold. The increased number of reports will necessitate an additional field 
investigator to investigate any violations of the contribution limit. 

In the Compliance Section added staff would be needed to process the 
additional reports, which stem from the lower threshold, to process non-filer 
and late-filer letters, and to process additional requests for information. 
Moreover, the staff would need to be increased to enhance compliance efforts 
through education and the development of new manuals, forms and periodic 
memorandum. 

Finally, the data entry staff would be required to enter all CPC data 
into the computer in order to monitor contributions to assure compliance with 
the limit. 

JMB/slm 
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OCTOBER 19, 1988 

Fiscal Note S-2211 

State Senator Lynch's bill (S-2211) creates a public financing program 
for legislative primary, special, and general elections. 

The cost for implementing this bill is estimated to be $6,736,000. 
The cost estimate includes $6,000,000 in public funds to candidates and $736,000 
in funds for staff, computer and administrative support, of which $221,000 is 
for one-time start-up costs and $515,000 is for annual on-going operating costs. 

These figures are based on an estimated 600 candidates per legislative 
election year, 350 of whom would participate in the primary election, and 250 of 
whom would participate in the general election and any special elections held. 
The figures assume that all candidates would qualify for the maximum $10,000 in 
public funds. 

· An estimated 15 new staff members would be required to carry out the 
provisions of the program. Public financing staff would be required as well as 
some regular staff. The projected cost for salaries would be $374,000. 

Public financing staff would consist of 5 public financing analysts, 3 
data entry operators, and 1 secretary. 

Additions to the regular staff would include 1 report revi:ewer, 1 
field investigator, 1 assistant counsel, 1 compliance offi~er, 1 computer 
analyst, and 1 fiscal/personnei officer. These staff members would be required 
to accommodate increased review, investigatory and enforcement activity 
generated by the bill. They are also needed to accommodate inc.reased compliance 
efforts, computerization and projected budgetary and personnel requirements. 

Computer costs would amount to an estimated $151,000. This would 
include funding for an upgrade, hardware and the development of a new software 
package. 

Administrative support costs would total $211,000, not including the 
above computer costs. These costs include printing, postage, telephone, 
furniture, office equipment, additional office space, vehicle and supplies. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJ: 

NEW JERSEY ELECTION LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMISSION 

MEMORANDUM 

FREDERICK M. HERRMANN, PH.D. 
EXECUTIVE D !RECTOR' 

JEFFREY M. BR~ 
DEPUTY DIRECT~~/' 

./ 
OCTOBER 19, 1988 

Fiscal Note S-2486 

State Senator Van Wagner's bill (S-2486) creates a public financing 
program for legislative special and general elections. 

The cost for implementing this bill is estimated to be $6,986,000. 
The cost estimate includes $6,250,000 in public funds to candidates and $736,000 
in funds fo~ staff, computer and administrative support, of which $221,000 is 
for one-time start-up costs and $515,000 is for annual on-going operating costs. 

These figures are based on an estimated 250 candidates participating 
in the general election .and any special elections held. The figures assume that 
all candidates would qualify for the maximum $25,000 in public funds. 

It is anticipated that 15 new staff members would be required to carry 
out the provisions of the program. Public financing staff and some regular 
staff would be required. The projected cost for salaries would be $374,000. 

Public financing staff would consist of 5 public financing analysts, 3 
data entry operators, and 1 secretary. 

Additions to the regular staff would include 1 report reviewer, 1 
field investigator, 1 assistant counsel, l compliance officer, 1 computer 
analyst, and 1 fiscal/personnel officer. These staff members would be required 
to accommodate increased review, investigatory and e~forcement activity 
generated.by the bill. They are also needed to accommodate increased compliance 
efforts, computerization and projected budgetary and personnel requirements. 

Computer costs would amount to an estimated $151,000. This would 
include funding for an upgrade, hardware and the development of new software. 

Administrative support costs would total $211,000, not including the 
above computer costs. These costs include printing, postage, telephone, 
furniture, office equipment, additional office space, vehicle and supplies. 
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PERSONNEL 

LEGAL 

1 assistant counsel 

REVIEW 

1 report reviewer 

S-1828 

1 field investigator 

COMPLIANCE 

1 compliance officer 

2 compliance clerks 

COMPUTER 

3 data entry operators 

Sub Total 

NOH-PERSONNEL CELEC) 

Software Changes 

Furniture 

Supplies 

Telephone 

Postage 

Data Processing 

Miscellaneous 

Sub Total 

NOH-PQSONifEL CTREAStJRYl 

Space 

Vehicle 

Sub Total 

TOTAL 

$ 35,000 

$ 25,000 

$ 35,000 

$ 24,000 

$ 28,000 

$ 45,000 

$192,000 

$ 50,000 

$ 14,000 

$ 15,000 

$ 8,000 

$ 8,000 

$ 15,000 

$ 8,000 

$118,000 

$ 10,000 

$ 20,000 

$ 30,000 

$340.000 



S-2211 & S-2486 - ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

PERSONNEL 

PUBLIC FINANCING-
5 public financing analysts 
1 secretary 
3 data entry operators 

LEGAL 
1 assistant copns_el 

REVIEW 
1 report reviewer 
1 field investigator 

COMPLIANCE 
1 compliance officer 

COMPUTER 
1 computer analyst 

ADMINISTRATION 
1 fiscal/personnel 

Sub Total 

NOH-PERSONNEL 

s·oftware 
Printing/Supplies 
Vehicle~operating 
Travel. 
Telephone 
Postage 
Data Processing 
Training 
Rent 
Vehicle 
Furniture/Equipment 
(including data 
processing) 

Sub Total 

TOTAL 

officer 

One Time 
Costs-1st Yr 

$ 54,000* 

$ 2,000 

$ 75,000** 

$ 90,000*** 

$221.000 

$221.000 

* $50,000 Public Financing software~ $4,000 
** computer upgrade 

*** 3 PC'S at $9,000 
furniture for 3 employees at $3,000 
furniture for 12 others at $4,500 

**** $9,000 software maintenance 
$13,000 other maintenance and operating 

1st Yr Total Annual 

$125,000 $125,000 
$ 19,000 $ 19,000 
$ 45,000 $ 45,000 

$ 35,000 $ 35,000 

$ 25,000 $ 25,000 
$ 35,000 $ 35,000 

$ 25,000 $ 25,000 

$ 30,000 $ 30,000' 

$ 35,000 $ 35,000 

$374.000 ~374.000 

$ 54,000 
$ 9,000 $ 9,000 
$ 2,000 $ 2,000 
$ 5,000 $ 5,000 
$ 16,000 $ 14,000 
$ 9,000 $ 9,000 
$ 97,000 $ 22,000**** 
$ 19,000 $ 19,000 
$ 33,000 $ 33,000 
$ 5,000 $ 5,000 

$113,000 $ 23,000 

~362.000 ~141.000 

~736.000 ~515.000 

other software 

NOTE: Costs after the first year have not been adjusted for salary or 
inflationary increases. 
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This paper is the first in a ser·ies of occasional analyses that the New 

Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission (ELEC) will publish on 

topics of interest in the field of public disclosure. These studies 

will be based on staff research as well as work by outside persons such 

as university professors and graduate students. Analyses written by 

external sources will be published with a disclaimer. It is ELEC's 

goal to contribute substantive research for the ongoing debate on 

improving the way our State regulates the impact of monef on its 

political process. 

The topic of this paper is a review of the issue of contribution limits 

and prohibited contributions. 

A. Contribution Limits 

There are four commonly accepted approaches to limiting the influence 

campaign contributors have over legislators: 1) disclosure, 

- 1 . 

2) contribution limits, 3) expenditure limits, and 4) public financing. 

A June 19, 1988, Easleton/Star·tedger poll indicated that the majority 

of New Jerseyans support full disclosure, contribution limits, and 

spending caps as a way of preventing members of the Legislature from 

being obligated to campaign contributors. rhis same poll suggested 

that there is a high degree of reluctance among the public to use 

public money to help legislators get elected. 
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With this information in mind, it is important to note that the U.S. 

Supreme Court, in Buckley v. Valeo, 424 lL....L.. 1, 96 ~. 612 

(1976), tied expenditure liJDits and public financing together. In 

other words, the high court said that it is permissible to impose 

spending caps only if a candidate opts to be subject to. those caps by 

taking public financing. Consequently, the public opinion represented 

in the poll has only a limited utility in any blueprint for reform. 

There are currently four bills in the Legislature ·that would establish 

legislative public financing. Unless these bills are enacted, 

disclosure and contribution limits alone remain as feasible approaches 

toward controlling undue influence over the legislative process. 

There is no question that disclosure is fundamental to checking the 

potential ·influence contributors might ha9e over would-be 

officeholders. As the ultimate watchdog over the process, disclosure 

forces accountability. And accountability, by its very nature, must 

·enhance the public trust. Accordingly, the Commission would be well 

advised to continue its efforts in insuring that the State of New 

Jersey has strong disclosure laws. Whether through tightening 

disclosure, i.e. identification of contributor's employers, closing the 

loophole in the lobbyist law, or, as Professor Stephen A. Salmore o.f 

Eagleton Institute suggests, beefing up ELEC's staff in order to t~rn 

around summary information more quickly, most New Jerseyans would 

probably agree this effort should be made. 

Jox 



Ybile the importance of disclosure is cert4in, the viability of 

contribution limits as a means of controlling influence is somewhat 

conjectural. 

To be sure, many members of the disclosure COIIIIDUtlity, some academics, 

numerous politicians, a~d a majority of the public in New Jersey, favor 

curbs on contributors as a way of keeping the process honest. 

Moreover, certain voices in the politic4l science community, in 

particular, believe that contribution limits force campaigns to 

demonstrate broad support among the electorate by collecting adequate 

funds from many small contributors. 

- 3 -

Indeed, contribution limits are designed to accomplish two major 

purposes: 1) to reduce a candidate's and future public official's 

dependence on large donors, and 2) to encourage small donations from a 

broad base of contributors. 

Moreover, in the Buc;kley case, the U.S. Supreme Court acknowledged a 

real or potential connection between corruption and political 

contributions. It found that large donations potentially could 

influence a candidate's position on issues ancl his or her actions when 

elected to public office. 



At the same time, the Court found contribution limits to be 

constitutional because they reduce the influence weal thy persons and 

groups potentially have over the electoral process and help to keep the 

costs of political campaigns under control. 

In sum, the arguments for contribution limits are that they democratize 

the process of elections by restricting the potential infl:uence that 

big donors might exert over the governmental process. Moreover, they 

prevent an appearance of undue influence, if not the reality. 

On the other hand, there are numerous arguments against contribution 

limits. Professor Larry J. Sabato writes that contribution limits may 

.result in contributions being hidden· by deceptive reporting or non

reporting. He suggests that in states that have weak lobbying and 

personal financial disclosure laws, such as New Jersey, contribution 

limits may result in money being channeled to candidates in other, more 

"direct" ways. These more "direct" ways may be more corrupting because 

the money goes directly to the candida.te personally, not the campaign. 

- 4 -

Another argument against contribution limits is that they can result in 

the proliferation of PACs, and improperly disclosed contributions by 

affiliated corporations and unions. To prevent the occurrence of this 

phenomenon, strong anti-proliferation laws would have to be enacted. 

Even so, the mere existence of these laws would not be enough to stop 

entities from circumventing contribution limits if the Commission did 

not have the staff resources to enforce them. Sufficient enforcement 

staff would be of paramount importance. 
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. 
Contribution limits, opponents argue, might also encourage independent 

expenditures; that is, expenditures made without the cooperation or 

consent of a candidate. This constitutionally protected device for an 

individual, PAC, corporation, or union to exercise First Amendment 

rights may not be in the best interest of the election process. 

Contribution limits may also give unfair advantage to ~ealthy 

candidates and inadvertently result in an insurance policy for 

incumbents. Only if a public financing program exists, and only if a 

candidate opts to participate- in it, can the expenditure of a 

candidate's personal funds be limited. Vhile every candidate would be 

subject to contribution limits from outside sources, the wealthy 

candidate could spend his or her own money at will and derive a 

significant advantage in the campaign. Likewise, incumbents would 

perhaps benefit from contribution limits because these limits would 

mak~ it more difficult for all candidates, but especially challengers, 

to raise money. Since incumbents generally have higher name 

recognition than challengers, better _access to the media, and the 

ability to provide constituent services, opponents of limits believe 

that incumbents gain more advantage through them than challengers. 

In addition, contribution limits might encourage committees or 

political parties to channel funds from corporations, unions, PACs and 

individuals to non-profit foundations to conduct voter registration 

drives and turn·o~t-the-vote efforts. Not only would this tactic be 

a way around the limits, but it would also transfer traditional 

campaign functions to entities outside of the· mainstream campaigns. 
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Contribution limits also may encourage a practice known as bundling. 

Bundling occurs when an individual or group, such as a PAC, collects a 

number of individual contributions and delivers these contributions to 

the candidate. This practice should not be confused with the normal 

fund-raising activity undertaken by PACs, for instance. Nor should it 

be confused with the contribution made by the contributor. It is a 

distinctly different activity and one that some people feel allows a 

contributor to circumvent contribution limits. The contributions that 

are collected in this way are earmarked for one particular candidate or 

campaign committee. 

Finally, contribution limits, opponents argue, merely shift influence 

over candidates and future public officials from big contributors to 

big· fund-raisers. Those individuals with the ability to raise large 

amounts of money in small contributions from many contributors become 

more important to campaigns and more influential in the process. 

Thus, reasonable people disagree on the merits of contribution limits. 

One point that most do not disagree on, h~wever, is that if 

contribution limits are introduced into the system they should, as 

Professor Salmore says, nnot be too low.n Contribution limits that are 

too low are an inducement for people to go outside of the system. 

Reasonable contribution limits, while preventing the appearance and 



perhaps reality of impropriety, would still permit candidates to raise 

enough money right away, on an ongoing basis, to get their campaigns 

off the ground and sustain them throughout. Adequate limits would 

permit enough money to be raised to get the candidate's mes•age to the 

voters. Moreover, if candidates cannot do this then perhaps it would 

be fertile ground for a constitutional challenge. 

But what is a reasonable contribution limit in New Jersey? Perhaps the 

best way of determining that relative to legislative races is to look 

at the average contribution, the mean contribution,the highest and 

lowest contributions, and the percentage of contributors over and under 

certain numerical levels in the most recent legislative elections. 

Also, it is important, for establishing contribution limits in New 

Jersey, to consider the cost of living in the State, and that the State 

has a large population and a sophisticated electorate. 

In the 1985 primary and general elections, the average contributions 

were ~ and llll r-espectively. The mean contributions were ilQ.Q. 

and 12..22,. In the 1987 primary, the average contribution was ~ and 

the mean contribution ilQ.Q.. Figures are not yet available for the 

general election of 1987 but will be later this year. 

- 7 .. 
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Likewise, the highest PAC contributions in the primary and general 

election of 1985 were $2,000 and $10,000 respectively. In primary 1987, 

the highest PAC contribution was $5,000. 

The percentage of contributions over $2,500 in primary 1985 was two 

percent, in general 1985 five percent, and in primary 1987 three 

percent. The percentage of contributions under $500 in these elections 

was 78 percent, 67 percent, and 76 percent respectively. 

Based on these statistics, and with the expectation that general 1987 

statistics will be somewhat higher, a reasonable contribution limit 

might fali between $2,000-$2,500. Such a limit should be adjusted for 

inflation periodically. It would be low enough to prevent any 

appearance of impropriety yet high enough to withstand any 

constitutional challenge on the gr~unds th~t it did not permit 

candidates to raise adequate funds to get their message to the voters 

or contributors to exercise their First Amendment rights. The Buckley 

opinion upheld for congressional candidates a $1,000 contribution limit 

in 1976, and adjusting for inflation since then the $2,000 to $2,500 

range appears comparable. 



Certainly the range might be somewhat higher or lower. But it is a 

good starting point.and one that balances the two public interests 

involved: 1) eliminating undue influence and 2) protecting First 

Amendment rights. 

B. Prohibited Contributors 

New Jersey law prohibits certain regulated corporations·from using 

corporate funds to make campaign contributions, but does not prohibit 

all corporations from contributing. 

The corporations prohibited from making campaign contributions are 

described in N.J.S.A. 19:34-32, which bans insurance corporations or 

associations from making either direct or indirect contributions for 
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any political purpose, and N.J.S.A. 19:34-45 which reads: 

No corporation carrying on the business of a bank, savings 
banks, co-operative bank, trust, trustee, savings indemnity, 
safe deposit, insurance, railroad, street railway, telephone, 
telegraph, gas, electric light, heat or power, eanal or 
aqueduct company, or having the right to condemn land, or to 
exercise franchises in public ways granted by the State or any 
county or ·municipality, and no corporation~ person; trustee or 
trustees, owning or holding the majority of stock in any such 
corporation, shall pay or contribute money or thing of value in 
order to aid or promote the nomination or election of any 
person, or in order to aid or promote the interests, success or 
defeat of any political party. 

This prohibition against certain regulated corporations making campaign 

contributions was originally enacted in 1911 as part of a comprehensive 

corrupt practices act under Governor Woodrow Wilson. A federal statute 



enacted in 1907 is the source from which the New Jersey statute 

probably sprang·; see N.J. Attorney General Formal Opinion No. 14-1979. 

This federal statute made it unlawful for any national bank, or any 

corporation organized by Congress, to make a contribution or 

expenditure in connection with any election to any political office; 

see 2 U.S.C. S44lb. {Formerly 18 U.S.C. S610). 

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 amended the statute 

and excluded from the definition of "contribution and expenditure" the 

establishment, administration and solicitation of contributions to a 

separate segregated fund to be utilized for political purposes provided 

that they were given voluntarily and the contributor had knowledge of 

the intended use for political purposes. Of course, this ~anguage is 

the basis for forming a political action committee {PAC). 

The U.S. Supreme Court upheld this amendment in Pipefitters I.pcal Union 

No. 562 v. United States, 407 lL..L. 385, 92 S. Ct. 2247 {1972). The 

Court maintained that the 1907 federal law did not intend to prohibit a 

corporation (or union) from making, through a political fund organized 

by it, political contributions or expenditures so long as the monies 

going into the fund were voluntary. 

- 10 -



In sum, while federal law, originally through th$ 1907 statute 

addressing certain corporations, and l•ter through the •Federal 

Elections Campaign Act• of 1971, prohibits all corporations from making 

contributions to federal candidates, it does not prohibit corporations 

from using corporate funds to establish and maintain a PAC. It does 

not prevent corporations from using corporate funds to help raise 

voluntary money for political purposes. 

~ith respect to the 1911 New Jersey sta~ute prohibiting ce~tain 

regulated corporations from contributing, Formal Opinion No. 14-1979 

arrived at a similar, but not identical, conclusion vis-a-vis the 

establishment of PACs by banks, one category of prohibited 

contributors. 

The Attorney Ge.~eral' s opinion suggests that since the 1911 New Jersey 

statute was enacted four years after the federal statute of 1907, the 

New Jersey Legislature operated under the same obj actives as did 

Congress. It therefore concludes that N.J.S.A. 19:34-45 did not intend 

to prohibit bank PACs from being fo.rmed and funded voluntarily by 

members of the corporation. However, unlike the federal law which was 

amended to permit corporate assets to be used to set up such funds, in 

New Jersey, banks would not be permitted to use corporate assets to 

establish, administer, or solicit contributions for the political fund. 

- 11 -



Presumably this advisory opinion can be extrapolated to govern the 

activities of all PJ;"Ohibited contributors in New Jersey. 

The U.S. Supreme Court, in its 1972 Pipefitters opinion, suggested that 

an important congressional purpose in enacting the 1907 law was to 

overcome the influence over elections exercised by holders of large 

amounts of capital through campaign contributions. The federal law was 

addressing the influence over government officials by wealthy 

corporations. 

In a related way, Attorney General Kimmelman, in Formal Opinion 

No. 4-1983, suggested that the intent of the 1911 New Jersey statute is 

to "insulate elective officials from the influence of regulated 

industries". It further states, "each business listed in the act may 

be characterized as of a type strongly affected with a public interest. 

Each business has been made the subject of extensive and pervasive 

government regulation. Comprehensive regulatory programs, vital to the 

protection of the public, could become prime targets of elected 

officials seeking to satisfy perceived debts to corporate benefactors 

.affiliated with a regulated industry.• 
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This statutory provision in New Jersey law has been broadly supported 

by the public through the years. And, as evidenced by the recent 

Eazleton/Star-J.edaer poll, which found a majority of citizens concerne.d 

about the negative affects of large contributions and campaign 

expenditures, it seems safe to say that New Jersey residents would 

continue to support the prohibited contributor provisions in the law . 

. Despite the legal justification for the New Jersey prohibition and the 

historical tradition surrounding it, approval for the ban on 

contributions from selected co~orations is not unanimous. 

It is not clear that the New Jersey Legislature, in enacting •The New 

Jersey Campaign Contributions and Expenditures Reporting Act" in 1973 

supported prohibitions against certa_in contributors. Vhile not 

superceding the 1911 provision, the stated purpose of the Campaign Act 

is to •require the reporting of all contributions received and 

expenditures made t~ . any candidate." The only contributions 

prohibited by this Act are anonymous contributions and certain currency 

contributions over $100. Indeed, the 1970 report of the Election Law 

Revision Co•ission that led to the enactment of the law stated that 

"public disclosure . . . would do more to protect the political system 

from unbridled spending than legal limits on the size of the 

contributions." 

- 13 -
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Thus, the Campaign Act views disclosure as the primary tool for 

preventing the corruption of State officials. It does not seem to lean 

in the direction of prohibiting c·ertain contributors from participating 

in the process. 

The argument put forth by proponents of the bari, and certainly a most 

reasonable one, is that banks, insurance companies and certain other 

regulated industries have, more so than other corporations, have been 

the subject of extensive governmental regulation. Also, because these 

corporations are vital to the public, it would invite undue influence 

to allow them to contribute to legislative candidates. 

A response to this argument is that the prohibition ~gainst 

contributions by banks, insurance companies and certain regulated 

industries may be outdated. The r~tionale for why New Jersey banks, 

insurance companies and regulated industries cannot contribute comes 

from the national concerns of the early 1900's. It may be inapplicable 

to the State's interests in contemporary times. 

The reasoning is that in modern times there are many other industries 

that are heavily regulated by the State - some even more so - but not 

subject to the same restrictions. The building industry, the chemical 

- 14 - New Jersey State Library 



and pharmaceutical industries, the legal profession, the medical 

profession, the dental profession, and the real estate business, are 

among these. Corporations in these categories are not prohibited from 

making political contributions. There is certainly a public interest 

in the governmental activities of these corporate entities not being 

perceived as unduly influencing public officials. 

Moreover, there is today a significant problem in determining just what 

is a prohibited contributor because of modern corporate structure. 

Large, contemporary industries are horizontally integrated; that is a 

major toy company, for example, may have interests in not only the 

production of toys but also of candy bars, automobiles, soap, and 

various other unrelated products. Such a company might even have an 

insurance affiliate. Therein lies the problem. Is the parent company 

a prohibited contributor because it owns an insurance company even if 

that company only represents a small percentage of its corporate 

holdings and profits? 

Certainly, in the early twentieth century such problems did not arise 

with the frequency they do today. Horizontal integration creates major 

enforcement problems for an ethics agency attempting to prohibit only 

•certain classes• of corporate contributors. Perhaps, the two most 

viable options are to prohibit all corporate contributions or none. 
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Some members of the political science community also express concerns 

about prohibiting some or all contributors, but for different reasons. 

Professor Salmore suggests that the "unintended consequences of public 

policy are sometimes more important than the intended consequences." 

His thinking is that no matter what kinds of prohibitions the State may 

place on certain contributors it cannot stop the flow of money; these 

prohibited contributors will simply rechannel where they spend it. 

Professor Salmore does not believe that expenditures will be decreased 

by prohibiting contributions. He says that public policy only affects 

the rules by which ·these entities play, not that they ~ill play. 

Professor Sal~ore believes, as mentioned in the discussion about 

contribution limits, that.the best answer is to tighten the disclosure 

laws. 

The spectre of independent expenditures is not one that delights 

knowledgeable people in the field. Yet this is one of the ways that 

some experts believe the money will be channeled as prohibitory laws 

become more prohibitive. 

The concern with independent expenditures is that they result in less 

accountability in the electoral process. Although reported by the 

committee doing the spending, independent expenditures are not 

contained in the candidates' reports; therefore, there is not the same 

degree of disclosure. It is more difficult to see what is going on. 
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Many different rep~rts have to be reviewed and more staff would be 

needed to enforce campaign disclosure laws. Moreover, there is 

considerable concern that independent expenditures, because of the 

accountability issue, lead to campaign tactics that are offensive, in 

particular negative advertising. Most would agree that spending by the 

campaigns themselves is preferable to spending by independent 

committees. 

With regard to prohibited contributors in New Jersey law, PACs 

established by employees of these corporations may begin spending 

independently from campaigns. While it has not begun to happen yet in 

New Jersey, it has begun to occur on the federal level. 

Additionally, it is not a foregone conclusion that prohibited 

contributor$ in New Jersey could not tap their corporate funds to make 

independent expenditures on behalf of certain candidates. This 

possibility is raised because of the decisions in First National Bank 

of Boston v, Bellotti, 435 lL.L. 765 (1978) and Consolidated Edison 

Company v, pyblis Servise Commission, 447 !L.L. 530 (1980). These two 

cases state the proposition that corporations have rights Under the 

First Amendment to comment on public issues. Since elections involve 

public issues, the constitutional justification for prohibiting the 

right of speech via independent expenditures is questionable. 

- 17 -
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In sum, it is important for the Commission and the public to be aware 

of all sides of the questions in considering the important issues of 

contribution limits and prohibited contributors. 

Recommendation 1: 

The Commission recommends that contribution limits be 

enacted, provided that such limits are set high enough to permit 

candidates to raise enough money to run effective campaigns, and 

provided that sufficient safeguards are enacted to prevent the evasion 

of contribution limits. 

Recommendation 2: 

The Commission recommends that corporations and labor unions be 

prohibited from contributing, except through political action 

committees (PACs). 

Recommendation 3: 

The Commission recommends that it receive an adequate 

appropriation to enforce these changes to the law. 

The recommendations contained in this report are solely those of 

the New Jersey Election Law Enforcement CoDUilission and do not 

necessarily represent the views of any other individual, 

institution, governmental agency or organization. 
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SUMMARY 

NeM Jersey PACs began 1987 ~ith 13,139,308 on hand. They then collected 
an additional 15,779,92Ct durin; the year. They spent 16,872,971 durinc; 1987. 

This compar•• Mith 11.1 million in '85 and 11.3 aaiilion in '83. The top 
five PACs in "87 spent more than all thrt PACs combined in '8~ <11,315,9Ctl to 
11.1 million). 

PACs reported spendinQ 11,318,872 for operatinc; costs durin; '87 and still 
finished the year Mith 12,699,208 remaining in their accounts. There are no 
laMs governing the u•e of this money. The amount leftover in PAC accounts for 
.. 87 is higher by 101% than_ .. ht~t PACs used to spend in the last three 
legislative campaigns-l981-S3-S5. 

The pres•nt Hmbers of the NeM Jersey L.e;islature reportltd spending 
t9,2SQJ,9a2 fro• thrtir OMn campaign accounts. Thrty reported having 11,125,505 
leftover and on balance in those accounts. There are no laMs governing the use 
of this money. 





RECOMMENDATIONS 

NEW JERSEY NEEDS THE CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORMS CALLED FOR IN A-2529-
SCHLUTER!S-2212-LYNCH. PASSAGE OF THESE BILLS IS ESSENTIAL IF NEW JERSEY IS TO 
HAVE MEANINGFUL REFORM. THE TIME TO ACT ON THEM IS NOW. 

IN ADDITION THERE IS NEED FOR MORE PROTECTION FOR THE PAC CONSUMER. 
PRESENTLY THERE ARE NO LAWS GOVERNING THE USE OF PAC CONTRIBUTIONS. A LAW IS 
NEEDED THAT.WOULD: 

LIMIT THE USE OF PAC ~NEV TO ELECTION/CAMPAIGN RELATED EXPENSES. 
PROHIBIT ON THE lOB SOL..ICITATJON OF PAC CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS 
REQUIRE TRUTH IN LABELING-WHEREBY THE CONTRIBUTOR CAN KNOW WHO THE PAC 
REPRESENTS-<IN A-2529) 

·REQUIRE AL.I... SOLICITATI.ON REQUESTS TO SHOW WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE CONTRIBUTION 
ACTUALLY GOES TO THE CANDIDATES/AND WHAT IS FOR OPERATING COSTS. 
PROVIDE THE CONTRIBUTOR WITH A METHOD TO PARTICIPATE,IN SELECTION OF THE 
CANDIDATES TO RECEIVE THE MONIES. 

IN ADDITION THE EXISTENCE OF 11.1 MILLION IN LEFTOVER CANDIDATE FUNDS REQUIRES 
A LAW LIMITING THE USE OF THOSE MONIES TO OTHER CAMPAIGNS OR DONATION TO 
RECOGNIZED CHARITY. THEIR USE IN LEGISLATIVE OFFICES SHOULD BE PROHIBITED. 
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IJ PACs - 1987 Activity Ranked by Total Dis~urstaents 
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PAC nut .... , 81 ltttiph .. tnd 87 Optnt ts 0p I Rtt IS to Cand U FGi C.~e! Tot.Dat. 'SS ~~: ........ I -----DOCI 
IU EDUCATION ASSOCIATION PA~ 15~559 25!361 lf2~57 196:6 .IB 291640 t 3112:3 
CARP. FUN~ OF LAWYERS ENCDI.IR. &OVT Is LAY 213~53 16645 33791 '78139 .91 l8&it71 • 2o~~~q 

IU DENTAL PAC 94681 1754t39 22379 ll!i~i .59 14'1751 I 2~774i 

REAL TORS PAC 2439"13 317912 31U79 69di .22 177415 f 21ti~~t ~~tr •• 

TRANSPORTATIOI TRUST FUND II • 235oli 9!18 Uil2 .t5 2325H I 24~2::: 

1Uli.DER5 PAC 311591 193674 2659&8 2l51! .1- 211765 I 23S:io 
COR". FDfi CLEAN l SAFE AKEP.ICA • UctS2 13451 1B9bl1 • 92 Hit • 192611 
ftE~ICAL ACTION CDP.R:TTEE 3569lt 15'297 4818 • l.lf 112555 731£ 19iti3 
JNTE?.N~TIOh~L LOMSSHQ~ERAN'S AFL·CID t.ti 1 •• ., .• 

l.:.lf! • t•••·• ~··:·:-.! 

Nl STATE LABORERS PAC 3:!3&5 18626 19136 1625:! .87 4951 ' 167it?l 
LOCAL 322 FUR PCLITICAL EDUCAiiON 268758 418!5 l79C1! 113131 2.32 3i4U 77it1 15:::: 
Hl CA~ P:r: l2BE':2 8.,~= 57!c2 18434 .23 13442~ e 1c:::~": 

PP.O:Cti Nl 563~ U96Br 25i9E t3fs~= .1i t79Sr • l.lj~!!S 

Nl OR~~IZ"TIDN FOR A IETiEP. Si~TE 51587 91~~· 6119 13955 .14 127!8! f lit!~:: 

Of£R;,TIN6 Delli££!',; LDC.tl. Be! 9513 l3712i 84U ua.1 .f1 137113 i 135~~~ 
NJ CPA FAC 1615/f 6f8!f 24837 36!~ .to 1185!5 f 1_._ ....... 

~:.:! 

AftEF.ICAN TP.IAL LAW~E~S ASSOCIATION • 154111 34t719 65 ... 119151 187 u; .. e: 
PRIVATE ENTEP.P~ISES PAC 79!12 ·~·~ 45711 375tt6 .56 ,.,, • lfl!o~~ 

SAvi~3S AAGCIATION Pht 5iiit6 755lf 31~5i 44 .ti ,5475 I 9~51~ 

MF·~C !NC 117&; 11U2! 3:114 • .. ., 95flf !5irr 
fUi~IC EDUCAiiQN COM~. CF NJP.iA 32;s: 65716 6l9: l&7;.it .59 53itS5 ' ~=~ioj 

lkiERN;.TIQNAl WIES &A~f!£tir WD?.i:ERS 6fElf 39521 llf~! I t.ff e•:~9 • e;:~~ 

lliL. IP.OTH. OF PhiN:t~: & ALLIED T;.An£: ll~l; 923!3 USilt 572~6 ·'2 3f!!! ' s==·.; 
SOU'rH lEP.S£Y 8UILD£F.S PAC 3~413 1C22BS El21~ 6e7t .It 7l~!5 I e~-!~ 

i.OCAL 68 PAt 9flS , .... ,:;,:s If!:!; 4117: .52 3'?1&1 f 7il5it 
FDC~ COU~CIL CO"M:~TEE FOF. SOC~ &C~T 39917 4eSo1 131tSo 9~2: .21 ,,. ... i f ;···· ..... 
Mit~A~T!t STA~E P~C sus: 7!.~i 5l§ii 5o., .81 7rit2S I 7i';:~ 

LA!~F.:~·s LDC~L 1172 P~C 13,33 ol::;t 6~1e 3aas .f~ 6':''' •• o. f o: .. l: 
NJ SOCIETY OF FROFESSIQNA~ EH&I~EE;.s 15174 6fi2& 9353 9449 .16 5:~11 5fri 6~': Q ..... 
N! SDf! DUNt: COP!. FOP. 51JGL 60¥1 2~:52 5949i 213it: 453 • 11 63451 • ~3?~3 

CE~i~A~ 1E~iEY IUILDEF.S ASSOC. 2':,, ..... 45i91 111~3 ' f.ti 5&::£ • c••• • .;:-::,· 
Sld.£ET IETAi. YGF.KEP:S LOCAL I!& 13&e9; 119787 191!19 1262E .12 1t531t; I s·~':'"! 1 ••• 

DEVE~OFERS P~: lllif 55;2: 829& 62i .f! lt2f~f ' 
...... 
~~=:. 

lEP.SEY IAtt;~EP.S PAC l69a: 47lll& 69e~ 1375 .f3 55'i5e • 571E~ 
CDM~;TT££ FOR A IETTEP. NJ 43 5191ti • 27874 .Sit 13ClS I sus; 
Nl PH~F.J!!AtlS!S P": 2811:. 42~11 l'P183 . 4119 .. ~ 4ilt1f 3!1 5!":4: 
CO~P!:TTE£ FOP. Nl 35lt7 641ii 16&72 2eii .f4 473;9·· f 5f:':'~ 

Sft£Ei MET'L WORKEP.S LOCAl 119 14~2 432!e 7269 41: .It "'116 I 5~::i; ~= .. ~ 
til U"W Pk: J331:ft 89~ .. 5 1757:~ Iff .f1 4cl!i i 4e;l~ 

FIF.Si FiDEL.IT~ lA~~: CDRF. 2i67 513E: •~:s • '·" 451';5 • 4~f~C: .. ·-
Fu~!TICAl CQ~~!~TEE FQ~ NJ 653 ~t7it5r 5:31 & .ti ~tcbs i ,. .... c:• .• 
PP.OFE:SIQ~~ INSuRA~CE AS£Ni! PMC 131t!i 2SiES 191lt 459~. .u 35;95 • ltt'E~! 

NJ QP!ORETRIC P~C 18544 2!15~ 3i!5 3iii .li 32i'Sf 37~ lUii i ... ~ 
EH~~~~r. iOE£~ CO iNC 25ltli l4fii 3212 ' f.li 3~2t! f !:!i~ 

NOP.TH lERiE~ I!J!LDEft: PAt 11614 2&itlE 49~1 l'13i1 .61 175:5 f 351rl 
HOS~ I!~:. COP.f· ~;: A!1£~iC.t ;r.: 3253 32::: 21tei 13ti6 .fit 139Si f '-::o· ····= ·: .... l 
Nl ta~~!TrEc FC~ vUh~lTY Q;.THGf"En!C CA~ 6751 Sll!f 25:ttl ns; 

··~ 
3hfi i :::;!: 

FIP.:T 1ER5£1 ~ATIDNAL CO~PO~~TIO~ I 3t8r: 2f3 313 • 11 31318 • 3i:r: 
l~P.NSOh llQHh$0h EP.PLOYE£S SOOu &QYT FUN 21f65i 11251~ 22~;s ' t.er 298e:! f 2!:~: 

NJ BEL~ SiATE PAC 4&ot 35316 ll4:i3 44i .11 28345 f 297~3 

CON:if.~CTQ;.S FOF 6D~D &QYT lilo2 clo?t lf~71 3611 .17 25151 ' 21:~.1 .... 
NJ A"E~ICA~ P~YSJCAL THE~~py ASSDCiAiiDN 6941 25145 l3b8 146f ••• 22esa I 227!9 
Prt:i~EN71'~ ttl PAC 31!1 25ltflt 825 21f .11 2iit5f I cic~i 

UJJ PAC 5259 2''':1 o .•• 5!5r 2'"' . .. .tl 2!762 ••• bltitl 
INTE~ESTEn REF.CH~NTS PAC usa liit&i 3641 1361 

··= 
23&75 I 252lS 

Nl HEh.!H CARE P't 4889 211t5~ 2Bl3 191 .tl 23335 • 2::~ae 

~es:~ PUi~E EftPL. TO PRQftJiE L£6. ED 8 23ifi • •• .., 2llfi 23fri 

s~x 
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PAC ftiH It •• , 87 Rtttiph It tnd 87 . Operat tt Op l Rtt ts to Cand If FOP. Cand Tot.Dist. '8! t~!. -- -- ------- -- -----~-- ------

" SUMMIT BANCDP.PQRATIDN PAC 5421 21421 3953 1' ... 21872 • 21SEi 
REPUBLICAN PRD&RESSIVE ASSOCIATION 1652 22lt96 3392 732 .13 l45if 493! 217=" 
All T PAC 97 27778 7419 398 .11 2ffSf f 2iit4e 
OFFICE DEVELDPEP.S ASSN. 6943 21fte 27885 5i . .. Ufli I 2ii!i 
NJ RCDON~D'S OPERATORS FAt 5716 13946 317 2"5 .t2 t9llf • tc?lit~ 

FUND FOR RESPONSIBLE LEADERSHIP IN N1 21 2t6fi 1316 54 .It 19251 I 19li'-
P IPEF ITTERS LOCAL 1274 95612 5671: t3347o 11727 .21 ., ... I l8S!9 
CITY FEDERAL PAC 12517 233ilt 17311 9 ... 18581 • 1ese; 
UTILITY EIEtuilV£5 FOR RESPONSIBLE &OYT • 28889 llli2 3S31 .13 14675 • tas~~ 

NJ FEDERATION OF ENVIRDNftENTAL VOTERS I 19721 1342 8991 .46 t 9366 1&::: 
Ill I .I.A. PAC 5&34 153~tS 2961 a .II 18218 • 1e:z: 
CONSU~TUi& EN&lk!EP.S PAt usee 16915 11696 129 .11 li6ii ' ~----.... 
l'lEP.t~: L CO. INC NJ PAC 45 l71tf 49! • l.lf 1o65f I l:a:!f 
~OWARt SAVIN&S BANK CITIZENS COR"ITTEE 1234~ l366i ti61 .,, .13 1585i I ··=r:: 

=---
0rHi~hLP.0~06Y fAt tcite 1i51 4ii: • f.tr 1S7S~ e 1~~r:= 

NJ P~O~IFE PG.C 1271 13~57 525 6!5r .4~ 12oi 49;7 i\'7~: 

Nl HOSFITAL ASSOC!AiiON ~E~LTH PAC 21i3f 16& .. : 23E75 f t.U lit iii lit 7Ei 
FUE~ P.ERtH;.NTS FOR &DOD &OVT 457 19351 5417 ' t.U 14itfi I ltd:! 
CHEP.~V HI~ INDUSTRIAL SITES INC PAC 22! ll~fi 23& I 1.11 11tllf l4Ui 
Nl T~ADE ASSOCIATION PAC 12496 4328 2784 98iti 2.27 42il 14fifi 
WDP!EkS P::.ITICAL ACTION CDMftliTEE OF Ill 37i3 129e; 290.1 3791 .29 9111 12~74 

INJ ASC RE~IT ~AC 4279 ..... 269 I •••• 12411 l!iili 
U~IT£~ CuUNTiES T~UST CO. FAC 9132 tteee 1i0i f t.lf 12165 t:t·C: ••• o • 
fOLiliCAL ACTlON CQPI. OF &CA 14199 • 2336 • 1.11 117!i 1175i 
AP.iHUF YOU~ CO. PAC 1115 lllt6t 939 18~ .tc 11lSI 1:!3~ 

OIL CHEMICAl AiO~IC WOii:E~S 58f l!i76 2i77 s;; .IS lffrl !f!':'~ 

NJ CH"N!£; PAC ' 12362 2t~: 2ii .82 lflte 113fi 
IE~P. 5TE;.F.NS fAC 5e lSSSir 2655 I l.fi 11!51 li2S! 14S= ~:: 
N3 PO~i .. i'F:¥ PMt e:e1 5o79 it~'"4: 112e .16 9211 lf2.!E 
.. J V:TEP.IP.;.~, f~~ 2ifl 

,, .. 
... :r :r; i2 .11 92Sr o··· .... 

NJ LIFE UNnE~aF.Ii£F.S 1o8o! 6764 15353 eai • te Bd3 o· ••. 
.ot~J 

RuTU~~ &ENEF!T Nl fAC 1655 9it5f. 1616 61- .11 9425 9it:: 

I~SURANtE 1~0¥.£?.5 ACCDCIATION DF NJ 49Sl 8265 4111 • l.ti '21! 92i~ 

INTE~EiTE~ NUF.:ES PAC 2f12 7ii7 9~te ooo.s .&3 23;3 9iit2 
Ml P.ESiAURATEU~: EOQD SOVT FUND 33 12125 38!5 "54 .14 615f E:ir~ 

SALQ~~~ BF.DTHEr.S PAC • e:se I ' .. , ac~· -I' a:c:.; 

PLU"B£F.5 LOC~L 14 PAC 17illt 12~48 22877 3ioi .3i 3iil iit:7 
Ill NAT i OtiAL B~N •. • 1113i 3i72 t 1.11 73:5 73:5 
RGP.T;ASE &ANt.EP.S QF IU PAC 2913 te••c 1/,J lito 62 .12 7251 i!3E 
STAtiLAP.DBP.:D HOF.SE lli~U5T~¥ PAt 2751 4711 Itt: 49 .tl 7tei ;,.,: 
iYILOE~S OF MEi;.G NJ • 17843 11&:4 1161 .t7 5B5r ii:~ 

Liet~TY PAC • 78fe ·~~ t•' c. .f~ 6&2! =~;.: 

BUi.J LIDU!ii TEP.P!INt.L OrE~"T~~S 6S'ii • 351 26 f.lf 651~ e'~-

lLAC FM~ 6511 2oofi coi;s 431E .16 2tii i ~3!: 

NJ SOCIETY OF AF.CHliECTS 6t7 oici 63~ BE .tl 61fi • dE5 
HOFF"AH·LAF.~CH£ &OuL SQVT CO~~iiTE£ 13 5951 13 911 .15 5f5f I 5?5i 
Nl t.it PAC 7196 421?~ sail 34e .IE 5Zii • 5oE3 

H~Ri:~M i~tiK C~PO~.,TZON 1119 !131 37$2 I l.if 5365 f 53:: 
Ai.i.!E~ SlEN&t~ NJ PAC • Sift • • f.fi 51ft • Sff~ 

s;.•.: !ft$5 i"N~:: ASS~~ I ti ~I Jtt PA: 253 1167i 15i 66 .11 4711 ' .. ::~ 
&E~£;,~~ "OTOP.S ~IVIL INVJLvE"E~i P~C lli22 151tii • • t.fi 4711 • 47ef e:=~ 

SO. JE~SH NON~AF.ilS;.h POi.. ED. CO"~· 115 5511 99 3flo .ss 1511 • 45!c 
NJ FUMEF.~ DIRECTQ~S PAC 4827 2595 3256 369 .14 3795 • 41::4 
&AF.~EN STAi£ STP.Al&HT CntP.O~?.AtTIC 529o 7615 89!1 61 .11 21ft f ltfH 

F?.AN~.!.IN STATE B~r.;: PAC 12e 4311 lllf I .... 3&91 I '!lo:· .... :1 

SE:UP.llY SAV!NSS ' LOAN ASSQ~IAiiDN PAC 3!09 35o~ 29&it I .... 3&51 • 36Sf 
LQC~.L 1! 71 PAC 9411 7453 13117 8i2 .12 2975 • 36.,7 
ENSEAF.t~ CD~P u:! 12753'i -•~e• f .... 3E25 I 3""~ e.:. 

COUN:l~ OF Nl STATE CDLLE6E LOCALS COPE 331i tc:•· .Itt 1524 90-.t .51 27il • 37t7 
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PAC ftllt .. Btg 87 Rtttiph U tnd 87 Optr1t ts Op I Rec U to Can~ U FD~ Car.d ht.Disb. '!! ~!£ 

--------- -- ----------· ..-.~---- --------- ------· 
FOSTER WHEELER PAC "' 3251 l 48 .tl U5f 3:96 

lEf.5EY OSTEOPATHIC PAC 1812 31atl 1958 • .... 3455 34~5 

IATIOGL FED£;.Ai10N OF IND. IUSINESSEi 3171 4&9~ 4427 89 .12 2951 3f3~ ~~~ ,: 

8URLINETON COUNTY CENTURY CLUJ 13823 135H 24367 2956 .22 • 2~~: 

WREN§ POLITICAL CAU.ruS OF Nl l757 1911 731 361 .19 2385 c=:c: 
UFCW ACTIVE 8A~T CLUB 96!25 49334 143!5~ • e.ee 2911 2~!! 

STATEUC~£ COM. OF PHARHICISTS FOR LE&.ED 2!15 1951 1373 23 .11 2761 2753 

ll PRINCIPALS l SUPERVISOF.S ASC. PAC 1514 \ 2162 876 l82t .89 175 ciil 

IATIONAL OR&ANiZl&TIDN FOR WftEN Nl 1635 1115 112 2192 1.97 376 25:2 

N! PSrCHill.O&¥ PA~ 8141 5tf 622! lltl: 2.83 Itt! 
.,, .. 
'"·" 

CAfiPAI&K ASSOC-. PAC • 215f &1 69 .ll 2ffr a;:; 
TP.l GOOD &DVEP.NY:ENT FUh1 I 1975 t9i5 ' t.tf 1975 1;!~ 

Dil SPORT3M£l PAC 1518 lt92 63& 22 .12 195f ac~: ..... 
A'-EF. ASSk OF H~~~i~5£ L FA~l~Y PLA~N:~S 456 llo&S 2i ,,. .e: lB~i 1~ .... 

TRAHS. PGlliitA~ EL~C~TION L£ASUE 11i 15!1 626 f l.li l'iit l'?t~ 

P.IS~i TO tKQOSE P~C 23f 2133 3~5 234 .12 u~~ lS:;. 

Ml SuRF~uS ~lhiS F~t liZ 16Si 171 141 .e; 12~~ to~ 1 

COLLECTIVE FEUEFJsL SAYIN&S PAC • 2775 1324 51 .12 141! lit 51 

YAWl. PAC 767, 11225 1B23S 159 .fl ser ec:: 1':;: 

Nl HD!El RDiEL ASSOCIATION 16oi 21t te•s 125 5.llt 5fi oc: 
F.ZIER PA: 51 S5i 51 ' .... 551 s~' 11 :~ 

N!.FRI£t\~S OF FA,.!lV PLANN!NE • 2Bit lli 82 .2~ 1Eot 2:~ 

TE1A:G FlLlTICAL lliOL.YEPiNT PAC ' 35l,i 32SI • I.H 2Sf • ESi 

NUh·PAF.!ISAN CITIZENS FOR BEiTER ENYIF.ON 374 • 33f 45 l.li f f 45 

Nl £Nii~OhME~TML Ya!~S A~LIAN:E ,. 25 lf 19 .. f ' ~~ all 

Sitii ftEiAl WORt;ERS LOCAL t2i • 65 65 9 .lie • f ~ 

COA~!iiO~ OF Nl SPQP.iS~£~ ?AC 3ot5 • 345 • i.tf f i r 
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PAC SPENDING RANGES 

1987 1985 1993 1981 

1301,111+ 1 I .e 0 

1281,801-299,999 5 e 0 0 

1101,111-199,999 12 6 

190,000-99,999 3 1 0 

se0,ee0-e9,999 3 4 4 3 

170,100-79,999 3 I 0 0 

160,001-69,999 3 8 3 3 

150,100-59,999 ·B 2 1 1 

140,000-49,999 4 s 2 3 

130,000-39,999 6 ' 2 2 

120,000-29,999 13 . 10 6 2 

110,000-19,999 25 10 14 10 

11-9,999 50 24 72 55 
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IJ PAts - 198i Activity Rlnktd by tl Sptnt on Behalf of Ca~d1~ates 

PAt naat .. It; &7 Rtctiph n tnd li -tnt n Op I Rtc ts to Cand U fDP. Cu~ Tot.Di1b. !':: :!5 -- -- --- ...,....... ____ ---------
ll FED!P.ArtON OF EWIP.DNNENTAL VOTERS • l9i21 13~2 "" .46 I 93&9 l!l7S 
LOCAL 32i FOR POLITICAL EDUCATION 288755 48815 179212 113131 2.32 374'1 i71tl l5&~b2 
IEDICAL ACTION C~~ITiEE 35694 15929'7 4818 • 1.81 112655 7318 19ft73 
IJ SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL £NiiNE£P.S 15874 61828 9353 '""' ·" 529ft 5fff 673it9 
IJ P~ilLIFE PAC 1278 llili 525 6891 .49 1261 499i t···-11!.2: 

REPUILI:AN PRQ&RESSIVE ASSOCIATION 1652" 2249= 3382 732 .83 14511 40"'~ ,.,J;j 2t'ioi 
U11 PAC 5259 2i731 5551 213 .tl 25768 It of ce4itt 
Nl DPTO"ETP.IC PAC 1851tlt 22tBC1 3'125 :ms .17 32i51 379 lo9i: .. ' c 

'"''*'! Nl PHAP.ft~CIS!S PAC 2if1~ 42;11 19153 -·~; .. ~ 47411 3!1 s·:-; .. r 
AREP.ICAN TRI~ LAWYERS ASSOCIAiiQN • 154111 3to719 6~ .te . 11~15! lSi u; .. ;; 
Nl Ff.IENnS OF FARILY PLAH~iNo • 284 ttl &2 .29 1!4 2::' 
ALLIED SI6NA~ NJ PAC • 5fif • • f.te 5Hf ~He 
M:P. AS:M QF MARF.!AeE & FA~IL\ PL.AN!oiUt5 ltb litBS 27 94 .e~ 12~r 1 c:"!~ 
AP.TKU~ YDU~S CO. PA: 1115 114c~ 931? lit .12 lUSe H~;; 

AU l PAC 9i 2i77i 7419 30: ... .I! 2f~~~ ~r .. ~~ 
lEA~ STEARNS P~C 56 15S&i~ 2'&:~ o ... • t.tf 11251 1f2~l lit~; .. ~ 

IL.AC PAC 6511 26611 267;9 4312 .16 21ir ,~,: 

8Uli..to£P.S OF IIIETRD Ml • 17&tt3 11934 1161 .17 SS~f iili 
IUlLtiRS PAC 3115.1 19loice 2os;aa ceS!t .lto 21l'!oS 23:::: 
IUU: LIQUID TERf!!NAL OPERATORS 68'!7 • 351 26 t.lf 651! ,-::. 
BUF.t.UiSiON CDUttn CENiU~! tL!.iE llEEJ USii 21t3i17 2;56 .22 f =~~~ 
C.W. FUID OF' LAIFERS ENCDtiP.. &QYT l L.Mi 213:53 loc~s 3!i'9f '78f:; .91· liE:. if 2~:.~i; 

~Ai:N &SS~C. P&C f 2151 81 69 .e: 2iii 2fc-; 
C£NiF."L lE~SEt IUIL~EF.S ASSO~. 24:23 ~ts2;e 11!93 • '·" 5&l2f ~~··· .:::r 
CKE~~y MILL INe~SiF.IAL St:ES INC PAC 228 !fSll 236 ' f.ff 11tlel f 1 ~ !~t.~ 
C!TV f£DEF.~~ PAC . 12517 2::'7~ !73ft 9 .er 1esae f !5!:; 
CQ~~ITIOH D~ N! 5FOF.T$f!£~ F~t 345 f 3't5 I •• ~f i e i 
COU.£CT!i.'E FEu£F.~ SAiiHi5S P;.c e 2:i5 1':'' ..... 51 .e: titfi ~ !~t;l 

CuP.~. FQF. CLEA~ l SAF; AftE~It" ' 21~1!2 UitSi 1&;c:e ~ .92 31il • 1;::~1 

COftMITTEE FOP. A BETTER MJ 43 51947 • 27874 .Sit 13615 e St~E~ 

Ct!!'!'.lTTE£ FQ~ Nl 3S47 ·6Ufl 16iiZ 2:76 ·'" 47lq; • 51=75 
CDN57~utTOF.S FOR SOO~ 60Yi t73o! 2167f ltE71 3ol1 .17 2SlSI e ~E':'U 

COHSU~ TINE EN&IH!EF.S Fh: usci 13~15 11:96 129 .f! 176fi f t••:= 1 ••• 

CQ~N~IL OF Nl S!ATE CDLLE&E LOCALS t:?E ::u: 19"."1t 1521t oo· •• 1 .Sl 2i7f f ::c: 
DEvEc.ll?EF.S PAC ltiii 559!5 sue ta2i .tl lt2ff~ • c:-··-.,;~:: 

EM~~ICH &OiEP. CO INC 25~tl7 lltffi 3212 t t.te 362f5 • :car~ 

· EN!E .. ~-~" con 4162 12i53~ 4f'fl f t_.ff n:: f 35:~. 
FI~5! F1 Da ITY BAPP.: CGP.F. 27~7 suso 897E • t.tf -~175 • it!li~ 

Fl~ST lt~:£Y N~~lDN~~ CD~?~;~!iOh • 315~: 283 31? .11 313ii • lr:l; 
FOO» CDU~ClL CJRP.lTTEE FQP. &OQt 6J~ 39917 48Sd t:ilt~o ~Pees .2t oltitif i ~ .. ~:: 
FOi:Er. •~£ELE; f~C tt;.; 3E~r toE .f! 3•,~.: ' ::;: 
FihNtl!h Sil.TE &ANt. PAC 72! 4311 1111 ' .... 3ES! e , ... _,c:: 

FUa IIRCH&!N7S FYi SQCD 60\1i 457 19351 51tf': • l.fi lltltH i , .... i~ 
FUN~ FGR R£:PQ.'ii!!LE LE4u£P.SMI;· 1~ Nl 2f 2ee~i 1316 54 .ff 1"51 • !C?:r .. 
6Af:.D£ta Si.tiE ST;.&azi:;T CtflF.u~F..t:TIC S29o 7615 B!~f 61 .el 2ii2 f itoil·l 

6£~£~;~ ~OTaF.S CIVIL INVGLVE~!NT P"C 11'722 15~:2 f • t.ee 47il f ii.'"!6i c;•o '=':. .1 

HO~F~;.~-L:~o:~E ~jO! &OVT C~"~lTi£! 1: 5~5~ 13 ~~~ .15 5151 i ~!Sr 

ii~P.!Z~N 5;.1\t. CC~?OF..:. iiDN 111~ er3! 3 .... .c:: • e.tr 5368 I ~::.: 

n~E~Zi~ CG~F OF AftE~!CM PNC 3~53 325::: 2451 1 •. , .ea. 139~1 ' 
.... : .. ~: , .. _ 
:·~=~= 

Mu•"R~ 5l.~l~GS BANl tiiiZEHS tO"M!TiEE· 12345 13eei 9ict 412 • 13 158Si • 1,.:~r~ ..... 
lhS~P.:.!i:i e~Ot:£P.5 ACCjC!~iiCS QF til ·~51 &2:~ 4111 ' t.ti 92., I 92{! 
INiEK£5T£~ "E~CMAMiS PAC 13&8 1ilt3i 361tl 1361 .ee 23875 I 21f.:-:c; --·-
!Nr.EP.£5!£L N~~S£E p;.: 211! ·=·· 1.1! •-s 'J,," c e ..... .&3 ., ... c.,., f ;r,"!: 
INTEP.t~T!D!i~ LAniES &.tR~NT WOP.•:ERS 6t&!i 3;s:t 11171 • t.te .,25~ • e~a~; 

I~TE;~;TION"• LON5Sft~P.En~~·s AFL·tl~ l.ii "173347 • 1 .... ,. :::tt f 
llrrL. iP.OTH. OF PA!NiEP.S l A~LI£u TRAD£~ 1191f 92ES3 165& .. 572~o .62 u~:: • 982l5 
1£;.££ t &ANK£;: ~~t 1690: ~71it& 

, .... 
'PS: 1375 .t3 5S75f. f 5712! 

·u-?~ 



B • ......,_ 
PAC natt .. ltg 17 Rtctipts IS tnd Bi Optrat st Op I Rtc tl to Cand U FOR C&nd Tot .Dul:. ;e~ O:s 

......... ~......,0----0 ···-----·-- --- ------~ --------- -------- ---------
JERSEY OSTEOPATHIC PAC 1812 loll 1958 • '·" 3455 3'U ..... 
lOHNSOII UOHHSON EMPLDrtES &DOD 60\-1 FUN 29o51 1f25i9 221t95 I 1.11 29868 2-"·c: Tc:e. 
LAIJP.ER"S LOCAL 1172 PAC 13938 61391 6918 ·3825 .16 63261 6i1tll 
LIIEHY PAC I nee 8!3 122 .12 6825 n .. : 
LOCAL 1171 PAC 9411 7453 13117 8i2 .12 2975 3&~7 

LOCAL 68 PAC 9835 79258 11139 419i: .52 3'1181 'iilStt 
tiERtt: & CD. INC IIJ PAC liS 17111 495 I 1.11! 16651 16e!r 
RIDLAh11C STATE PAC stsee 7191i 51&1i 56~ .tl 7t425 7f;e; 
ftORT&Ai£ IANKE?.S OF IJ PAC 29f3 4i7~ 3it6 82 .12 7251 n:: 
IWTUAL IEfiEF 1 T Ill PAC 16~5 945f 1616 61 .11 9425 9~ti: 

NATIDN~t FEnERATION OF IND. !USIMESSES 3Eif ~tn~ 4it~7 n .f: 2~51 3f::; 1"'~ '~ 

NATID~~ DF.&M~IZ~TION FQF. WOftEN NJ 1635 1115 182 21;~ 1.97 lie 2~:: 

llJ AiC PAC 7196 42!9 sa:1 3itc .ee 5277 5"-:" .... J 

NJ A~EP.JCAN PHYSICAL THEP.A~Y ASSOCIATION 6941 251 .. ~ 3368 1468 .I: 222sa 2·-·· 1:.' !: 
N: 8£.~ ST~TE P~C ~the 353:: 11433 lt.f& .11 211"'1' .: .. _, ==~:-: 

NJ Ct.~ f~C 12ES72 a,··; .r .. .,. 57e:2 18~3 .. .2:: 1l~tit2~ 1~::1:':, 

Nl CH;.!ie£~ f 14C f t=-='' ..... 2it2 2ir .e: ti!r~ li:i~ 

llJ Cuft~iiTE£ F~;. iuhLiiY GRTn~?A£niC CA~ ,.~ .. 
I.J"r 5135i 25141 235; 

··~ 
3e:~a sa·;~; 

NJ CPA FAC 8o154 61:18 24&37 3612 .fc 118525 t:=::.::., 

NJ DE!IIi AL P~t 'iteBi 175431 22::i9 112;9; .s; l41ti5f 2a.::~r 

Nl EDUC~TION MSSOC!ATIDN PAC 15oSSfl 2-:~,,, ..... lfat~57 19616 .ee 29164: :liE:: 
NJ EN;'IP.ON~fiTA~ YOTEP.: ALLIAN:E 24 25 31 19 .ii • 1; 
N: Fi.irtEF.~l PiP.E:TOF:S Pl.C 4527 21:01' -·- 3255 36~ .14 li9~ itl~O:. 

NJ HE~LTH CAF.E PAC •ae; 2145f 2i13 191 .11 ... ,,. c:: ... 22~.:: 

NJ HCS?IiAL A5SOCIAiiO~ H£~LTH FAC 21736 16@it5 23S75 • f.ll lltite f lti7i~ 

~l MCT£~ "~iEL ASS~:!AiiCN 16oe 24 u:s 12~ 5.14 5if f 6EE 
NJ I. I. A. FAC 5834 1~3 .. ~ 2~c1 e .ee 1&2!e • te.::: 
Nl LIFE UNt£~-P.:::~: 1o~:! e7a-. 1Sl~3 &!i .11 8U3 f ~··" .'+'!'0: 

N! "CuQPW.tL~'5 Q?£;;~iQF5 FAC 5ii~ 13; .. ~ lei 24~ .e:- 191ft ' 1 o-= ~ ...... 
Nl N;.; I 0,_~~ i~N· f lt!ji . ' .-. j f.it i·3:5 f 7::~ 

Nl QF.6A!~I:ATIO'I FOF: A iETtE~ STAT£ se::: 9'0"· c.~r U!9 1-::c:: .lit 12"5ii e !'ttit~= 

Nl PODIATRY PAC 1761 567q 4232 at:e .18 92fi ' 1fE25 
IU PP.!NCIPAL.S ' SUPERVISORS ASC. PAC 151~ 2to2 &io l&co .e; 875 f ~iil 

Nl ~S,~HulOE¥ P~C 81~1 5tf 6225 1~13 2.&3 1trr t ctt:~ 

N: RESTAUF.t!TEl.!~S 6u0~ &OV! FUND 33 12!25 3855 16~4 .lit 6151 • 83r-. 
Nl S~CIETY OF ,;CH!T:CiS 68:' 6i27 •:n &a .fl 6fU t c:~:s 

Nl SOFi DP.INt. COM. FOF. GOOu &CVi 2~752 59-9': 213 .. ; 4c• . : .11 63~t5i f . "' ·-: o •. a. • 

NJ SrQ~TSIIIEN ~At 1518 1192 638 22 • t:: 1951 • 19'7E 
Nl STATe LAiOP.£~5 PAC 33385 1&6526 19136 1625ce • 87 -~:! • !oi.:.;~ 

Nl SUP.?~US LINES PAC U2 1651 171 141 .19 1251 I !641 
N! TP.~~E ASSOCIAiiOh PAC 1249~ 432E 2794 '~"~ 2.27 42!8 • !tti'~ti 

Nl UAil ~AC 13~131t E~5it5 1 .. ,. •.• 
I.IC'1 iii .81 itolli f -~!li 

~J YET£~ IN .. :.'~ P~t 271! 7!1! 31~ .72 .11 9E51 e ~~== 
.Nfij A:t ME F. ii rAt lf279 8itli 2:; • f.fi 12•1r f t: .. :~ 
hON·f~;TIS~h CITIZE~S FOR BEiTEF EN¥ift0~ lilt f 331 It~ '·" • f 45 
N&PrN lE~SEY !C!Lr:;.s FAC 116llt 2&itlE 49!1 1732! .61 li525 • :s1r1 
OFFi:E D£1£L~?E;i ~SSN. 69-.3 27irr 2782! ,. .. .... .li 2iirt i :r~:: 

O!i.. C!tfE~iCAi. t.TO~it iiOF.ri~S 5Si 127i6 2ii1 s;; fW. .. llfif f :es:; 
Qp£;.~!!~: ENS!N!EF.S L.Ot;:.. 825 9-:·1 

-~- 137128 Site~ 1f'f! .11 137113 i 13e:s.t 
O~~:~~ ... ~~~QE! PR: 1271E iiSl lti13 i t.ii 15755 f 1r~rr:. ..... 
PF:IEF. P": se ~se 51 • t.fi 5~8 e 5~i ll:~ 

Fif£FiH£P.5 LOCAL 12i~ 956i2 56il2 13347: 11i27 .21 . 761 i 1&5:: 
PLUP.!£;·: LOCAL 14 FAC li7f4 126ltl 22!77 3767 .3i' 371f t ilte'7 

POL!7ItA~ 'CTI~h CO~. OF ICA 11ttBE ' 233& I t.ti Ui5f t lli~~ 

PO~!T:~"L CORftiTTEE FOR NJ 653 47451 5·-=.a c: •• e .ee lt2Bc5 ' 
. :=0~1 ...... 

PR!Y~TE ENiEF.:~rSES PAC 79712 675115 4Si11 375*te .56 61tffi f tf!~ito 

PRD~ES:iONKL INSURA~CE A&£~75 P"t u .. a• 2E725 191- lt5~e .lo 3Se~5 • lti.!~: 

FF.ulE~T Nl 5o3h te9eU 2s:;s 1315:& .i7 l79Si ' 149~!$ 

fF.UOEHT!AL ~j PhC 31&1 25414 825 211 .tl 2'7115~ ' . c:;:c::-

sg'x 



151 
PAC naat .... , 87 Rtetiph .. tnd &i O,trat II -I Rtc IS to C1nd It FOR Clnd Tc.t.Dist. '8~ t!! -- ---------

• PUBLIC EDUCATION CQRft. OF MJRTA 32983 65il6 6395 38744 .59 53485 
''~'" REALTORS PAC 2439i3 317982 314679 69436 .22 1Ti415 24t7llie . 171~"" 

II&HT TO CHOOSE PAC 231 H33 378 23~ .12 J65f lBS~t 
SALO"DN IP.DTHER5 PAC • 8251 • • t.ff 8251 e=c:~~ ..... 
SAVIIES AAOCIATlON PAC 57646 15531 37657 44 ... 95475 95!!! 
SAVIISS BANKS ASSGClATlON PAC 253 4i71 157 '' .11 470 47il~ 
SECUF.ITV SAVIN&$ & LOAN ASSD-:IATION PAC 32•9 3565 2984 I .... 31St 395i 
P..EET IETAL UORW.S LOCAL 119 14252 43296 7269 413 .11 49116 5f:7~ 2'"-:c-
SHEET 11£TAL WO~KERi LOCAL 12i • 65 65 ' .lit I 9 
SKEET lfETAL UORtlRS LOCAL 129 13!199 1197&7 191719 12628 .12 4531t9 57 'Iii 
SO. lEP.S£Y NDNP~7ISAN POl.. ED. Cm!!l!. 115 55ff 99 31!6 .55 l5tf 4~' .. 
SOUTH lEP.SE~ BUILDERS PAt 39~13 12228& 81215 6871 .16 736!5 er .. gs 
STANDARDeF.ED HORSE INCUSiRY PAt 2~1 47ti 412 4; .11 71ii 7fit; 
STATEWDDE CO". OF PHAR~IClSTS FOP. LE&.ED 22i5 t•s• 1373 23 .11 2iU ..... , c:c .. 
SU~"!i iA~CQ~FOP.ATIOh F~C 5lt2i 2r'e:r 3;5: 15 .tf 21Si2 ...... , ... 
TElil.CQ fGl.ITitA~ IN'JQ!.YEft£ttT PAC • 35te 325i • l.fi 25~ =~i 
TP.~NS. POL!T!CAL E~UChTIQN LEA6UE 717 161f 62~ ' l.ff 19ii l;t~ 

TRAN:?DRTt.iiGN Tfc~T FUND Il • 235ots •ue 11732 .es 2l2Sif c-.-.:!a 
TRW &OGD &DVEP.N"~NT FUND I 1975 19?5 t l.ff 1"5 1975 
UFCW ACTIVE &ALLOT CLUi 9U25 49:::-. llt3259 • l.ff 2911 2~·· .rr 
UliiTU CDUiiTIES TF.U5T CO. PAC 9132 1f6if 7167 • .... 12115 IE·l:~ 

UTILin EIECUT.IVES FOR R£5PON518L£ &OVT ·e zaaaa 11382 3831 .13 146'75 125&: 
MAe~ ~AC 76ic u:gs 18238 159 .I! 5if 6~; 1~=~~ 
WD":NS PullilCAL ACTION Caftr.ITTEE GF Nl 3ii3 12qa; 29 .. 1 3?91 .2~ ttlf 12;7 .. 
WOP.EM: fULJTICA~ CAUCUS QF Nl 1'157 l9rr 73f 367 .19 238! 2~:: 

AFSCP.E P~S~£ E~Pt. TO P~O"OTE L£6. ED • £31fr • • f.ff 23tec , ..... • :r::-r 
II.'A~ IN~ 11i&9 l1UE5 l:llit I 

···~ 
95fti ;!i~~ 



c -IJ PAts - 198i Activity Ranked b~ tt on Qand At End of Vtir 

PAC DIAl .. ltg 87 Rtc:tiph .. tnd a; Dpt~at u Op t·Rtt U to Cand U FOF. Car.d ic,t.~~s~. '&S r:: 
~ .......... ~------ --- -- ~----- ------------ ---------
REA~TORS PA~ 243~73 31191~ 314679 69436 .22 li7415 • 2~7~9: 171! .. ~ 
IUii.DERS PAC 311Sifl 193674 26~9&6 2tS11 .14 2Uio~ e 2:::.:'76 
SHiEi RET~ WDP.•:E~S LQ~AL lEi 13&i99 119i&1 19f7J; 12o2e .12 4531t9 I s-o~-1.:1 

LOCAL 322 FOR POLITICAL EDUCATION 288758 48815 1792!2 113131 2.32 37491 '7i41 lSB:t: 
Nl UAW P&.C 133134 89545 17Sio9 Iff .11 46118 f 11!~1r 

UFCW ACTIVE lkLLOT CLUB 96&25 49334 llt3259 • . ... 2911 ' 2~ir 

PIPEFITTE~S LDC~t 1!74 95682 56 if~ 133~76 11i27 .21 "" f l&a:a 
Nl EDUCATION ASSOCIATION fAC 156559 25Ubl 112t57 1~616 .ea 2~1646 • :i!lac::: 
SOUTM 1EF.S£r &UI~nE~S rAC 39it13 122ES5 &1215 e:a:e .e: i3Cl~ e et~.;. :! 
H.i CAP. PAC 12&872 81148 571~2 1Stt3-t .!3 l3~itE~t f 1S2E~E 

ftiDLANTIC ST~TE PA: sea&; 719ti 518~1 564 .f1 iit.:~ ' ll'"l':'!' 

PFIV~TE ENTERPRISES PAC 71?712 67545 -57!1 37546 .56 64fea • tat 54= 
EtiS:.=tP.CH Ct~? .. eo: 12753; ~tr;u i l.fi 3SE5 f ::::; 
SA~tNE: Ak:C!AiiCN rAC 5ic41) 1~53i 37e5~ 44 .te ~S-.i! f ~~::; 

A~E~!C~~ T~i~L ~A~!E~i AS:OCiATION I l~itl! l 3~7f; 65 .fi 11;1:~ lE'? 1: :.,;: 
CA"P. FUtit OF LAih'EF.S E~COUF •• SCvT & LAW 213653 &e:it5 S3i91 7at3; ·'' 1SS4ii e C··'·•: ··--· 
llfA: INC 11769 116325 32llit • t.fi 9Sf~i ~!irl 

OFFICE DEV~Or£P.S ASSN. 6943 2iHI e;sa: 5i .If ceeu I 2rt?5~ 

&~A: Ph: 6511 2ooes 2679i lt312 • !6 21~B f !~lE 

PP.jJ£Ci N! 5636 169!:81 25796 t3f5c& ."!i 171?51 I lit~!!E 

Nl CC~MiTTtE FOF. RU~L!T! QP.THO~AEDIC CAP. 675f 5135f I 2S!io! 2l5! ~~ 3i:U i ::~:~ 

t\l CPt. f~C 8U5io 61811 24837 3efa .It 11E~25 ' 1EE~E'7 

iJ~~INciON COUN7Y CENTu~Y CLUi tse:: 135ra 243:": nse ... I e :!;: .c: 
~; HQS?:iH~ ASiOCIMTlQ~ HEH~T~ PhC 2!73! 1:245 2~=~ .... t f.U lit7fi f 1 .. '!~f 
PLU~!£~S lOCAL lit FA: 1iiil4 12:lti . , ... c.r::1 37oi .li 3if.r i , .. ~: 
lu~!tt;;s &JO~.-:~~t E~?~O:'EES 6j~D EOvi ~UN 29c!i teast; 2: .. ;! e t.ff 2~:~s e 2:::: 
Nl u!!t!"~ PAC 9~oSi 17~4::; c:~;; 1fE!!tl .s; 1 .. ~:-sr f : ... 7·: .. ~· 
NJ 5~f'T DF.!N~. CCP!. FO~. &0:~ 6~~T 2~iSc 5Yt.!7 2130.= .. ~~ .rl 63.;.5{0 e ::=r3 
Nl f :;;.FJt:.C! STS F Ht 2et:4 4cf1i 1915: itfU .f! 4it.l~ 311 ~·~it~ 
Nl Sl~TE LABOF.:P.S PAC 333!5 1Be526 t9fJc 162523 .&i 4C?5f f 1671t~t 

.... ;. p;.c 7ii2 11225 l&E35 159 .tl 51f • •r• e .. ~ u:~:-

Cl~Y FE~E;"L PAC l2Sli 233'7:. ,-~··t '··. 9 .fe lESS!! f lE·~:: 

CO~~t:TE£ Fu~ NJ 3547 iltfif liS72 2:76 .f4 '473=9 f s· -.r r: ... 

I.N~L. IFJ!!rf. 0~ P:.l .. TEP.S & ALliED TP.~ES 11919 9!893 1658't 572'it .62 31;!2 f e·=~= &:: .... 

NJ LIFE UNDE~•;rTE~S l6fU liS it 15353 see .If a:u ' ~it!:i 

FO~n COU:~:IL CO~P!:iTEE FOP. 600~ &O~'i 38!17 4B5U t3~t5o 9e:: .21 eititlf f i43:: 
CJP.~. F-Oft CLE~N & SAFE AHE~iCA f 21:es: 134!1 1e;6l! .92 3trr I 19E:~~ 

Lu~ .. L 1171 P~C 9411 '11o~3 l3i!7 8':' .12 2~75 ' ~s .. ~ 
NJ PE~L ST~TE ~MC 48~1 l~:H l1it3: 11itE .I! 21:1':'~ • . ........ 

-~tt .. :,. !: 

::N~PA~ 1E~SE~ rJI~~E~S MS5~C. 21t223 45c!i 11193 f f.li 5&3cr f ~=::: 

I!t~E~N~~!Ofi~t L.A~!ES ~AR~:rr· W~t'E~i 61S!f 395:~ 1 !f':l f t.te 61!-:IC: ... i s~::; 

rU!~nEP.: OF ~EiP.O N1 • 17643 11&:;. ll~f .li 5E:r I 7r:: 
Ca~:~~Tl~e E~S!hE!~S ~At l152i u;e~ 1h;6 12; .il lioi~ i 1··--',:, 
UT!~!n· UECi;~l'JES ~0~ RES=»ONSiBL.E &Ov1 I 2B99S te:!: 3='' .13 11t6iS f !~r.; .. 

coN: 7~~=r~~= Fo~ so~~ scv·i 1 .... ,, 
1:0 .. 2h7i 1r::1 3c!l 0 1'7 25l~i e ==~=l 

:.o::.i.. e: P~: 9fl5 7~25: 1f13~ lttW/3 .52 3~181 f ~=~~ .. 
~o•;:_r s;~!ttSS P~Nt C!T!ZENS C~P!~!TTEE ..... i' c:11. t:eei , .... 

te'l 4i! .f3 15!5i I !:!!! 
r.; Su:I£i1' OF ~F.~FESS;QHA~ E~:IHE£?.5 1~a;-. ueaa ::~3 ;~tit~ .1t s2;1e 5ii~ ····c o . .:~t. 

T~hh:?O~T~TI~~ T~~ST FUHD !I I 2:s:rl 911E 11732 .15 232511 t : .. -::::: 
Fi~ST FinE~li\ BA~ COP.P. 2i~7 513Sc a;;s • t.ea -51i5 t ~S17: 

&A~:EM ST~~£ STR~t&~! CH!~OP~ACT!C sa:;e '1615 ae~• 61 .11 2111 e 41:1 
OFE~~!lNG EN5!~E£~S LO:AL Be~ 9583 13i12f &"= ltC. liJit1 .11 137113 • 1351!1f 

~E!;£~0H~: FAC !liS~ 55~25 a:;s 62i .fl 42fif f c• •• .;,'::. 

UNI~E~ COU~TjES tP.UST CO. FAC ,132 ltBfi iioi ' t.ff 12165 e t21o.~ 

AU T P~t 9i 27i7f 741; :;& .fl 2ffSi ' 2r~o .. a 
Sft£ET !\E:'hL iiOU:£~: LC:"~ 119 14252 4l:~o i2~~ 413 .f1 ltCl'l!~ f SiE'7~ 2:~;~ 

JE;.:n ihN~E~: P~C 16963 loil4i ,~,. ... 13'75 .fl 5575r ' 5i!:5 

uox New Jersev State Library 



c. 
---.a. 

PAC natt " ltg 87 Rtttillh .. in&! 87 O;ttnt U Qp I Rtt II to Cand tt FOP. Cand Tot.Di5b. 'ES t:! ______ ....... -------- ....,., ______ - ---------- ----------- ---------
LAIOF.£R'S LOCAL 1172 PAC 13938 61391 691& 3625 .86 63!61 I 6'!itl1 
PUBLIC EDUCATION COfiA. OF NJIITA 32983 6Si1e 6395 3!744 .59 53485 f 9·-,-· :.r" 
NJ PSYCHDL.a&Y PAC 8141 5ff 6228 1413 2.83 ,.,, f 2413 
ll OR&A~!ZATJDN FOR A lEiTER STATE 515!7 969if 6119 13956 .14 1275fi • t•x-sa 
Nl ABt PAC 7196 1\299 5&?3 346 .f& 5277 • s~: 

Uli PAt 5259 2ii31 55Si 213 .11 m•a 461 2o .. ttl 
FUEL. "ERCHA"TS FOR &DOt &Dvi 457 19351 Sltfi I .... 14411 • l44tfl 
fOLITICAL CORRITTEE FOP. Nl 653 47451 5231 8 ... 42865 f ~ta::: 

NOP.in JERSEY IUILnEP.S FAt 11614 2843! 4951 17321 .61 1'1525 f 3S1i1 
RUICAL ACTION CQ!tftiiTEE 35694 159297 4818 • .... 182SSS 731S t9i r:3 
DPHT~~PlOi.GEi Fht 12718 i7Sf 4713 • e.ee 15i55 ' ~~~n .... 
li~TIOfiA~- FEDEP.&.TIQN DF Um. 8i.!SIN£SSES 3871 489~ ttttci &9 .12 295r f 3t3~ 17~. 

til PODIATRY PAC 8781 5oi9 4232 liCE .18 92ft • lfE:C 
INSuP.AtiCE IP.~•:E~S ACCOC!AiiOtt OF NJ 4951 &:~5 4tlll I l.ff 92f~ I 9Ei~ 

SUM"IT IANCGR?O;"ilON fA: 54cr a e .. :~ 3~53 15 .ie 21Ei2 f 2::2~ 

Nl REETA~F.~TE~~S ivO: &:~~ FUN~ 33 12125 3B~S lo54 .1 .. e!5i • e:c .. 
HCP.IZON &"m. Cu~~uF:~!!ON 1119 BiJl 37&2 I e.tr 53o8 i !::: 
NJ N&s n o,.t.L •~•. I l113i 3 .... , 

II. • 1.ee 73o5 I !~e! 

Nl OPTDP!£iiUC PAC 185-4 221&9 3725 3ii8 .1i 32751 3i~ 3t;f·7 i~"ii 

INiER£SiED "~P.CHAN7S PAC 1383 171157 3641 13of .IS 2:a:s ' c!::! 
R£P.:!L:CAfi PRuSF.£S~IVE ASSOCI~TIDh 1052 22ti;e 3362 732 .13 1~t5te ~t;:s , ...... -··· 
til AMEF.!CA~ PHYSICAL THEP.AFY ASSC:IATIDN 6C!4tl 251~t5 33:9 lUI .to 222!8 • 2i7l5 
NJ FUN£F."L DIRECTO~; P~C •827 259~ 3c:a 3'0 e. .!4 379~ • ltlOit 

TEXACO FQ~ITICAL lNVOL~EM:Ni PAC I 35rl 3251 • .... 25i t a!i 
EHF.~ICH iuBE~ CO tNt 2541i llttli 3212 I .... 3o2t! • 3c2r5 
S£CJ~i!Y =~~1~&5 & LUAN ~::u:IA~IDN PAC 3i:; 31110.~ 29S~t i f.fl ,,~- • 3S!i ... ••• r 
NJ J.I.A. PAC 5&34 1~34~ 29.;1 e .li 18218 f 1:.1:1: 

YC·~Eii: HtL.!iiC~l AC!!O~ CD!I!~!TTEE 0~ hl 3ii: , .... 
• C!:! 21.1 379! .2; 9f~i ' t::: .. 

NJ ~Ei.!.T~ C~~E ~At ·. It&:! 2145i CSll 19! .tl 23:3~ i ::~:: 

N! T~~! ASSJ:!~!:ON F~: 12'-!: itli9 ,.75-+ , ... 
0"!, 2.27 4, •• .rr ' !"r"( 

OIL O!£~itA~ ATQ!I!i~ Wu?.i.£F.: 5&1 12i7o 2 .... I'' S7~ fl; 
0 • lliii f 1-.. ~; r •.. 

lEAP. ST£M~N5 FAC Se J!58il 2'~1; o •• • '·" 11251 • lf!~l !~~;.~ 

HB:FITA:. CQRf OF A"~uc;. PAC 32~3 32523 2ttef 1346 .14 13951 • ,--;· .::.o 3~ .. .:: 
POliTIC~~ ACTION CD". Or iCA 1~55 I 233& • t.li 1J75i • 1!7!i 
NJ CH~~~EF. Pt.~ • 12362 2102 2ff .t2 lllff • tt:r~ 

t;,• &CO& i~VE~~~E~i FJND • n75 19i5 • 1.11 1975 f 197! 
JEP.S£1 05!£QF;.THIC PAC 18!2 3 .. t1 195E • t.H 3455 • 31~~ 

PF.QFE5EiQN~ INSu~A~CE A5ElTS PAC 1349, 26725 1914 lt5;6 .16 35e95 f 4PE!! 
"UiU~~ I£~EF!T NJ-PA: 16!5 ·-~~ 1616 61 .II 942: f 'litE: 
CG~NCIL OF ~! STATE COlLEGE LDC~LS COPE 3317 19ilt 1524 997 .51 2!il • 3'" .. ··=' 
STA~EWO!o£ Ca~. OF PHAR!II!C!3U FOR LE&.En 2215 1951 1373 23 .11 27or e 2'"'"• ... .... 
N! FE~EP."Tiuh OF ENV!RCN~k:A~ VOi£;.5 • 19i:t 13it2 899i . u • 9li9 ~~~~= 

CDL:..£Ciivi F£~£ii;.i. S~!JIN6: ~·A~ I 2ii~ 132;, 51 .t2 1ltif f !4Sl 
FUNu FCoF. RESfONS!iLE L£A~EF.SHIP IN ~l 21 2f6fi 1310 54 ... 192!i i l!::r .. 
FRANU.lN ST~TE &A!tU~ PAt 728 43!1 1111 I t.li 3E&C • 39c: 
t;1 H0':'£L PIOT:L A5$Cn:I~T!CN 16:: 24 lfcS 125 S.lit 5ff • 62~ 

I~ TEF.E5T£L fiiJF.S£5 FA~ 2112 19:"i 91t& "~' .&3 239l r ~.;~: 

AP.:~~F ~0~~: C~. PAC lf!5 ll4of 939 tee .f2 1135f f !153: 
H1 F~I~:iPA~S ~ 5!.!PERVi50~; kSC. rt.C •••• ..... 2ft: &~6 162~ .a; 875 f Eirl 
1.Ii£H~ P:S~ • 7Eii 85: l!i .82 1825 ' c9"7 
FY.U~E~!I~~ NJ FAC 316! 25itl4 a as 211 .t1 2'7451 • ,·;c~ 

WDPl£NS POliTiCAL CAuCuS DF Nj 115i 19fi 731 367 .19 2385 ' 
...... c::•· J .... 

Nl SOCIETY OF AP.CHii£Ci3 6f! , ... 
IC: 639 se .11 "" f oree 

NJ ~~R!S~EN P~C 1519 lt92 639 22 .12 1951 I 11;"!': 

TF.AN5. PQ:.ITICA~ E~ut;.iiDN LEA6!JE 71i 1811 i26 f l.tf 19ft • l~ir 

.Nl PRQ:..IFE PAC 1271 l39Ei 525 6&8, .49 l26f 49;i 14':3~ 

MERe•: l CO. UiC tiJ PAC 45 lilff 495 i t.te looSi f ~=~sc 
ST~Nt~F.~:~:~ HuP.i£ IM~~S:f.Y FAC 2751 4":f~ "" 49 .tl 71~f • 7ii4~ 

P.I&-.T Tu CMOO:£ PAC 231 2133 3 .. " IQ 23it .12 te5f • tee;. 

: t ~ ~~ i;•:·.t .. 



c 
-J 

PAC naat It •• , &i Rtetiph .. llld 87 O,er1t U 011 I Rtc: ts tD Cane U FOR Cand ht.Disb. 'B~ n~~ 

---------------·---------- --- --- -- - ---------
BULK LIQUID TERMINAL OPERATORS 6&ii • 351 26 t.li 65tf ·~:6 
RORT&ASE 8ANt:ERS OF IU PAC 2913 4775 346 82 .t2 7251 7332 
COALITION OF Nl SPOF.TSK£M PAC 345 • 345 I .... • ' N~N·I"icRTISAN CITIZENS FOR BETTER ENVIRON 374 • 331 -~ .. , • 45 
NJ VEiERINAP.Y PAC 2'7fl 75ll 319 72 .11 985f 00"" .. cc 
NJ IICDQNAi.D'S OPERATORS PAC 5716 l39ie6 387 245 .12 19111 193ttS 
NNJ ABC IERIT PAC U79 84ft 2" • .... 12UI 12it!l 
CH£RRr HILL INDi!SUIAL SITES INC PAC 228 liSii 238 • .... lUff lltltf. 
FIRS~ JERSEY NATIONAL COF.?OF.ATIQN • 319i6 2i:: u:: ofl 3138i 3i:i3 
NATIDNA~ OP.iANlZATION FOR MOP.£N NJ 1635 1115 112 2192 1.~7 376 25~: 
Nl Si.!~?.!.L!: LINES P&.C 162 165i lil 141 ,f; 125i lo41 
SAVINS5 &ANtS ASSOtiATION PAt 2~3 Uil lSi o6 .I! 47ef itio= 
Nl F;.IENnS o: FAniLY PlAN~!NE • 254 lff e: .29 19 c•, 
SO. JERSE~ NONrARiiSAN POL. ED. CO"~· 1!5 55tl 99 3f16 . ss 15ii • tt51o 
CA"r.:;IGN hS50t. PAC f 215i &1 6; .13 2iU • C""• 

SMEET ltETA!.. WO~KEF:S LO:AL 127 I 65 65 9 .... f I 
FFZ:E~ fA: Si SSi 5i f l.fi SSr f I' I'. ... ~ 1~:! 

Nl Eh~IF.O~EhiAL VDTEF.S hlLlAMCE 24 25 3tl n .ii • • 1~ 

AMER ASSH OF MARRIA6E l FA"!LY PLAN~IN5 ~tee 1-ss 27 94 

··~ 
185i • lG" ..... 

HOFF~N-LMROCftE &DOD &OVT CD"~ITT££ 13 595i 13 Ui .15 Sf5t e 595r 
FDST£F. WHEEL~F. PMt 449 325f 1 48 .11 36~f f ~-== .... 
AFSC"E PU&~E E"PL. TO PROft~TE LEE. ED • 231ft • t 

···~ 
23111 23e~~ 

A~l!E~ SiiAA~ hl p;c • 5ri' I • t.ff 5'if • Sf~~ 

CDP"~ITTEE FDF. A lETTER NJ 43 51~47 • 27Eilt .Sit 13~15 t 5!!:~ 

&EN£R~~ RC!D~: CIVIL lNv~.~t~~T P~: 11722 15422 • I f.ti 4"Jfi i lt'7ii e··· 
$ALO~QN iP.QT~E~~ FAC • E25f • f e.t~ B25f • 62Si 
INT£~~hi10hA~ LON&i"O~E~~N'S AFL-CIC f.tr 1':'3347 • 1 ....... 

.':Jilt, 



p -IJ PAC1 • 1'87 Activity R&nktd by Operating Cosh (IS) 

PAC Hlf •• It; 8i Rtctiph .. tnd 87 Optut tt Op I Rtc IS to C.nd SS FQ;. ta!ld Tct.Dilb. '6: ::!. - .. -- -- 00---G>OCD 

COM. FOR CLEAN l SAFE AREP.lt~ ' 216152 13458 189611 .92 3Hf I 19:::~1 
NJ STATE LAEGRER5 PAC 33385 tB652e l9f36 162528 .17 4951 I lco;e.;i 
PROJECT NJ 5636 '"'a' 25196 I 315ft! .i1 1'7951 • tit~Sla 
LOCAL 32! FOR POLITICAL EDUCATION 288758 488!5 179212 113131 2.32 3'7491 7741 15!3e: 
NJ DENTAL PAC 94698 175439 22:79 11!991 .59 144751 I 2~'ryiti 

CAMP. FUND OF LAYv-'~S ENCDU~. &OVT l LAY 213653 86045 33791 7Si39 ·" 188471 • 2c:Si~ 
REAL. TCP.S PAC 2439i3 317912 314679 6943: .22 117U5 • 2~71h 171~-t~ 

UtTL. BROTH. OF PAINTERS l Ai.LIED TRADES 11919 92883 169it 57296 .62 31922 f BSElB 
LCCAL 6! PAC 9135 7925e 1113; 41;:3 .sa 3i1El f 791!4 
Plii~IC EDUCATION CO,.Pr. OF IUI!TA 329S3 65i16 6395 3Bi41t .5, 53495 • 9::e .. 
PP.!YUE ENTERPRISES PAt 79i12 675lt5 45711 37Sit6 .56 64ft& I e te:s~: 

CaMP! :TTEE FOR A lETTER Nl 43 S191t7 • 2iE74 .5lt 13615 • ~a ;e! 
. 8Ull!rEF.S P .. C 31tS;1 193o7~ 2659:: b511 .14 21lio! ' 2::a:~: 

Nl EDUCATIO~ ASS~~IATIDN PA: 156~59 25o3U 11265i 19:10 .IE 2tfi~4~ f au:::: 
NJ CAP. PAC 128&72 11fit! 57h2 18it31t .23 1344: .. I 1r::::: 
NOPTH JEP.5EV IUILDEP.S PAC 11U4 2843& 4951 1i32l .61 1752S f 3~lil 
Nl DR&ANlZATICN FOP. A IETTEP. 5TATE s.se: 969;1 6119 1395S .14 1275fr • litl~t55 
SHEET KETAL MOP.tERS LOCAL 128 13iB9~ 11'!787 191719 1262& .12 4531t9 • ~~=-~ 

TRANS~OF.7AiiDfl TP.UST FUr.D 11 f 235ofl 9118 11i3! .15 2325ii e 2it~t2:: 

PIPEFITTERS LG~AL 1274 95612 56712 1334i6 11727 .21 7111 • l&~as 
hJ TP.AuE ASSOClATiON FAC 1iit96 4329 2784 99'11 2.27 42fi • l~i.,~ 

FOOD COutiCii. CQ"IHTTE£ FOR &GOD &OVT 3Ml7 48561 13456 9623 .21 6441f • 7 ..... 
..~:: 

NJ SOCIETY OF PROF£5iluNh~ EN61N££P.5 15874 6t&2e 93!3 9449 .16 52;,. Sift 6iJct~ 
NJ FEDER,TIQN OF ENi.:IP.ON~Eh1~ V~iERS • lfji21 1342 &9~e .4e f 9'2:: 1-,~= D •.• 
NJ PF.~LIFE PAt 127f 13997 525 68Bf .49 12CI 40:., llt7j! 
SCUTH l£P.S£! BUILDERS PAC 3~413 12:aae &121~ 657f .86 · 13o1~ e Si.;.:~ 

INT~EHEn N:JP.::s F~C 2112 79i7 91t& 6o46 .&3 2393 f 9f~: 

P~QFES:IOh~ lNSUP.~N:£ A&~TS P~C 13it8i 29i2S 1~14 '5~c .16 3569! f itr:;~ 

ILAC PAC - 6511 26618 26795 4312 .16 2iai I ojlE 
Nl PHARMACISTS PAC 2Efl4 •2911 19113 4119 .19 47411 311 517itf 
UtiLITY EIEti.!!I~tS FQ~ P.ESPON!IIi.E &QVT • 28653 ltl&: 3&31 .13 14075 • l&~h 
LAIU~£;~s LOCMl lli2 PAC 1393E 61311 6~18 3625 .lb 6l!ef • ,~ .. 11 
liDFIEN: FO!..ITICAt ACTION CC"'Pf:TiEE OF Nl 3'!t3 12929 2~it1 3':91 .29 "" f 12~7~ 

N; QPiD~TRIC P~C 18~4 221e; 3725 3778 .17 32751 3"; :-:~e-: t"'•t 

Pl~K~£~5 LDC"L 14 P~: 17714 12i4f 228i7 37.7 .31 3'71f J iao~: 

CDNSi'-UCTORS FO~ &Ouu &0¥1 l731a2 21671 11271 3Ul .11 251Sf f 2--·. c:::. 
NJ CPA PAC eot51t 61!lf 24837 361~ .eo llB!lS • 1::::':" ···-. 
SO. lEP.S£Y NON?AP.TISAN FOL. En. CD"P.. 115 55H 99 3116 .55 15ti ' 45!e 
IVP.LIN;iO~ COU~TY CENTU~Y CLUf. 1392: 135!1 24367 2.,5t .22 I • 2~~: 
CO"r.:iT££ FOP. NJ 3547 61tltl l6&i2 2~7c •• 4 473~~ • r,a~~~ 

NJ C0~~:7TEE F'~F. ~J:Si.!!V GRiHCFAE~IC CA~ 675i 5135i 2~1~! 2359 .t5 3r:ii i ':::~; .... 
N;!IOtiR!. OP.GA"!!AiiDf. FOF. WD!II£M til "3~ 1115 182 2!92 1.97 37o f 2r;.: .... 
NJ F~HiC!Fi.~S & SLi?E; .• :ISuP.: ASC. PAt 151it 2112 &ie 1&2o .a; liS 27il 
Nl P.ESTALf;~TE!J~S &ODt 60\'i FliNn 33 12125 3!~ 16~4 .14 615f a:; .. 
N1 i\"£F.iCMN PMtSICA~ T!'!F!t.~~ ASS~~IkTIOM 6941 25145 33tS t~tot .e; 2cas: ca7ta 
N! ~SYC~O~OS! PAC 8141 Ste 6228 lltll 2.!3. lfif , .. 1: 
JE?S£!' BA~·~ES ~AC 1696l 47149 69&: 13i5 .t3 5575i 5!·1:-5 
I~iE~£5TEt ~E~C~"NTE FAC 1366 li-tSi 3641 13ef .te 23&75 c~=-=~ ·---
~~i~!T~L c~;; OF A"E~!CA ~"~ 32:3 32523 2lt8f lld .84 13958 :~:~·= ~ot•t: 

iU!~£~: OF ft£TRQ NJ • 17&43 11&34 1161 .li 5151 7ili 
OFE~~:!N; ENSINEEF.S LGtA~ 8~5 95fl 131121 84C9 114! .11 137113 13S1S.:r 
Nl PGuihii<Y PAC Si&! ~79 •232 tee& .te 9211 lii;~ 

Cui.i~~!~ OF NJ SiAii COL.i.ES£ L~CALS COPE 3317 1974 152~ n: .51 27iJ 37~7 

MDFFMAtH.AF.OCJ.iE &00~ &0\'T COf!~iTTEE 13 5'51 13 ,,. • 15 515f • 59~~ 

NJ LIFE UHDE~i~!TE~S l6f6l 878ie 15l53 Bf!i .lf 8613 I ·~;: 

LOCAL 1171 fAC 91tl1 7453 l3fl7 872 .12 2975 ' :a~; 

NJ U-41 ~AC 13lllit 89545 175769 Iff • tl 46111 • lte9:S 

~..3.x 



~ 
PAC 1111 II ltg Bi Rtceiph ts tnd 87 Operat U Dp I Rec ts to Cand u Fo;. Cand Tot.Disb. •as ~:~ 

------------------ -------- --- -- _ __.._.., __ --- --.....------- ---------- REPL,LICAN PRQ&RESSIYE ASSOCIATION 1652 22496 3382 732 .13 14511 4935 2il7ci 
DEVELOPERS PAC IHfl 55925 8293 627 .11 42Hi 57~Ei 
OIL CHE~ICAL ATOMIC WDR•~RS 581 t27io 277i 579 .15 lHif te::-q 
RID~ANTJC STATE PAC seaaa 71911 518ft 564 .11 71425 ;~;:? 

NJ SOFT DRINt: COfl. FOR &OOD &0\'T 25752 594C1i 21346 453 .11 63451 6'=0"': .... 
IJ BELL StATE PAC 4861 35366 11433 448 .11 283it5 2a:~: 

SHEET NETAL UOP.tlP.S LOCAL 119 14252 43296 7269 413 .1·1 49116 5127~ 2E":: 
HOWARD SAvlieS BANr. CITIZENS CORftiTTEE l23it~ 13667 tiot 412 .13 15851 1e252 . 
Ail T PAC 97 2i7i8 7419 39S .11 2H5f 214.:.5 
ll Fmk~.U DIRECTDP.S PAC 482i 2595 325& 369 .14 3'795 416tt 
YO"EN5 PuliTICAL CAUCUS OF NJ 1'757 191£ ?lf 367 .19 23B~ 2C:~ 

Nl A&C P~t 7196 4299 se:3 lit= .te s,--.. II 5'-'=1 ---FIRST JERSEY NATJQfjA~ COP.PQ;.;.ncN • 3LI&f: 213 313 .81 3ilfi f :~:e3 

N.i tJCnOhAtn~s OPEP.~TCRS PAC 5716 139it6 3E7 2itS .f2 19111 f 19345 
~l&H7 TO CMO~S£ PAC 231 21!33 376 234 .1: loS~ f te:. 
UJi PhC 52~; 2:i31 555~ 21~ .11 2C.~;.: .... 4:~ E:~'+l 

fRU~E~!&AL ~1 PAC 3f91 25410. 82~ 2!! .fl 2ilt~i e :;a:~ 

NJ ti'iAPIPE~ P&.C • 123i2 2t:: 2ii .f2 lflii ' li:~~ 

lil H£Al. TH C~P.E PAC 488=1 2H5e 2813 191 .11 23335 f 2:s:c 
ARTH~~ Y0Uh5 CO. PAC 1115 11UI 93; 186 .12 l135f I 11~:: 
W;.iiA PAC 7672 11225 1&233 15~ .11 51i • t~'= 112:: 
Nl SURPLUS LihtS PA: 162 l65f lil 141 .19 l2Sf • 164! 
tDNSU~iiNE ENE!NEE~S FA~ 1152f lUI~ 116~6 129 .11 t7otr f ...... , .... 
Nl HCTEL "Qi£L ASS~C~ATIQN 1666 24 llo~ 125 5.14 5ff ' ~:~ 

LIBERT~ PAC I 7Srt 853 12a .t2 6625 f 6~47 

AR£R ASS~ OF NMF~IHS£ l F;.~ILY PLANNI~S ~tee 148S ci 94 .16 1851 f ~~ .. -. 
NATIO~~l FE!iP.~TIO~ OF I~D. BUSih£S5£S 3Sif .•a~ .. 442i 89 .12 nse • 3r:; t·C'~ 

Nl SQ~l£!Y OF ARtH!iECiS '" 6i2~ 63! &6 .f! UfS f 6---t·· 

nOP.i:A&£ B~Nt:EF.S o:: Nl PAC 2913 4~~1i 34to 82 .e: i25i e ' .. -· 
Nl FP.!Efi~S OF F&.~!~Y PL.Aht,HiS • c: .. tri e: .29 1a~, 2:~ 

Nl V£T£~1N~F.'i P~: 2ill 75lr 3~~ i2 . il 9SSe • , .... ..... 
CAR?Al&N ASSOC. PAC f 2t5r 81 69 .13 2ttr I 2f:~-

SAVINGS B~Nt:S ASSOCIATION PAC 253 4oif 157 •• .11 47ft • 4':'=b 
AP.E~ltAN TFtlAL LAW'i£ft5 ASSOCihii~N ' 15itl11 3itif; 65 .If 1191Si l&i l!~itr: 

&AF.:EN STATE STR~!&Hi CHIROPJ.~CTiC 5296 7615 sese 61 • 11 2trr • itr:! 
"UTU~t 8EM£FIT hl PMC 165S 945i 1610 u . I! 9it:s • 9itE: 
OFFICE DEYELO~EP.S ASSN. 6~43 2ilil 2 ....... 

/lll:o~ 5i ·" 2tiir • cieSi 
F!Jh~ FO~ RESPOtiSii~£ i.EADERSMIF IN NJ 21 2hri lllo 51t ·" 192Si f 1;::~~ 

C0~1.£CiiVE FEDER~L. SAVINGS PA~ ' 2i75 1324 51 .ec lltfr ' 
1' .. , tt •• 

ST&.~~~P.t:REn MCP.SE IN~USiP.V PAC 2751 47fi 412 49 • 11 ?ifr • 7ftt!' 
FOSTEF YHE£LER PAC 449 32Sf l 48 • fl 3~5~ • ::~s 

NUH-FM~TIS"~ CiTIZEN: FOP. IE:TEP. EN~IRQN 3iit • 33il 45 .... f f it~ 

S•W!MS: A&.JCIAiiQN P:CC 57~46 7553r 37C5': 4~ 

··~ 
95475 f ~!:l; 

r:JU' LI;U!G TERICh:Sl OPE~ATQP.S 61:" .. ··' • 351 26 t.tr 65ti i c~:: 

ST~TEk:j£ CO". QF PHAP.~!ClEiS FO~ LE&.ED 2:15 l95i 1373 23 .fl 2iof I 2:e: 
N! S~Q~!E~EN '~C 151E tf;: 61l: 22 .82 195~ ' 1972 
~U £NV!P.ON!I!ENT~!. VuTE;S AlLIANCE 2it 2S 3e 19 .ii I e !; 
s~~~!i !~~cc~:c~;rtoN P~c Slt:i 2t~:r 39~3 15' .ff 21!':2 f 21:1=~ ·-· 
C!T! FE~E~~L ?~C 1251"! 23374 173ft 9 

··~ 
liSE! i l:r:: 

S!'iEH MET;.., Wt~;:£;: !.OC~L t:: i 6! •c o .. ' .llt • i 
r\l I.!.A. PAC 5E3~ 15llt~ 2~:1 e .If 18218 f t=:tc 

fOL!ilCA~ COft~!TiEE FOP. Nl ... ~ "'• 47it5f S:3f a . II 42835 • 425':'3 

AF5C"E PU!i.E ERPL. TO PP.O~OTE LEi. £!> • 23ft~ f • .... 23111 23l~~ 

A;.LIEe SISh~L til rAC • 51ii ' • l.fi 5tf. I Sir~ 

BE,.P. STE;.P.~S F:.C 56 l55Sff 26!5 • I.U 11251 f 112~! lit~:;.: 

CE~iP.~~ JE~SEY iUlL~ERS ASSOC. 21tii3 45C~i 11193 ' '·" 5&321 • se~:~ 

C~:F.;! ~ILL lNDUSiF.lAL. SiTES :Nt PHC 2E6 lt5ii 23E • l.ff 14118 ; tititr 

CG~.I~ION OF Nl SPQ~TS"EN rAC 345 • 34~ f l.fi f • i 
Ew;:l!CH BOlER CO INt 25417 litiff 3212 • .... 36Ef5 • :e~~! 

c; ~ 



_Q3 
PAC nut .. ltg 17 Rtetiph .. tnd 87 O,erat II Op I Rtc tt to Cand II FOR Canr! Tot.Dis~. '£~ ~!:. ............... -- -- -- ----------- --..------. EM3EARCM CQRF .,,2 127539 ··~·1 .... 3825 • 38!~ 
FIRST FIDELITY BANK CORP. 2767 51316 897& . ... 4517! • It! liS 
FP.AtU:i.IN STATE BANK PAC 728 4311 1111 .... 38Bf • !;~g 

FUEL I'IERCHANTS FOR &GDD &DYT 457 19351 5417 t.tr l4itll • 14~U 

&ENEF.AL ROT~S CIVIL INYOLVEHE~T PAC 117C2 15422 I t.tf 47tf • It iii s··" :!a.. 

HGP.IZDN lANK CORPORATION 1119 8131 3'182 t.ee 53118 • 5lce 
INSURANCE IRDktF.S ACCDCIATIDN OF Nj 4951 8265 4111 .... 9215 I 92iS 
INTERNAiiQtiAL LADIES &AR!ENi WDRt:ERS 615!f 3C15al 11171 .... 19259 I n2s; 
lEF.S:Y CSTEDfATH!C PAC 1812 3611 195! t.tt 3455 f 3'1~5 
l~5DN lJOHNSON EnPLDVEES &ODD &OYT FUN 29651 lf25f9 22495 •••• 29!te • ne~s 
MEDICA~ ACiiON CD"~ZTiEE 35694 15;:!: 48!8 t.lf te::a~~ ':318 t~ir:: 

ftERCK & CO. INC NJ PAC 45 17111 495 1.1£ 166Sr f •. -.w; ·=··· I'IPAC INC tfin 116325 32114 l.fi 95fli 9SiU 
NJ HQSFZTAL ASSOCIATION HE~~TH PAC 21'731 16845 23gi5 t.lf 147~f f t~t7ir 

HJ NA 7i Dfi~L i~Nt: • 11!37 317! i.ii i3cS f i::: 
NN.: A:t "£;. Ii PAC 427; &4tr: coli f.fi 1c41f t•, I • : ... r 
OFif'H;..!.f!J:.Oe¥ P~C 12i1E 7i5~ 4713 f.fi 1S7S5 lc;~n ..... 
PFZIE~ P.tt 5I 551 51 t.te 55i s~; 1~~~ 
POLITICAl ACTIOft CD". OF &CA llttii • 233& t.tr ll~f lli~e 
SAlDN~N i~aiH£R5 PAC I 82Sf I .... 8251 EE5i 
SitUP.!TY SAtliN55 l LDAN h55lCIH:ar. F.4C 3C=; 3~'~ •• J 29§4 .... 3BSr 35!~ 
TEIA~Q POi.ITIC~i.. INt'OLYEfi.ENT P~C • 3Sff 3251 . ... 251 25f 
TP.;.~s. POLZTICA~ Et~C:iiON Lth;u: 717 lE!t 62: f.li J9ff nn 
TP.I &~QD 60V£P.N~E~! FUN~ e to•c; .I .. liJ75 '·" 1~7S ~~~~ .,.J 

UFCI AC7IVE i~~i..DT ·CLUi fi52! 493Stt 143:~; 8.ti 29r~ 2~ir 
UNITEn CQ~~TI£5 TP.US! CC. F~C 9132 liSfi 77ii '·'* 12a! l~t .. c: ···-
UiTEP.N~ n ~h~L LOtiSS~~P.E!'I~!i. 5 A~~-: I 0 l.fi 17:3it7 1~::3"! 7 



PAt ftllt 

Nl MOTE. ROTEL A!S~CIATIO~ 1666 
NJ PSYCHOLDSY PAC 11~1 
LOCAL 1:: FOR PD~ITICAL EDUCATION 2&S75! 
Nl T~~£ ASSD:lATIOM PAC 12~96 
•AT!D~ QRS~NIZ~TlQ~ FOP. YO!EN Nl 1635 
COfl~. FOP. CLEA~ l SAFE A!lfEP.IC.t t 
Cki!P. F&JtiD DF LAWYERS E~CO~P.. &OVT l LAW 213653 
NJ FP.INCIP"~S l SUPE~YISDF.S ASC. PAC 1514 
NJ S!~TE LA~~R:R: P~: 
Jh1EF.£:!E~ NU~££5 PAC 
N! EN~'IR~NP!EN7Al VC!ERS A~LIANCE 
PP.c::cr t;: 
IM!L. IP.CrH. OF P~:N7E~E & A~LIED TR~~ES 
NO~!~ JEP.S£~ ?U!lD£~5 P~C 
Pi.B~ I~ ED:J~~7lC!\ CO!!!!'!. CF ti3!HA 
NJ ~EM!Al PAC 
PP.h1l!E EN;'£P.F~!S£S PAC 
SO. JEP.S£~ NONF~r.:ISAN POL. ED. CO~P!. 

CDftftiTT£E FD~ A BETT£~ hl 
LDC:.~ :e P"C 
tOl.!sC:~ QF Nl ST"iE C0~;.£5£ LOt.:.lS CO~£ 
Nl FP.~!..!FE PhC 
hl FE:£R~!IQN QF EN-lROh~E~T~!.. YOTEF.S 
PLU~E£F:5 ~DC"~ 14 fMC 

i:.:~~:NE70N CQ:.!S!~ CEto!:~:, t:.u: 
REA~ TQ~; ~At 

PI~EF!~TEF.S LOt~ 1:~~ 
~00~ COL!!\: I:. CC~~!~TEE FO~ S~~D &~·~·r 
M!lf!E~: POdTIC"~ CA~:!JS Or NJ 
NJ f~n~-n ~~= 
N! O?TC"£~~~~ fMC 
CDt\S!~l.!~T~~S FD~ &~:D So~·; 

I~MC f:.: 
fRO=ES51C~~~ INSUP.A~t: A5E~iS P~: 

N! S~C!ETt OF PP.G~ESSIO~~l EH5!~EE~S 
w:;:~'-tt!:-Lt.~uC~E EjOL ;:vi CQ~tP!:TiE£ 
NJ ORc .. N!:;.nc~: FO~ A BETTE'- ST~7E 
ttl Fut.~:.;..;. t!~E:iQ;: F~C 

51'1£:7 P!E!~t wor.;:F.: !..DC~:. 12i 
§~U.C:F.S ;;,: 

L:::.:., 1!7: F:.: 
~:&~~ 7Q :~~~=: ~~= 
SP-££T ~:r;.~ liC~t:ER! !.0ChL. 12£ 
hl L!~E UN:!~~;iTE~~ 
tc: fHtU'I!;.CISTS Pf\C 

Nl Enc:~TIGH A:s~:I"TION PAC 
iu!~z:r.= OF "!Ti~ ~~ 
L;.&:~E;·: L~CRL ll7E F~C 
"P.EP. ~::~ ~~ M~~;~"SE ~ rA~!!..Y F~ANS:Ne 

2112 
24 

5o:: 
1l9l9 
1111" 
320:': 

94o8i 
79'712 

115 
4: 

•t::! 
3317 
ICil 

• 1!it4 
3113 

f 

1 
....... ----

1757 
B':Sl 

185•4 
!736~ 
~!li 

131tii 
158iit 

13 
515&'? 

.... .. 
• 9lt11 

231 
135:;; 
16f:l 
26f!lt 

1e: 
71~e 

13E3 
IS655; 

i 
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lt&Sl5 
432e 
1115 

216152 

·~= .. ~ 2fo2 
1&:5:~ 

'1'171 
25 

l6~te~ 

'12&;:: 
2s .. ::a 
ct:"'" 

175tt3~ 

675it5 
55 if 

51;t,7 
7;2se 

197it 
:39S': 
1~7E! 
l2:iti 
tHe= 

22ot 
Slt'!3 
13Sri 

:ti;ic 
~oif: 
itDC.;.' . .,. 
~,~-···' 

22i!~ 

21e7t 
2o:l~ 

267:5 
ete:s 
5~5i 

9e~;~ 
gC:IC. 

e5 
n:r.:~t 

!2~2! 

2Si:E 
74!3 
2r::3 

119::: 
s;a .. 

42911 
l6!i 
~c~~ 

li~tii 

25e:e1 
11h: 
u:~1 

1it9: 

··~~ 622S 
179212 

. 27&4 
toe 

13~t5r 

337~~ 
&76 

19f~.= 
9it8 
3f 

!~7~8 

1~56-+ 
it951 
hl!! 

2237; 
45711 
~ 

I 
11139 

15E .. 
52! 
u~~ 

:::~., 
•••• I 

31it679 
133:t"!6 
13~5~ 

731 
4'': 
3':'25 

1127! 
2~i;e 

1~1~ 

9353 
13 

•u! 
32!E 

o5 
2cs;:e 

3!!! 
lf3:: 
13il7 

~- ... .::s 
19i'7~; 

l~l5~ 
19te: 
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5e:: 
~6itf 

liC657 
lfSltt 
UiS 

27 

12! 
1413 

113131 
9itt! 
2192 

189ofl 
7ee::; 
1&:! 

1~2~2: 
6~itE 

19 
1315:; 

1 ~':~1 '••• 

1i:~;i 

375~t6 

:~a 
2";S':it 
489i3 

997 
6!5i 
e;;i 

11727 
962: 
3fi 

lfES 
3"!76 
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"~ 
1':01':C: 

3-Q 
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2o!11 
16!'1 

e:e 
ltfl; 
lit! 
lit~ 

t::e 
196:6 
llef 
3SE! 

9it 

S.llt 
2.83 
2.32 
2.27 
1.97 
.92 

·'' .e~ 

.97 
.e:: 
.77 
.77 

.61 
I"' ·•' 

.5~ 

.s: 

.s: 
.56; 
.52 
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. c: 

.~.: 
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.lb 
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.IE 
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.ts 
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37491 
42ft 

376 
3tH 
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~~~~ 
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C:'!.1 

53~:! 
l44iSi 
64ffl 
151! 

13615 
3':181 
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92iJ 
3Ei5i 
2515f. 
2ffi 

ls;;s 
s:~ii 
5fSi 

tE;su 
3-:c-

f .,, .. ~ c •. ;e. 
6!5111 
llt:i: 
2975 
U~f 

1153~9 
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47411 

1251 
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ss:r 
6~ccr 

1i~i 

f 

• 77it! 
I 
I 
f 
i 
f 
f 
f 
e 
f 
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f 
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I 
f 
i 
I 
f 

-9~: 
93!3 

f 
f 

IE .. 
f 
i 

• • f 

• f 

I 
f 
e 

5ff~ 
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I 
f 
f 

• 
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B 
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f 
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f 
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~ 

f 

' 

litiotf 
25H 

t'!hrt 
2ce~r; 

,~.~~ 

!e~~~~ 
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C't·~ .. r 
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ltlii· 
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PAC Dill It &tg &7 Rtc:eiph It tnd li Optrat U Dill F.t: It tc Cand II FC~ Can~ Tc,t.Cat. 'E~ t:: 

·----.... ---------
NJ CPA PAt 
11 ME~ICA~ PHYSICAL THE~'P¥ ASSO:I~TION 
SOUTH lE~:£Y 8Ut .. MR5 PA~ 
TRhNSrOF.!ATlO~ TRU:T FU~~ II 
IJ CQftft!TTE£ FQ;. QUA~ITV ORTHDFAELlt CAP. 
OIL CHEMICAL ATQ. .. ;t WOR•:E~S 
tDP.~!!TEE FOR NJ 
HOSF!T~ CC~F t~ AKE;ICA PAt 
REPUi~ItAN PP.G&P.ESSIVE ASSt:lAiiQN 
CAMP~!&N ASSO:. PAC 
HOa~P.~ S~VIN:5 t"N•: CIT!Z£ti5 tO~r.I";"T£: 
lE~S!! 8t.h<ERS Ft.: 
Nl SPD~i3~£~ PAC 
tt:.!.EtT!VE F'Et:;.;.~ S:\'!NS5 P:.C 
tiAr:CN~t F:LE~·~7!0~ o= 11\j, Bl!5Hi£55ES 
Nj "C~·.jP\;,~~ "5 u~E~:;.;J;.: ~·ti: 

ftG;~S~S£ !.tN!::~: OF NJ F.tt 
AUH.;~ tO;.;S6 Cu. P~C 
IU CHAJ!EEfi FAt 
Lii!H\ Fh: 
FOSTE~ W~££.£R FAt 
AT& T FAt 
Wftii; PP.t 
s~v: .. ;: i&-'i;.s As:oc:~norc P~: 
liJ SDC:Ei! Of: AF:!Hi£~TS 
N~ P£L .. ST~:E oA: 
Si;.i£~~~£ CC~L OF Ptl.ft~!Ht!5T5 FQ; LEE.E~ 

F!P.E7 1£;.::• to;~::~~~- c:~F~~h7!~t.; 

Nl ~ETE~IN~~! P": 
SHE:-: RET~~ iiGHEA$ L~C"l 119 

&~;~£~ :·~tE s·~~~;~; tH!P.:F~":Tit 
a;:e F~t 
fti~ .. A~~:: Si;.TE PhC 
C0~5~~TIN& EhS!~E£F.: P"C 
~~ s~~~ &H~r. cc~. raj: &~o: eo-.:t 
O!E~ft·ias £NSi~::;: L~:M~ 82! 
ltj'\'l:h!. iiPlE::Ii t\J FG!C 
r!.:!t~ F~~. R£E~~~t:::~£ LE~~::~::0:~ I~ tiJ 
o::!c£ ~r.1:.0?E~s ~::N. 
S~~~!T B~h:GP.~;~~i!O~ F~t 

FJ:.ITit~~ C~~~li!EE F:P. ~! 
ArSCP.; PUE~£ E~?~. T~ H~~JTE LEE. ED 
A.~IE~ :zes~~ Nl PAt 
BE.:t'. STE;.;.N: PA: 
i:JL.t: i.IG.::D re;r:!~:.t Df£~~~~~5 

C£~T;.t4L JE~E:-!· HJt.DE?.E ~SS~:. 
CP£;~1 niL~ lN~~;r;,:~L S!TtS IN: PA~ 
CQ~H!jh ~~ Nl 5r0~7S~E!. FAC 
EP.~~~C~ !~:.:; CC I~: 
ENSE;.~:~ Cj~P 

IUSlt 
69itl 

39413 

• 6751 
5&1 

35it7 
32:3 
16~2 

• 12:it5 
lUI3 
1518 

f 
3S't8 
S!f:: 
2.9ii 
lf!~ 

• • 44; 

" 7o72 
2~3 ,,., 

4E:i 
22f~ 
lllii 
2751 

f 
2711 
142~2 

133!3~ 
4&5; 
3fi1 
5!~: 
525~ 

st::: 
. 11~21 

25752 
95f3 
loSS 

21 

·~·: 5421 
~:.~: 

5&3it 
I 

t2!t7 
653 

i 
I 

5t 
6!'ii 

2it223 
225 
31t5 

25tt17 
4ii2 

61511 
25!it5 

12a:se 
235oii 
S1l5f 
12776 

'"'" 32523 
2:4t90 
215f 

136:i 
4il4i 
1192 
2775 
loe;Jo 

139it: 
47~S 

1!401 
l23o2 

1&11 
325i 

27771 
tte:5 
467f 
6727 

s~;~: 

t.ifi 
lfSi: 
75li 

432;: 
!!545 
21io5f 
25C.f;t 

7615 
2ia731 
71911 
u;t~ 
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~--~i 
2idi 
271(! 
2fit2f 

15~! 
1!4t!!1 
2::'7it 
4'ii~Sf 
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5rii 

155Ei~ 
f 
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ll5f~ 
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1275~9 

2itSl7 
33oe 

8121~ 

911& 
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2ii1 
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2491 
3392 

&1 
9i:i 
699: 
o33 
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4427 

3C.i 
34C 
9S9 

2t:' 
853 

1 
7419 

lB!lE 
15~ 
039 

u.-:: 
t:-3 
e:;: 
ltf.: 
Cf~ 

3i~ 
'126; 

r:5:t~ 

23!3 
825 

83!1 
5~~· 

S!&ir 
11:9~ 
2134!1 
a .. c~ 
U16 
t.Hc 

2~==~ .... 
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3ie~; 
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34'7~; 

t':Ul 
sa::l 
• 
' 265! 
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3ef: 
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or?f 
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23!; 
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4!: 
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22 
!1 
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c~t! 
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2ff 
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---------- ---------- . 
FIRST FIDEliTY BA~t. CO~~. 2i6i sua: &9ia • l.ff ~5175 ' ~~·":"r .. ,., 
FRAN•.~Ui SiATE IANt: PAC 729 4311 !llf • t.lf 366i e 39EE 
FUEL KE~C~~:TS FGR &Ot~ &0\'T 4S':' l'13!l 5itl7 ' t.ff llt48i • !~Itt~ 
iENEP.A. ROTOP.E Cl\IL INvOLVEft£hi FAt lli2c 15422 t ' t.l! 47ft f lt7i~ :::, 
HORi!aN BAHt: CD~FORUIOh 1119 &13! !7i2 f t.ff 5368 ' 53:: 
INSURANCE I~OKE~: ACCOCIATION OF Nl 4951 8265 4111 f '·" 9CI5 f 92i! 
INiEP.~ATID~~ LADIES &A~~ST WGR.IF.S 61:11 3952! lllil ' t.lf 8'125'1 • a;:~; 

I NiEP.NA Tl ONAJ. LONSSHOP.Efi.AN ~ S AFL -C! D t.ff. 1733417 f t::: .. -:-
JERSEY ~TEO?A~HIC PAC 1&!2 36il n:: f .... 3455 f 3115~ 
JOHNSON UOH!lOti E~!.QYE£5 &ODD &OVT FUN 2'165i lt2!i~ 22495 f t.lf 29SC9 • 2~e~s 
fE~!:Ai. ACi40N CO!'!!'T!'TE£ 356~ .. 1r•::'7 ·'·" 4619 f f,ff lEE:!~ 7::lS t;il·:: 
IIER:t: & CD. INC Nj PAC 45 1711S 495 f r.te tee~r e !c:~: 
IIFAC UiC lt7i; uuas 3:114 f l.fl t~5rf( 9~iU 
NJ H~SFITAL ASSOCIATION HE~LTH PAC 2173r 169~5 238'75 f f.fi 14':ff e 1~tir: 

tU P'iH71Dt.A~ 9At\~. ' 1113': 3--~ II~ f e.ir ilC~ i :::~ 
rthJ A:C P!::t.!T PAt ~2i; E-t~i ··o &:~. ' f.li 124!r i 1241: 
NO~-r;.~:ts;.fi :!TI!£l;s ~OF P!~TEr. £ti,'!~~·, 37a. • ::;~ 4~ e.e~ f ~ ·r ... 
OrHTHMLftC~DeV PAC 12i19 7i5f lt':!3 ' t.er 1~'755 f 1'"'~~ ... .-. 
PFZIEF. PAt 5i 1'1'"' ••• 5~ • t.lf 5Sf f ~:r 1 !:: 
POLITICAL ACTION CO~. OF BCA 1412: • 23:: I 

···~ 
1175~ r 1'"-:: .. -· 

S~LD~C~ iF.O~n£;S P~C I 8251 I • t.if 6'c• •• r f s::~Y 

SECUF.!Tr s~·~ IN5S & LQ;.N A£5~CIA!IDN PAC 3~6~ 3565 2~&~ • f.•r 3851 • :e-~~ 

TEl~Cw PQ.:n:;.L Ih~O .. VE~::!>t; f": e ~!U 3E5i I f.f~ 25f • i!~ 

TP.~NS. PDL!7ICAt ED~:ATION LEA6UE 717 1Elf .,. f t.f~ 1~11- i ":~i 

TRk i~Ot 60~E~h~£~i F~N~ • 1;::; t="~ ''• • ···~ 
t;is f ;~: 

u:cw ~CT:v£ '"~~Oi CLU: 9be:s -0':':' ..... 1'''~: .. ___ . f i.fi 2~~~ f :i~ 

UMI:£~ :u~~7lES r;,u:~ CO. Ph: ~!3: :•=~t 
...... f e.fr 1'';r e : !:! ! 1:: ..... 



F -ll P~Cs - 1987 Activ.ity 

PAC nut " Btg 87 Rtttipts .. lftd &i Optrat u Op I Rtt IS to C&nd IS FQ~ Car.~ Tot.n:sb. ~e~ r~= ---------- -- ----------- ---------
AFSCR£ PUBL.E a.PL. TO PRD!IOTE LEE. ED • 23fff • I .... 23fff 23ru 
AlliE» SI&lt\L Nl PAC • 5111 ' • I.H Sift • 5t~r 
MER A5SPi OF NA~iAiE l FAMILY PLANN!NS 486 1485 27 94 .16 1851 • 1;-.lt 
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PAGE G 

EXPENDITURE/LEFTOVER CAMPAIGN MONEY RANKING-1987 LEGISLATORS 

THE FOLLOWING RANKING($) OF EXPENDITURES AND LEFTOVER ·cAMPAIGN MONEY FOR 
THE CURRENT LEGIS~ATURE REPRESENTS ONLY THOSE REPORTS FILED BY AN INDIVIDUAL 
LEGISLATOR. MONEY SPENT BY THE NUMEROUS "FRIENDS OF ..... COMMITTEES IS NOT 
INCLUDED, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED BY APPEARANCE OF "+f ... 

THE-APPEARANCE OF *** AFTER A LEGISLATOR'S NAME INDICATES THAT THE DOLLAR 
FIGURES ARE DRAWN FROM A JOINT CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT FILED BY THE TWO ASSEMBLY AND 
ONE SENATE CANDIDATE. THE DOLLAR FIGURE LISTED REPRESENTS ONE THIRD OF THE 
AMOUNT SPENT AND AMOUNT REMAINING IN THE ACCOUNT. A PARTICULAR LEGISLATOR'S 
SHARE OF THE JOINT AMOUNT SPENT/LEFTOVER MAY IN FACT HAVE SEEN LESS THAN ONE 
THIRD, IN SOME CASES MORE THAN ONE THIRD. 

A FINAL REPORT BASED ON ADDITIONAL RESEARCH WILL INCLUDE THE .. FRIENDS 
OF ••• " MONEY AND THE EXACT AMOUNT SPENT BY EACH LEGISLATOR NOW LISTED AS JOINT 
ACCOUNTS. 

7:2x 
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District Salutation Last Name Party 97 Expend. 87 Leftover 

-----~--

,... _______ .., ______ 
----------~~-~~~~---

Cllllo __ ,.._ ---------- -----... --~-=-c:» 

36 Senator Ambrosio D 388666 10957 
02 Senator Gormley R 377491 0 

11 Senator Pallone, Jr. D 266588 522 
30 Senator Orec:hio D 266466 14272 
01 Senator Hurley R 254136 1960 

. 13 Senator Van Wagner 0 252457 3034 
05 Senator Rand *** 0 208417 25040 
10 Senator Russo 0 202913 225272 
01 Assemblyman Salmon *** 0 198113 14748 
04 Senator Dalton *** D 178836 6894 
2-1 Senator Sassano *** R 178621 10091 
34 Senator Bubba R 173118 7 
35 Senator Graves, 3ro D 163439 38615 
32 Senator ca ... an D 159545 0 

24 Assemblyman Haytaian R 149498 0 
06 Senator Laskin R 135845 0 

18 Assemblyman Pelly *** D 130614 599 
18 Assemblyman Spadaro *** D 130614 599 
18 Senator Paterniti *** D 130614 599 
33 Senator Jackman D 128248 76531 
40 Senator McNamara R 124593 0 

34 AsseMblyman Miller *** R 124502 0 

07 Assemblyman Fay D 122443 32334 
02 Assemblyman Kline R '114015 9276 
04 Assemblyman Marsella *** D 111356 8822 
10 Assemblyman Doyle *** D 109747 2170 
13 Assemblyman Kryillos, Jr. R 108459 5103 
12 Senator Gagliano *** R 107860 48135 
33 Assemblyman M~nendez D 107572 0 
15 ·Senator Stockman *** D 104201 581 
34 Assemblyman Zecker *** R 101511 0 

11 Assemblyman Palaia R 98793 1857 
30 Assembly ... oman Crecco *** R 97982 346 
12 Assemblyman Sennett *** R 94523 223:30 
26 Senator Sro""'n R 94347 0 

05 Assemblyman Bryant *** 0 Cf2398 25754 
03 Assemblyman Stuhltrager *** R 87833 0 

03 Assemblyman Co 11 ins *** R 87833 0 

01 Assemblyman L.oBiondo *** R 87774 0 

.08 Senator Haines *** R 86647 0 

05 Assemblyman Roberts, Jr. *** D 86211 450 
20 Senator Lesniak D 85155 0 
17 Assemblyman Sc:n ... artz D 83693 22974 
17 Senator Lynch D 79554 0 
16 Assemblyman Penn *** R 78492 0 
06 Assemblyman Rocco *** R 78082 0 

. 06 Assemblyman Shusted *** R 78082 0 
04 Assemblyman Riley *** D 78016 19033 
11 Assemblyman Villaine R 75047 48 
12 Assembly""'oman Farragher *** R 73938• 1017 
33 Assemblyman Kenny, Jr • 0 72139 0 

73;c. 
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District Salutation Last Name Party 87 E)Cpend. 87 Lef'taver -------- ----------------- ----~--------------- ----- -.--------- ---------~-
35 Assemblyman Pascrell, Jr. 0 71SS6 0 
38 Assemblyman Schuber R 71267 416 
31 Assemblyman Daria *** 0 70658 507q 
14 Assemblyman Patera *** D 68697 63 
38 Assemblyman Rom a R 67726 1990 
37 Senator Feldman *** 0 64704 68066 
15 Assemblyman Watson *** 0 63392 1420 
22 Assemblywoman Ogden R 62749 0 
35 Assemblyman Girgenti D 61769 13271 
16 Senator Ewing *** R 59798 0 
39 Assemblyman Reaney *** R 57426 0 
16 Assemblyman Kavanaugh *** R 54116 0 
39 Assembly_..oman Randall *** R 53370 0 
36 Assemblyman Gill *** 0 52321 2193 
36 Assemblyman Ouch *** 0 52321 2183 
37 Assemblyman Baer •••+f. 0 51633 0 
31 Senator O'Connor 0 51032 0 
17 Assemblyman Smith 0 50346 0 
37 Assemblyman Mazur *** 0 49453 0 
19 Senator Weiss 0 49293 11429 
26 Assemblyman Laveys R 46775 0 
26 Assemblyman Martin R 45392 0 
21 Assemblyman Genova *** R 42729 10226 
28 Assemblyman Adubato 0 42685 0 
32 Assemblyman Impreveduto 0 42353 3 
14 Senator Mc:Manimon *** D 42120 63 
03 Senator Zane ...... 0 40358 120105 
28 Assemblyman Zangari D 37999 0 
23 Assemblyman Kamin R 36825 0 
14 Assemblyman Cimino *** D 35845 63 
31 Assemblyman Charles *** ·o 35486 0 

.40 Assemblyman Kern, Jr R 33957 0 
~a Assemblyman Colburn *** R 33610 0 
08 Assemblyman Shinn *** R 33610 0 
24 Assemblyman Littell R 32562 0 
19 Assemblyman Karcher *** D 31248 1482 
19 Assemblyman Otlowski *** 0 31248 1482 
39 Senator Cardinale *** R 30073 0 
40 Assemblyman Felice R 29843 0 
29 Senator Lipman 0 28488 6756 
27 Senator Co dey D 27892 43977 
25 Assemblyman Freylinghuysen +f R 27722 37115 
29 Assembly11111aman Mattison D 27141 sq09 
15 Assemblyman Naples *** 0 25698 820 
07 Senator Costa D 24885 20150 
32 Assemblyman Kranic:k D 24392 0 
20 Assemblyman Dever in 0 21072 21148 
07 Assemblywoman Kalik 0 20318 0 
30 Assemblyman l<e 11 y *** R 20000 ~ 

21 Assemblyman Hardwick *** R 17741 18045 
02 Assemblywoman Cooper R 1759q -1150q 
24 Senator Dumont, 

37~ 
R 15537 12262 
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23 Senator Zimmer R 15220 0 

25 Assemblyman Albohn R 14547 10020 

23 Assemblyman Schluter R 12354 c7 

20 Assemblyman Hudak D 11937 3901 

27 Assembly...,oman Bush D 11180 2534 

0'-1 Senat.ue LUIU1Uf s' J• • u 1 VJIJ".J'/ ~J 

27 Assemblyman McEnroe D 7205 14780 

13 Assembly...,oman Smith R 4848 q 

09 Assemblyman Moran R 

09 Assemblyman Hendrickson R 

10 Assemblyman Singer R 

22 A&semblyman Franks R 

22 Senator DiFrancesco R 

25 Senator Dorsey R 

28 Senator Rice D 4181 

29 Assemblyman Bro .... n D 42928 

39 Senator Contillo D 

7SX 



EXPENDITURE RANGES- BY WINNERS 1981-87 

1987 1985 "1983 1981 
A s A s A s A s 

300.000 & up 2 

200,000-299999 6 1 

10,~. 0~0-1 '/9'1'1'1 I;.., II b ,, 
90,000-99999 4 1 3 

80,000-89999 5 2 3 3 

70,000-79999 10 6 1 

60,000-69999 s 8 2 

50,000-59999 7 2 4 2 2 3 

40,000-49999 6 3 10 2 

30,000-39999 10 1 15 s 4 7 7 

20,000-29999 B 3 15 19 7 21 11 

10,000-19999 6 3 7 24 6 35 12 

0-9,999 2 2 23 6 17 3 
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10 Senator Russo D 202913 225272 
03 Senator Zane *** D 40359 120105 
33 Senator :Jackman D 128249 76531 
37 Senator Feldman *** 0 64704 68066 
12 Senator Gagliano *** R 107860 48135 
27 Senator Co dey D 27892 43977 
29 Assemblyman Bro~n D 42828 
35 se.,ator Graves, :Ir • D 163439 38615 
25 Assemblyman Freylinghuysen +f R 27722 37115 
07 Assemblyman Fay D 122443 32334 
05 Assemblyman Bryant *** 0 92399 25754 
05 Senator Rand ...... D 209417 250'+0 
17 Assemblyman Schwartz D 93693 22974 
12 Assemblyman Bennett *** R 94523 22330 
20 Assemblyman Dever in D 21072 21148 
07 Senator Costa D 24985 20150 
04 Assemblyman Riley *** D 78016 19033 
21 Assemblyman Hard~ick *** R 17741 18045 
27 Assemblyman McEnroe 0 7205 14780 
01 Assemblyman Salmon *** 0 198113 14748 
30 Senator Orec:hio D 266466 14272 
35 A~semb lyman Girgenti D 61769 13271 
24 Senator Dumont, :Ir R 15537 12262 
02 Assembly~oman Cooper R 17599 11509 
19 Senator Weiss D 49293 11429 
36 Senator Ambrosio 0 389666 10957 
21 Assemblyman Genova *** R 42729 10226 
21 Senator Bas sa no *** R 179621 10091 
25 Assemblyman ~.lbonn R 14547 10020 
02 Assemblyman Kline R 114015 9276 
04 Assemblyman Marsella *** D 111356 8822 
04 Senator Dalton ..... D 178836 6994 
29 Senator Lipman D 28499 6756 
29 Assembly~oman Mattison D 27141 5909 
13 Assemblyman l<ryillos, :Jr. R lfJ8459 5103 
31 Assemblyman Doria ........ D 70659 5079 
28 Senator Ric:e D 4181 
20 Assemblyman Hudak D 11937 3901 
13 Senator Van Wagner D 252457 3034 
27 Assembly~Woman Bush D 11180 2534 
36 Assemblyman Gill *** D 52321 2183 
36 Assemblyman Duc:h *** D 52321 2183 
10 Assemblyman Doyle *** D 109747 2170 
38 Assemblyman Rom a R 67726 1990 
01 Senator Hurley R 254136 11To0 
11 Assemblyman Palaia R 99793 1857 
19 Assemblyman l<arc=ner ....... D 31249 1482 
19 Assemblyfftan Otlo-..ski *** D 31248 1'+82 
15 Assemblyman Watson *** D 63382 1420 
12 Assemb.ly~oman Farragher ..... R 73939 1~17 

15 Assemblyman Naples *** 

17x 
D 25699 820 
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18 Assemblyman Pelly *** 0 130614 599 
18 Assemblyman Spadaro *** 0 130614 599 
18 Senator Paterniti *** 0 130614 599 
15 Sena-tor Stockman *** 0 104201 581 
11 Senator Pallone, Jr. 0 266589 522 
05 Assemblyman Roberts, Jr. *** 0 86211 450 
38 Assemblyman Schuber R 71267 416 
30 Assemblywoman Cree co *** R 97982 346 
23 Assemblyman Schluter R 12354 67 
14 Assemblyman Cimino *** D 35945 63 
14 Assemblyman Patera *** 0 68697 63 
14 Senator McManimon *** 0 42120 63 
11 Assemblyman Vill.aine R 75047 48 
13 Assembly.,..oman Smith R 4848 9 
34 Senator Bubb• R 173119 7 
32 Assemblyman Impreveduto D 42353 3 
01 Assemblyman LoBiondo *** R 87774 0 
02 Senator Gormley R 377491 0 
03 Assemblyman Stuhltrager *"** R 87833 0 
03 Assemblyman Co 11 ins *** R 97833 0 
42'6 Assemblyman Roc:c:o *** R 78082 0 
06 Assemblyman Shusted *** R 78082 0 
06 Senator Laskin R 135845 0 
07 Assemblywoman Kalik D 20318 0 
08 Assemblyman Colburn *** R 33610 0 
08 Assemblyman Shinn *** R 33610 0 
08 Senator Haines *** R 96647 0 
09 Senator Connors, Jr. R 10637 0 
16 Assemblyman Penn *** R 78492 0 
16 Assemblyman Kavanaugh *** R 54116 0 
16 Senator .Ewing *** R 59788 0 
17 Assemblyman Smith D 50346 0 
17 Senator Lync:h 0 78554 0 

20 Senator ~esniak 0 85155 0 
22 Assemblywoman Ogden R 62748 0 

23 Assemblyman Kamin R 36825 0 
23 Senator Zimmer R 15220 0 
24 Assemblyman Haytaian R 149498 0 
24 Assemblyman Littell R 32562 0 

26 Assemblyman Loveys R 46775 0 
26 Assemblyman Martin R 45382 0 
26 Senator Brown R 94347 0 
28 Assemblyman Zangari 0 37898 0 
28 Assemblyman Adubata D 42685 0 
30 Assemblyman Ke 11 y *** R 20000 0 
31 Assemblyman Charles *** D 35496 0 
31 Senator O'Connor D 51932 0 
32 Assemblyman Kronick D 24392 0 
32 Senator Cowan 0 159545 0 
33 Assemblyman Kenny, Jr. D 72139 0 
33 A"ssemb 1 yman Menendez D 107572 " 34 Assemblyman Zecker *** R i01511 " 76 
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34 
Assemblyman 

Miller ........ 
R 

124502 
0 

35 
Assemblyman 

Pasc:re11, :Jr. 
0 

71856 
0 

3? 
Assemblyman 

Saer ........ .,. 
D 

51633 
0 

3? 
Assemblyman 

Mazur ....... 
0 

49453 
0 

39 
Assemblyman 

Rooney ..... 
R 

57426 
0 

39 
Assemblywoman 

Randall 
*** R 

533?0 
0 

·39 
Senator 

Cardinale ••• R 
300?3 

0 

40 
Assemblyman 

Felic:e 
R 

29843 
0 

40 
Assemblyman 

Kern. :Jr 
R 

3395? 
0 

40 
Senator 

McNamara 
R 

124593 
0 

09 
Assemblyman 

Moran 
R 

09 
Assemblyman 

Hanclric:ksan 
R 

10 
Assemblyman 

Singer 
R 

22 
Assemblyman 

Franks 
R 

·a a 
Senator 

DiFranc:esc:o 
R 

25 
Senator 

Dors&y 
R 

39 
Senator 

Contillo 

RANKING BV LEFTOVER ss 1997 LEGISLATORS 

D 

77} 
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District Salutation Last Name Party 87 Expend. 87 Leftove.--------- --------------- -------------------- ------ ---------- --------~--
36 Senator Ambrosia D 388666 10957 
02 Senator Gormley R 377491 0 
11 Senator Pallone, Jr. D 266588 522 
30 Senator Orechio D 266466 14272 
01 Senator Hurley R 254136 19o0 
13 ' Senator Van Wagner 0 252457 3034 
05 Senator Rand *** D 208417 25040 
10 Senator Russo 0 202913 225272 
04 Senator Oal ton *** D 178836 b894 
21 Senator Bass ana *** R 178621 10091 
34 Senator Bubba R 173118 7 
35 Senator Graves, Jr. D 163439 38615 
32 Senator Ca""An 0 15954:5 0 
0b Senator ·Laskin R 135945 0 
19 Senator Paterniti *** 0 130614 599 
33 Senator Jackman D 129248 76531 
40 Senator McNamara R 124593 0 
12 Senator Gagliano *** R 107860 48135 
15 Senator Stockman *** D 104201 581 
26 Senator Brown R 94347 " 08 Senator Haines *** R 86647 0 
.20 Senator Lesniak 0 851.55 0 
17 Senator Lynch 0 .78554 0 
37 Senator Feldman *** D 64704 68066 
16 Senator Ewing *** R 59788 0 
31 Senator O'Connor 0 51032 0 
19 Senator Weiss D 49293 11429 
14 Senator McManimon *** D 42120 63 
03 Senator ~ane *** 0 40358 120105 
39 ·Senator Cardinale *** R 30073 0 
29 Senator Lipman D 28498 67So 
27 Senator C:adey 0 27892 43977 
07 Senator Costa 0 24895 20150 
24 Senator Dumont, Jr R 15537 12262 
23 Senator Zimmer R 15220 0 
09 Senator Connors, Jr. R 10637 0 
22 Senator DiFrancesco R 
25 Senator Dorsey R 
28 Senator Rice D 4181 
38 Senator Contillo D 
30 Assemblywoman Crecco *** R 97982 346 
12 Assemblywoman Farragher *** R 73938 1017 
22 Assemblywoman Ogden R 62748 0 
39 Assemblywoman Randall *** R 53370 0 
29 Assemblywoman Mattison 0 27141 5909 
07 Assemblywoman Kalik 0 20318 0 
02 Assemblywoman Coo.per R 17599 11509 
27 Assemblywoman Bush D 11180 2534 
13 Assemblywoman Smith R 4948 9 
01 Assemblyman Salmon *** D 199113 14748 
24 Assemblyman Haytaian R 149498 0 

~~ 
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19 Assemblyman Pelly *** 0 130614 599 
18 Assemblyman Spadaro *** D 130614 sqq 
34 Assemblyman Miller *** R 124502 0 
07 Assemblyman Fay 0 122443 32334 
02 Assemblyman Kline R 114015 927b 
04 Assemblyman Marsella *** 0 111356 8822 
lQJ Assemblyman Doyle *** 0 10C1747 2170 
13 Assemblyman Kryillos, Jr. R 108459 5103 
33 Assemblyman Menendez 0 107572 0 
34 Assemblyman Zecker *** R 101511 0 
11 Assemblyman ·Palaia R 99793 1857 
12 Assemblyman Bennett *** R 94523 22330 
05 Assemblyman Bryant *** D 92399 25754 
03 Assemblyman Stuhltrager *** R 97933 0 
03 Assemblyman Collins ...... R 87933 0 
01 Assemblyman LoBiondo *** R 87774 0 
05 Assemblyman Roberts, Jr • *** 0 96211 450 
17 Assemblyman Schwartz D 83693 22974 
lb Assemblyman Penn *** R 79492 0 
06 A~semblyman Rocco *** R 78082 0 
06 Assemblyman Shusted *** R 78092 0 
04 Assemblyman Riley *** 0 79016 1 q.033 
11 Assemblyman Villaine R 75047 4S 
33 Assemblyman Kenny, Jr. 0 72139 0 
35 Assemblyman Pascrell, Jr. D 71856 0 
39 Assemblyman Sc:huber R 71267 416 
31 Assemblyman Doria ••• D 70659 5079 
14 Assemblyman Patera *** 0 686q7 o3 
3S Assemblyman Rom a R 67726 lqq0 
15 Assemblyman Watson •••• 0 63392 1420 
35 Assemblyman Girgenti D 61768 13271 
39 Assemblyman Rooney *** R 57426 0 
16 Assemblyman Kavanaugh *** R 54116 0 
36 Assemblyman Gi 11 *** D 52321 2193 
36 Assemblyman Ouch *** D 52321 2183 
37 Assemblyman Baer •••+f' D 51633 0 
17 Assemblyman Smith D 50346 0 
37 Assemblyman Mazur *** D 4q453 0 
26 Assemblyman Loveys R 46775 ~ 

26 As·semb 1 yman Martin R 45392 0 
21 Assemblyman Genova *** R 42729 10226 
28 Assemblyman Adubato D 42695 0 
32· Assemblyman Impreveduto D 42353 3 
29 Assemblyman Zangari D 37998 0 
23 Assemblyman Kamin R 36825 0 
14 Assemblyman Cimino *** 0 35845 ~3 
31 Assemblyman Charles *** 0 3S4eo 0 
40 Assemblyman Kern, Jr R 33957 0 
09 Assemblyman Colburn *** R 33610 0 
09 Assemblyman Shinn *** R 33610 0 
24 Assemblyman Littell R 32562 0 
19 Assemblyman Karcher *** D '31249 1'+92 

'6/x 
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lq Asc;emhlyman ntlnw-ski *** D 31?.4R 1482 
40 Assemblyman Felic:e R 29843 0 
25 Assemblyman Freylinghuysen +f R 27722 37115 
15 Assemblyman Naples *** D 25698 820 
32 Assemblyman Kronick D 24392 0 
20 Assemblyman Dever in 0 21072 21148 
30 Assemblyman Kelly *** R 20000 0 
21 Assemblyman Hardwick *** R 17741 18045 
25 Assemblyman Albonn R 14547 10((;)20 
23 Assemblyman Sc:nluter R 12354 67 
20 Assemblyman Hudak 0 11937 3901 
27 _Assemblyman McEnroe D 7205 14780 
09 Assemblyman Moran R 
09 Assemblyman Hendrickson R 
10 Assemblyman Singer R 
22 Assemblyman Franks R 
29 A.asemblyman Brown D 42828 
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10 Senator Russo D 202913 225272 

03 Senator Zane *** 0 40359 120105 

33 Senator Jackman 0 128248 7Q531 

37 Senator Feldman *** ·o 64704 68066 

12 Senator Gagliano *** R 107860 49135 

"27 Senator Co dey D 27992 43977 

35 Senator Graves, Jr. 0 163439 38615 

05 Senator Rand *** 0 208417 25040 

07 Senator Costa D 24985 20150 

30 Senator Orec:hio D 266466 14272 

24 Senator Dumont, Jr R 15537 12262 

19 Senator Weiss D 49293 11429 

36 Senator Ambrosio 0 388666 10957 

21 Senator Sassano *** R 179621 10091 

04 Senator Dalton *** 0 179936 6894 

29 Senator Lipman D 28488 6756 

29 Senator Rice D 4191 

13 Senator Van Wagner D 252457 3034 

01 .Senator Hurley R 254136 1960 

19 Senator Paterniti *** D 130614 599 

15 Senator Stockman *** Q 104201 581 

11 Senator Pallone, Jr • D 266588 522' 

14 Senator Mc:Manimon ....... D 42120 63 

34 Senator Bubba R 173118 7 

02 Senator Gormley R 377491 0 

06 Senator Laskin R 135845 0 

. 08 Senator Haines *** R 86647 0 

09 Senator Connors, Jr. R 10637 0 

16 Senator E~ing *** R 59788 0 

17 Senator l..ync:h D 78554 0 

20 Senator Lesniak 0 85155 0 

23 Senator Zimmer R 15220 0 

26 Senator Bro"n R 94347 0 

31 Senator O'Connor 0 51032 0 

32 Senator Co"an D 159545 0 

39 Senator Cardinale *** R 30073 0 

40 Senator McNamara R 124593 (lJ 

22 Senator DiFrancesco R 

25 Senator Dorsey R 
38 Senator Contillo D 
02 Assemblywoman Cooper R 17599 11509 

29 Assembly"oman Mattison D 27141 5909 

27 Assemblywoman Bush D 11190 2534 

12 Assemblywoman Farragher *** R 73939 1017 

30 Assembly"oman Cree: co *** R 97982 346 

13 Assemblywoman Smith R 4948 9 

07 Assembly"oman Kal ik 0 20319 0 

22 Assembly.,..oman Ogden R 62749 0 

39 Assemblywoman Randall *** R 53370 0 

29 Assemblyman Brown D 42828 

25 Assemblyman Freylinghuysen +f R 27722 37115 

Yd,< 
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07 Assemblyman Fay D 122443 32334 
,,5 Assemblyman Bryant *** D 92399 25754 
17 Assemblyman Schwartz D 83693 22974 
12 Assemblyman Bennett *** R 94523 22330 
20 Assemblyman Dever in 0 21072 21149 
04 Assemblyman Riley *** 0 78016 19033 
21 Assemblyman Hardwick *** R 17741 18045 
27 Assemblyman McEnroe 0 7205 14780 
01 Assemblyman Salman *** 0 198113 14749 
35 Assemblyman Girgenti 0 61768 13271 
21 Assemblyman Genova *** R 42729 10226 
25 Assemblyman Albahn R 14547 10020 
02 Assemblyman Kline R 114015 9276 
04 Assemblyman Marsella *** D 111356 9922 
13 Assemblyman Kryillos, Jr. R 108459 5103 
31 Assemblyman Doria *** 0 70658 5079 
20 Assemblyman Hudak 0 11937 3901 
36 Assemblyman Gill *** 0 52321 2193 
36 Assemblyman Ouch *** 0 .52321 2183 
10 Assemb.l yman Doyle *** 0 109747 2170 
38 Assemblyman .· Roma R 67726 1990 
11 Assemblyman Palaia R 98793 1857 
19 Assemblyman Karcher *** D 31248 1482 
19 Assemblyman Otlowski *** D 31248 1482 
15 Assemblyman Watson *** 0 63382 1420 
15 Assemblyman Naples -*** 0 25698 920 
19 Assemblyman Pelly *** D 130614 599 
18 Assemblyman Spadaro *** 0 130614 599 
05 Assemblyman Roberts, Jr • *** D 86211 450 
38 Assemblyman Schuber R 71267 416 
23 -Assemblyman Schluter R 12354 67 
14 Assemblyman Cimino *** 0 35845 63 
14 Assemblyman Patera *** 0 68697 63 
11 Assemblyman Villaine R 75047 48 
32 Assemblyman Impreveduta D 42353 3 
01 Assemblyman La Biondo *** R 87774 " 03 Assemblyman Stuhltrager *** R 87833 0 
03 Assemblyman Collins *** R 87833 0 
06 Assemblyman Rocca *** R 78082 0 
06 Assemblyman Shusted *** R 78082 0 
08 Assemblyman Colburn *** R 33610 0 
08 Assemblyman Shinn *** .R 33610 0 
16 Assemblyman Penn *** R 78492 0 
16 Assemblyman Kavanaugh *** R 54116 0 
17 Assemblyman Smith D 50346 0 
23 Assemblyman Kamin R 36825 " 24 Assemblyman Haytaian R 149498 0 
24 Assemblyman Littell R 32562 0 
26 Assemblyman Loveys R 46775 0 
26 Assemblyman Martin R 45382 0 
28 Assemblyman Zangari D 37898 0 
28 Assemblyman Adubato 

f(x 
D 42685 0 
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3~ Assemb 1 yman- Kelly *** R 200~0 0 
31 Assemblyman Charles *** D 35486 0 
32 Assemblyman Kronick D 24392 0 
33 Assemblyman Kenny, Jr • D 7213q 0 
33 Assemblyman Menendez D 107572 0 
34 Assemblyman Zecker *** R 101511 0 
34 Assemblyman Miller *** R 124502 0 
35 Assetmblyman Pascrell, Jr. D 71856 0 
37 Assemb 1 yma,, Baer ***+f 0 51633 0 
37 Assemblyman Mazur *** D 49453 0 
39 Assemblyman Reaney *** R 57426 0 
40 Assemblyman Felice R 29843 0 
40 Assemblyman Kern, Jr R 33957 0 
09 Assemblyman Maran R 
09 Assemblyman Hendrickson R 
10 Assemblyman Singer R 
22 Assemblyman Franks R 



1/01/80 N3 LEGISLATOR· 1987 DATA Fage K 1 

District Salutation Last Name Party 87 Expend. 87 Leftover 
---~~---- --------------- -------------------- ----- ---------- -----------
01 Assemblyman Salmon * D 1 C18 113 1~7~8 

01 Assemblyman LoBiondo * R 87774 0 
01 Senator Hurley R 254136 1960 
02 Assemblyman Kline R 114015 '1276 
02 Assemblywoman Cooper R 175C1C1 11509 
02 Senator Gormley R 377491 "' 03 Assemblyman Stunltrager * R 87833 0 
03 Assemblyman Co 11 ins * R 87833 0 
~3 Senator Zane * D 40358 120lc:JS 
04 Assemblyman Marsella * D 111356 8822 
04 Assemblyman Riley * D 78016 1C1~33 

04 Senator Dalton * D 178836 68C14 
S5 Ass;emblyman Roberts, Jr. * 0 86211 450 
05 Assemblyman Bryant * D C123C18 25754 
e5 Senator Rand * D 208417 25040 
06 Assemblyman Rocco * R 78082 0 
06 Assemblyman Shusted * R 78082 0 
06 Senator Laskin R 135845 0 
07 Assemblyman Foy 0 122443 32334 
07 Assemblywoman Kalik 0 20318 0 
07 Senator Costa 0 24885 20150 
08 Assemblyman Colburn * R 33610 " 08 Assemblyman Shinn * R 33610 0 
08 Senator Haines * R 86647 0 
0'1 Assemblyman Moran R 
0'1 Assemblyman Hendrickson R 
0C1 Senator Connors, Jr • R 10637 0 
10 Assemblyman O~yle * 0 10'1747 2170 
10 Assemblyman Singer R 
10 Senator Russo 0 202'113 225272 
1 1 AstUPtnb 1 yman Villaine R 75047 48 
1 1 Assemblyman Palaia R C187C13 1857 
1 1 Senator Pallone, Jr. D 266588 522 
12 Assemblyman Bennett * R '14523 22330 
12 Assemblywoman Farragner * R 73'138 1017 
12 Senator Gagliano * R 107860 48135 
13 Assemblyman ~~ryillos, Jr. R 10845'1 5103 
13 Assemblywoman Smith R 4848 q 

13 Senator Van Wagner D 252457 3034 
14 Assemblyman Cimino * 0 35845 63 
14 Assemblyman Fatero * 0 68697 63 
14 Senator Mc:Manimon * 0 4212QI 63 
15 Assemblyman Naples * 0 25699 820 
15 Assemblyman Watson * 0 63382 1420 
15 Senator Stockman * 0 104201 581 
16 Assemblyman Penn * R 78492 0 
16 Assemblyman Kavanaugh * R 54116 0 
16 Senator Ewing * R 59788 0 
17 Assemblyman Schwartz D 93693 22974 
17 Assemblyman Smith D 50346 0 

~~)( 
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17 Senator Lynch D 79554 0 
18 Assemblyman Pelly ... D 130614 5qq 
19 Assemblyman Spadaro * D 130614 sqq 
18 Senator Paterniti * 0 130614 59q 
19 Assemblyman Karcher * D 31249 1492 
19 Assemblyman Otlowski ... D 31248 1482 
19 Senator Weiss 0 492q3 11429 
20 Assemblyman Hudak D 11937 3q01 
20 Assemblyman Dever in ·D 21072 21148 
20 Senator Lesniak D 85155 0 
21 Assemblyman Hard..,ick * R 17741 18045 
21 Assemblyman Genova * R 42729 10226 
21 Senator Sassano * R 179621 10091 
22 Assemblyman Franks R 
22 Assemblywoman Ogden R 62748 0 
22 Senator DiFrancesco R 
23 Assemblyman Kamin R 36825 0 
23 Assemblyman Schluter R 12354 67 
23 Senator Zimmer R 15220 0 
24 Assemblyman Haytaian R 14q498 0 
24 Assemb l.yman Littell R 32562 0 
24 Senator Dumont, Jr R 15537 12262 
25 Assemblyman Albonn R 1.4547 10020 
25 Assemblyman Freylinghuysen R 27722 37115 
25 Senator Darsey R 
26 Assemblyman Loveys R 46775 0 
26 Assemblyman Mart in R 45382 0 
26 Senator Brown R 94347 0 
27 Assemblyman McEnroe D 7205 14780 
27 Assembly..,oman Bush 0 11190 2534 
27 Senator Coday 0 27892 43977 
28 Assemblyman Zangari D 37898 0 
28 Assemblyman Adubato D 42685 0 
28 Senator Rice D 4181 
29 Assemblyman Brown 0 42828 
aq Assembly..,oman Mattison 0 27141 5q09 
29 Senator Lipman 0 2B4BB 6756 
30 Assemblyman l<e 11 y ... R 20000 " 30 Assemblywoman Cree: co * R 97q92 346 
30 Senator Orechio D 266466 14272 
31 Assemblyman Charles * 0 35486 0 
31 Assemblyman Doria * D 70658 5079 
31 Sen.ator O"Connor D 51032 0 
32 Assemblyman Impreveduto D 42353 3 
32 Assemblyman Kronick D 24392 0 
32 Senator Cowan D 159545 0 
33 Assemblyman Kenny, Jr. 0 72139 " 33 Assemblyman Menendez D 107572 0 
33 Senator Jackman 0 129249 76531 
34 Assemblyman Zec:ker • R 101511 0 
34 A!isemblyman Miller * R 124502 0 
34 Senator Subba R 173118 7 

(7x 
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35 Assemblyman Girgenti 0 61768 13271 
35 Assemblyman Pasc:rell, Jr. 0 71856 0 
35 Senator Graves, Jr. 0 163439 38615 
36 Assemblyman Gill * 0 52321 2183 
36 Assemblyman Ouc:h * 0 52321 2183 
36 Senator Ambrosio 0 388666 10957 
37 Assemblyman Saer * 0 51633 0 
37 Assemblyman Mazur * 0 49453 " 37 Senator Feldman * 0 64704 c80cc 
38 Assemblyman Rom a R 67726 1990 
38 Assemblyman Sc:huber R 71267 416 
38 Senator Contillo 0 
39 Assemblyman Rooney * R 57426 0 
39 Assemblywoman Randall ... R 53370 0 
39 Senator Cardinale ... R 30073 0 
40 Atu~emb 1 yman Felic:e R 29843 0 
40 Assemblyman Kern, Jr R 33957 0 
40 Senator Mc:Namara R 124593 0 
40 Senator Mc:Namara R 

q280962 1125505 





110 WEST STATE STREET 

PAC CONSUMER PROTECTION 

CIC cam·man 
cause~~EY 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08608 609•396-1150 

PROHIBIT ON THE JOB SOLICITATION OF PAC/CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS 

LIMIT THE USE OF PAC MONEY TO ELECTION\CAMPAIGN RELATED EXPENSES, AND OPERATING 
COSTS 
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Thank you, Chairman Lipman and members of the Senate 

State Government, Federal and Interstate·Relations and Veterans' 

Affairs Committee for allowing LEGAL to testify here today. I am 

Karen Kotvas and I represent LEGAL which is an organization of 

attorneys whose goal is to preserve the private practice of law for 

the public interest. Our special ~nterest is to keep open the cour~ 

house door and protect the civil jury system. 

In 1977, New Jersey became the first state to hold a 

gubernatorial election primarily financed with public funds. We 

have demonstrated to the· nation that limits on campaign contributions 

by individuals and PACS coupled with public financing does work. 

Now ·it is time to extend this process to the election 

campaigns of our state legislators, and we respectfully request the 

committee to keep in mind the following considerations as you come 

to your conclusions and report a bill out of this committee. 

* The cost of campaigns in New Jersey is obscene. It is 

absolutely incredible that campaign spending can be more than the 

amount of two years of a state legislator's salary. 

We agree that limits sh.ould be placed on campaign 

contributions from individuals and from PACS. However, this will 

not help a candidate reduce the cost of his campaign bills which 

are spiraling upwards. Most of this money goes for media buys. 
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Therefore, to get to the cause of huge campaign expenses and to 

reduce them, LEGAL strongly endorses forms of free media to 

candidates who meet criteria o·f a viable candidacy. For 

example, perhaps 50 contributions of $50 to $100 would entitle 

the candidate to one/half page of advertising in· the major 

newspaper of his or her election district OR perhaps one hundred 

contributions of $75 to $150 might entitle the candidate to one 

thirty-second spot on New Jersey Public Television Network. 

* Meaningful reform must include the formation of only 

one campaign fund per candidate. This would eliminate any attempts 

to circumvent campaign reform laws. For example, candidate Sam 

Smith may have contributions going into any number of campaign 

funds or PACS, such as: Friends of Sam Smith, Campaign Fund of 

Sam Smith, Americans for Sam Smith, Environmentalists for Sam 

Smith and any other of a number of myriad combinations .. One fund 

would stop over contributing and would stop very large contributions. 

If the campaign spending limit is X dollars, then with one fund, 

candidate Sam·smith ge~s X dollars. If there is no li~it 6n funds 

and PACS for candidates, then instead of X dollars, candidate 

Sam Smith could receive 5 times X dollars or 10 times X dollars 

depending on how many campaign funds are established by·him and/or 

for him. 

* Even though it appears to be a function of the lobbying 

law and not the .campaign financing law, certain practices called 

entertaining involve money and candidates. LEGAL feels that all 
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monies spent on candidates and legislators should be reported to 

ELEC, ~hether or not any legislation is discussed between the 

parties. This includes flying legislators to Florida to play 

golf to taking them to dinner locally· or to sporting events. 

It is money expended and legislators and candidates are the 

recipients. 

* In order to ensure that any campaign financing reform 

is enforced, LEGAL strongly recommends increasing the ELEC 

budget. 

All campaign financing refo~m is meaningless without 

strong enforcement to adequately monitor the process. 

LEGAL strongly favors the legislation of Senators 

Richard VanWagner and John Lynch because it is comprehensive and 

· meaningful. We are available to work with this committee to further 

the reforms of these two Senators. 

Thank you for your attention. 






